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ABSTRACT 

The Southern Uplands of Scotland is at present a r egion of great 

interest to both geologists and geophysicists . The complex tectonic 

history associated with the closing of the proto-Atlantic ocean bas yet 

to be determined . Previous geophysical studies have shown ~hat the 

Southern Uplands is atypical of normal continent . Geomagnetic i nvesti-

gations have iudicated a zone of anomalously high electrical conductivity 

underlying the Southern Uplands region at a depth of 12-30 km. 
\ 

In order to determine further the exact structure and spatial 

variation of this conductivity zone , two geomagnetic studies have been 

carried out in the region. A Geomagnetic Deep Sounding Array of 19 

Gough-Reitzel variometers recorded the naturally varying Earth ' s magnetic 

field during December 1973 and January 1974. This was followed by 

Magneto-Telluric observations on lines perpendicular and parl:t.J.lel to 

t he strike of the supposed anomaly . 

In this thesis , reviews of various regional MT studies , the geo-

physical significance of conductivity measurements and the known geology 

and geophysics of the Southern Uplands region are given. TbP. aims , a.nd 

rel.evant theory, of induction studieb are also presented. The observa-

tional procedures for both the GDS and MT techniques, and the -type and 

form of the MT activity, are described. Techniques for analyaing the 

MT data are developed in some detail. Methods are pro~osed, a.nd 

examples given , for (a} estimating the gross structural strike direction, 

(b} averaging response function estime.tes , (c} est.imating the confidence 

intervals of the response functions, (d) est imating new forms of coherence 

fUnctions , which exhibit many desirable properties , a.nd (e) a frequency-

time anal.ysis for estimating the response functions for sub-inte~a.J.s 

of the data set . 



The full MT and GDS estimates from analysis of the single station 

data - rotated major and rotated minor impedance estimates . azimuthal 

angles , skew factors and real and imaginary induction vectors - are 

presented and qualitatively discussed . 

A one-dimensional interpretation of two-dimensional MT data is 

examined and shown to be valid for ' rotated major ' impedance estimate~ 

from locations sufficiently distant from gross lateral inhomogeneity . 

Various methods for determining an ' optimum model ' t:bat best satisfies, 

in some manner , the observed MT responses are reviewed . A Monte-Carlo . 
inversion procedure is developed and applied to the 'rotated major ' data 

from six of the thirteen locations . It was considered , for various 

re~sons, unjustifiable to interpret all the data. 

The GDS and MT results agree on the complexity of the conductivity 

variations in the Midland Valley, the Southern Uplands and Northern 

England. The simple 'Eskdale~uir anomaly' proposed by Edwards et al . 

(1971) cannot explain the observations . A conductive layer is required 

beneath the Midland Valley at a depth of no greater than ll km. The 

conductive zone underlying the Southern Uplands is at a depth greater 

than 24 km. For the Northern England response• the top layer of highly 

conducting sediments ' screen ' the possible erfects of a ' lower crustal/ 

upper mantle ' conductive lo.yer . The geological and geophysical impli-

cations of the acceptable MT models are discussed . 

In this work, the quantitative information , offered by the MT 

technique , is shown to be necessary for a full interpretation of the 

conductivity distribution. Aloo , es·i.imation or the phase response , as 

well as the amplitude response , of the impedance tensor elements is 

sho'W?l to resolve the surface structure of the acceptable models . 

Various suggestions are made about further investigation of the 

region . 
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1 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General comments 

Many geophysical methods exist f'or studying the structure of' the 

Earth on global, regional and local scales . All invoke measure:aent of' 

one or more physical param.eter(s) , either time variant or invariant , and 

then attempt to invert the observed data to derive a model structure 

which is both unique and representative of the true Earth . Of those 

techniques which are applied for regional studies, geomagnetic induction 

methods offer the most powerful approach for deducing temperature pro

.files within the Earth . Of all lithological parameters that are 

temperature dependent , conductivity is the most sensitive to thermal 

variation. However, the prillla.ry aim of the majority of induction 

studies is to derive a (unique) conductivity model that" satisfies the 

observed date.. When this aim is achieved, inferences, and possibly 

deductions , about past and present crustal and mantle processes can be 

made . 

Much i nterest is focussed at present on the th~ory of plate tectonics 

and its orogenic implic.ations . In order to verify upper mantle convection 

theories that would lead to plate moti on , it is necessary to know not 

only the present positions of' plate boUndar ies but also the past ones . 

The locations of pr esent spreading ridges, subduction zones, island 

arcs , etc . have largely been determined by seismic methods . However, 

to delineate past tectonic zones , it is necessary to r ecognise relic 

geological features which are clearly related to plate edge tectonic 

processes . This has been accomplished with some degree of success using 

~ geomagnetic induction methods by identifying various forms of geomagnetic 

variation anomalies (Law and Riddihough, 1971). 
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Geomagnetic induction studies utilise the natural magnetic field 

variations as the energy source. These variations diffuse into the 

Earth · and induce electric currents by the eleme.ntary Faraday-Henry lav. 

The induced electric currents will in turn induce secondary magnetic 

fields according to the Biot-Savart law. An observer on the surface of 

the Earth measures either (i) three components of the varying magnetic 

field (Geomagnetic Deep Sound.i.ng technique) or (ii) the varictions of 

tvo horizontal components of both magnetic and electric fields (Magneto

Telluric technique). The Geomagnetic Deep Sounding (GDS) method is 

usually employed to delineate anomalous structures by mapping current 

concentrations . The conductance (conductance (s) = conductivity (a) 

x thickness (d)) - or 1 integrated conductivity - of the anomalous region 

can be estimated but the actual conductivity cannot unless the spatial 

gradients of the horizontal magnet~c field components are also known 

(Kuckes, 1973e., b) . For a one- dimensional Earth, the Magneto-Telluric 

(MT) method is more poverf'ul in that direct estimates of the conductivity 

distribution with depth can be attained. In the proximity of two

dimensional conductivity structures, it is still possible to invert the 

MT data either by a quasi- one-dimensional {Wright, 1970) or a f'ull tvo

dimensional (Wiedelt , 1975a) interpretation . However, three-dimensional 

structures pose problems which have yet to be solved. ' Parkinson 

vectors' (Parkinson, 1959, 1962, 1964) can locate such anomalies but 

quantitative interpretation is extremely difficult (Hewson- l!rovne and 

Kendall, 1976). 

Penetration into the Earth by magnetic variations occurs natnral.ly 

because or the skin-depth phenomenon of electro-magnetic fields . In 

this respect, induction methods are superior to galvanic resistivity 

techniques because highly resistive strata will be penetrated and 

currents vil1 be induced in the underlying geological successions. 
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A further advantage of the MT technique when compared to galvanic methods 

is that estimate is made not only of apparent resistivity but also of 

the phase lead of the induced electric field to the inducing magnetic 

field. Accordingly, the model interpretation is constrained by two sets 

of approximately independent information (Parker, 1970; Summers, 1976). 

The extra set of constraints will lead to a more well-defined conductivity 

xr.odel. 

1.2 Natural Source Field Characteristics 

The natural variations of the geomagnetic field are utilised as the 

source for induction studies . They cannot be controlled and thus it is 

desirable that some knowledge is gained of the properties of the various 

magnetic disturbances prior to undertaking fieldwork . For example, if 

the recording equipment is not continuously monitored, a general 

sensitivity level will have to be chosen which will enable mo.ximum 

possible recording of the desired variations. To chooSi!"' such a level, 

probable amplitudes of the variations have to be ascertained. 

A generalised geomagnetic spectrum in the interval. l cycl.e per year 

to l. cycle per second {Serson, 1973) is shown in figure 1 . 1 . The telluric 

response that would be obse.rved over a uni:!orm earth of resistivity 

20 nm is al.so illustrated in the figure. The geomagnetic spectrum has 

the form of a logarithmic increase in amplitude with decreasing :frequency 

:from 1 Hz to 3 x 10-3 Hz (a period of one hour), then a subsequent 

decrease in amplitude to a continuous level of about 3 nT for :frequencies 

- 4 . d thi• l.ess than l.0 Hz. Superimpose on s general shape are spectral 

lines, mainly due to various interactions between the Earth's mag:netic 

field and plasma emitted by the Sun. 

At f'requencies greater than l. Hz, the amplitude of the natural 

magnetic field again rises due to lightning discharges (sferics). At 



Figure 1. la Amplitudes of natural variations in the 

hori~ontal geomagnetic field useful in 
induction research 

Figure l.lb Corresponding a~litudes in the earth
electric field, C<>m9Uted for a model 
e~rth of uniform resistivity 20 ohn.n 

reproduced from Serson {1973) 
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large distances from thunderstorms, sferics provide a nearly uniform 

source which is essential for applying the Cagn.iard MT relationship 

(Wait • 1954). Difficulties arise when undertaking Audio Magneto-Telluric 

(AMT , 1 Hz - 10 KHz) surveys in cultural areas due to 50 Hz (60 Hz in 

North America) mains noise and its associated harmonics. 

Betwee.n 10-3 
Hz and 1 Hz , there are five peaks due to continuous 

pulsatory activity. or Pc ' s. These disturbances have i.h~ appea.>:"ance of 

sinusoidal variations (an exampie of Pc4 activity is illustrated in 

figure 3.lOb) and are attributed to hydromagnetic waves within the 

magnetosphere . In an excellent reviev of the subject , Orr (1973) 

concluded that Pc3, Pc4 and Pc5 events can be interpreted as standing 

Alf'v~n waves. Some Pc2 activity is also due tc. oscillations of complete 

field lines whilst others ~ be a transmission resonance phenomenon. 

Hovever, pulsations in the Pel band are different in character t~om the 

longer period activity. A cyclotron resonance mechanism betveen hemi-

spheres is inferred from the structure of Pel events . When hydromagnetic 

vaves propagated from the magnetosphere reach the lower limit of the 

ionosphere, they are transformed into electromagnetic waves which are 

observed on the surface of the Earth as pulsation activity (Jacobs, 

1970). 

The broad spectral peak in tigure Ll at one hour is due to the 

power contained in geomagnetic bays • An example of a ba,y event is 

given in figure 3.1oc. Bars are not local phenomena and are interpreted 

as the simplest type of worldwide elementary polar storms (Nagata and 

Fukushima. 19n > . 

The peaks at 24 hours and the associated harmonics (12 hours, 

8 hours , etc . } are due to the Earth's rotation about its own axis . 

The amplitude of this diurnal variation is latitude dependent with a 
~ 

magnitude of the order of 10 nT in mid-latitudes (Matsushita, 1967}. 
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Because this is so low, the daily variation is best observed during 

geomagnetically quiet periods. The generating current mechanism is 

thought to be predominantly an ionospheric dynamo action (Mishin ~. , 

1975). 

The broad spectral peak at 27 days and those of the harmonics 

(13 . 5 days, 9 days , etc . ) are associated with the sidereal solar rotation 

period. The main peak is not aharp because the outer surfaces of the 

Sun rotate with a latitudinal dependency . The rotation period of 

equatorial regions of the Sun is 26.4 days , whilst at 35° latitude it 

is 28. 1 days (Chapman and Bartels, 1940} • Regions of the Sun where 

there is a local low magneti c field will emit plasma at higher than 

normal levels. The plasma, on interacting with the Earth ' s magnetosphere, 

gives rise to ' geomagnetic storms ' which last typically two or three 

W:cys . Storms due to one region of the Sun will obviously recur at 

about 27 day intervals , and this has been observed (~man and Bartels, 

1940). 

The semi-annual peak is not the first harmonic of the annual line, 

as was first thought . Currie (1966) and Banks (1969) conclude that it 

is a ring current phenomenon, while the annual line is considered to be 

an ionospheric dynamo effect. 

1 . 3 Regional Magneto- Telluric Studies 

Although work for this project dealt with both GDS and MT techniques, 

the interpretations and model studies were based mainly on the MT results. 

Accordingly , it is more appropriate if a review of MT investigations is 

given rather than a general review of induction studies . 

Figure 1 .2 illustrates those regions of the world where reasonably 

thorough multi-station MT investigations have been, or a.re being, 

carried out. Some of the substantial papers published from these 



TABLE 1.1 

Location of multi-station MT investigations 

- also GDS array investigations if undertaken in the same region 

Code: l = MT only; 2 = GOS array only; 3 = MT and GOS 

'Location 
No . Reference 

l Everett e.nd Hyndman {1967 - 3). 

2 Tamm.emagi and Lilley {1973 - l), Gough et al. (1974 - 2) , 

Lilley and T8Jlllllemagi (1972 - 3). 

3 Febrer et al . (1976 - 1). 

4 Rooney (1976 - 3), Banks and Ottey (1974 - 2) . 

5 Berktold et al. (1974 - 3) , Haak (1976 - 1) . 

6 Winter (1976 - 1). 

7 Swift (1967 - 1) , Madden and Swift (1969.__::. l), Scbmucker 

1970 - 2) , Porath and Gough (1971 - 2). 

8 Word et al. (1970 - 1). Mitchell and Landisman (1971 - 1), 

Vozoff {1973 - 1). 

9 Caner~- (1967 - 2), Morrison et a.!. . (1968 - 1) , 

Scbmucker (1970 - 2). 

10 Pora.th~· (1970 - 2) , Rankin end Reddy (1973 - 1), 

Learly and Phinney (1974 - 1), Alabi et al (1975 - 2). 

ll 

12 

13 

Dowling {1970 - 1), Bentley (1974 - 1). 

Ka.sameyer (1974 - 1), Edwards and Greenhouse (1975 - 2). 

caner et al. (1967 - 2) , Caner et al. (1969 - 1), Cochrane 
~ ~--

and Hyndman (1970 - 2), Camfield~· (197J. - 2) , 

Nienaber et al . (1973 - 1), Dragert (1974 - 1}. 

14 Srivastava~· (1963 - 1), Vozoff and Ellis (1966 - 1), 

Reddy and Rankin ( 1971, 1972 - 1} , Porath ~. ( 1971 - 2} , 

Peeples and Rankin (1973 - l) . 
(Contd ) 
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Figure 1.2 Locations of multi-station ..-agneto-Tell urfc 
investigations 

-each number refers to a paoer. or papers . 
indexed in table 1.1 

If a GOS array study has also been undertaken 
in the same region as an M-T stuqy. the 
published work(s) from the GOS investigation 
is also listed in table 1.1 

-
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Location 
No. 

Table 1.1 (Contd.) 

Re:f erence 

Honkura ~- (1977 - 3) 15 

16 Srivastava and White (1971 - 1), Bailey~· (1974 - 2), 

Cochrane and Hyndman (1974 - 3) , Kurtz and Garland (1976 - 1) . 

17 Dyck and Garland ( 1969 - 3) . 

18 Hermance and Grillot (1970, 1974 - 1). 

19 Vozo:ff and Svi:ft (1968 - 1), Wagenitz (1974 - 1). 

20 Fournier and Rossignol ( 197 4 - 1) , Fournier et al . ( 197 4 - 1) , 

Van Ngoc and Boyer (1974 - 1). 

21 Adam and Vero (1970 - 1), Pecova et al. (1970 - 1), Losecke 

(1970 - 1), Scheelke (1972 - 1) , Winter (1973 - 2) , Adam. 

(1974 - 1), Haak and Reitmayr (1974 - 1). 

22 Iliceta (1974 - 1) , Kemmerle (1976 - 1). 

23 Rukityansk:y et al . (1974 - 3), Praus et al. (1975 - 3), -
Jankovski et al . (1976 - 3). 

24 Lipskaya et al . (1973 - 1) , Kovtun and Chicberina (1975 - 1). 

25 Krasnoba.eva ( 1976 - 3) . 

26 Zhemaletdinov ~· (1970 - 1) . 

27 Portnyagin (1968 - 1), Pospeev et al . (1969 - 1), Dubrovskiy 

et al . (1970 - 1), Berdichevsky et al . (1972 - 1), Sochel.nikov 

(1976 - 1) . 

28 RokH;yansk:y and Logvinov (1972 - 1), Tkachev (1973 - 1), 

Rokityansky (1975 - 1) . 

29 Kovtun ~· (1975 - 1). 

30 Vanyan and Karin (1967 - 1), Levadny et al . (1976 - 2). 

31 Berdichevsky et al. (1969 - J.} , Berdichevsky !:i..&· (1975 - l). 

32 Nabetani and Nori timi ( 1971! - 3) • 

Note: The revie~ of Hutton (1976) and Kovtun (1976) have been heavily 

relied on for in£ormation concerning studies undertaken in eastern Europe 

and Siberia. 
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studies are listed in table 1.1. Keller (1971) showed the location of 

earlier deep electrical (MT, galvanic r esistivity and controlled-source 

electromagnetic) experiments and Lilley (1975) presented an equivalent 

map indicating regions studied by two-dimensional magnetometer arrays . 

To be added to Lilley ' s map are the following array studies; (i) 

Scandinavia (Kuppers , 1976) , (ii) north West Germany (Kiippers , 1976), 

( iii) the central part of Russian platform (Rokityansky ~·, 1976) , 

(iv) the area north of Quebec City, Canada (Camfield, 1976), (v) the 

Baikal region of southern Siber ia (Leva.dny ~. , 1976), (vi) the 

Caucasian Mountains (Dadunashvily et al . , 1976) and (vii) Argentina 

and Chile (Aldrich ~·, 1973) . 

Global coverage by MT and GDS studieE is obviously of severely 

limited exte.nt. It is difficult to lDB.ke gross generalisations about 

crustal and mantle conductivity structures until tectonically important 

areas such as South Asia, Antarctica , west Siberia, Alaska, northern -
South America and the Middle Ea.st have been studied. However, several 

points can be made about certain regions. 

In a review on induction studies over stable shield and platform 

areas , Kovtun (1976) concluded that a ' normal ' distribution of conduc

tivity with depth under Precambrian shields has yet to be established. 

For these regions , a conducting zone at lower crustal/upper mantle depths , 

of conductance as high as J.000 S, is o:rten reported. In the crust , this 

zone is considered to be due to either (i) sulphidisation and/or graphi-

tisation of rocks (Gough , 1973) , {ii) a hydrated zone (Hyndman and 

Hyndman , 1968) or (iii) a partial melt zone at low temperatures due to 

high water content {Berdichevsky et al . , 1972}. When the conducting 

layer appears to be in the upper mantle, it is usually interpreted as 

a partial melt zone, as in (iii) above {Chan~-, 1973; Berdichevsky 

et al. , 1972) . 
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Conducting zones either in the crust or upper mantle or both are 

al.most always reported when induction studies have been carried out over 

rifts· and other active regions {Hutton, 1976a) . A partial melt zone is 

the most likely explanation due to th& high heat f'lows usually observed 

in these areas. 

Al.m.ost all published MT curves exhibit a decreasing asymptote for 

periocls greater then about 104 s {Ko\ltun, 1976). This is due to a 

conductive layer of about 1 S .m-1 at a depth of the order of 400-700 km 

{Banks, 1969; Parker , 1971) . It is probable , but not certain, that the 

conductivity increase occurs at the same depth as the compressional and 

shear wave seimnic velocities increase . This is considered to be at 

about 400 km end is concluded to be either (i) a phase transition of 

olivine to the more closely-packed beta or spinel structures (Ringwood 

and Major, 1970) or {ii) a phase transition with an associated increase 

in fayalite {Fe2sio4) content (Kaila and Krishna, 197.fil., If' the 

seismic boundary is due to a phase transformation alone, then the 

conductivity discontinuity should be at least as sharp as the corres-

ponding seismic discontinuity (Tolland and Strens, 1972; Toll3lld, 

private communication} . However , the interpreted compl.e:x structure 

transformations of o1ivine to beta at 400 km (Burdick and Anderson, 

1975), beta to spinel at 500 km (Burdick and Anderson, 1975), followed 

by spinel to post-spinel (Anderson, 1967) over the range 590 to 710 km 

{Mass~, 1974), perhaps with a chemical change occuring at th~ latter 

{BW'dick and Anderson, 1975) , could cause a gradual conductivity 

increase with depth. A gradual change was determined by the Cantwell

McDonald mantle conductivity model {McDonald, 1957; Cantwell, 1960) 

rather than a sharp transition as was suggested by uniform core 

{Chapman, 1919; Rikitake , 1966) or Lahiri-Price type {Lahiri and Price , 

1939) models . A gradual transition in conductivity f'rom 10 S.m-l at 
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250 km depth to 1 S.m-l at 800 km was suggested when Parker (1971) 

applied Backus-Gilbert inversion theory to data published by Banks 

(1969). An overall conductivity distribution presented by Rikitake 

(1973) - figure 1 . 3 - based mainly on a model presented by Banks (1972 ), 

vbich indicates a :fairly steep conductivity increase, is concluded to 

be the most reliable throughout the Earth at present. 

Altho\l8ll knowledge of the phase between the electric and magnetic 

fields constrains the number of acceptable models considerably, very 

few investigators attempt to extract such in.formation . Even vhen 

estimated, it is rarely utilised. To determine phase accurately demands 

a high degree of relative time control between the magneto-telluric 

components . This does not present any problems when recording with 

coincident pen-position analogue recorders or multi-track tape recorders, 

but can cause difficulties when employing non-coincident pen-position 

analogue recorders (e.g. Watenabe) or sequential sampling cassette 

recorders . However , even if using either of the latter types of 

record.ing system, it is desirable to try to retain phase in:formatioD . 

The importance of phase data for resolving surface structure was 

suggested by Parker {1971) and was st0vn by Summers {1976). 

Of all the literature cited in table l. l , only Everett and Hyndman 

(1967b) , Swift (1967) , Vozoff and Swift {1969), Mitchell and Landisman 

(1971) , Kurtz and Garland {1976) , Rooney (.1976) and Beb.lo (1976) 

presented phase estimates . Everett and Hyndman employed their phase 

in.formation in a qualitative sense only and Mitchell and Landisman 

utilised theirs to examine possible source effects. Only Rooney and 

Beblo constrained acceptable models by both tliw- amplitude and phase 

estimates . More sophistication is required o:f both the instrumentation 

and the data analysis procedures to try to evaluate reliable phase 

information. 
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Excellent reviews and collations of the vast number of regional MT 

studies undertaken can be found in Fournier (1966), Barsczus (1970), 

Untiedt (1970), Fournier~· (1971), Keller (1971), Porstendorf'er 

(1975}, Adam (1975}, Hutton (1976b) and the various review papers 

presented at the Workshops on Electromagnetic Induction (Edinburgh, 

1972; Ottawa, 1974; Sopron, 1976}. 

It is difficult to assess the merits ~ weaknesses of most MT 

studies undertaken in Eastern European countries. So little account is 

given of instrumentation, data analysis procedures and interpretative 

techniques that it is difficult to make comparisons betveen studies. 

One of the major criticisms however , which can also be levelled at some 

other workers, is that the published apparent resistivity curves of'ten 

lack any scatter or error information. Without tbis , it is impossible 

to determine whether minor inflections in the curves are statistically 

meaningf'ul or not. Reports of other studies often give f'ull details of ---
instrumentation, data analysis methods and interpretation procedures 

and also plot the curves with scatter or confidence limits . This 

practice should be standardised in some manner and adopted for the 

publication of all MT results. 

With these points in mind, several MT studies have been selected 

for review on the meri"t.6of methods , site locations and ensuing inter-

pretations . 

The tectonic history of the Southern Uplands of Scotland is 

believed to be closely related to that of the Gul.f of st. Lavrence 

area of Canada (Phillips et al ., 1976) . This relationship is discussed 

in greater detail in section 1. 5. The region bas been extensively 

studied by tvo independent groups , Cochrane and Hyndman at Nova Scotia 

and Garland and his colleague& at Toronto. Each group employed both 

MT and GDS methods . Figm-e 1. 4 illustrates the region and the locations 
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of the observation sites Of both gTOups. In an earlier investigation, 

Srivastava and White (1971) made MT measurements at three locations -

Sable· Island, Halifax and Fredericton - but did not present apparent 

resistivity results or interpretations . They did however state that 

there was a strong attenuation of the vertical magnetic field at Sable 

Island which was not in agreement with the usual ocean edge effect . To 

account for this , lateral conductivity variations beneath both the 

continent and ocean were postulated. 

When analysing their GDS data, Hyndman and Cochrane (1971) also 

obtained small transfer function estimates for their Sable Island (SI) 

station. This feature and the f r equency response observed at Dartmouth 

(DM) were the major constraints when two-dimensional modelling was 

attempted. A bounded high conductivity zone (o l\-0.3 S.m-1 ) at lower 

crustal depths 'Was necessary to account for the SI response. A second 

hlgh conductivity zone (a 'Ul S .m - l) at about 120 km, terminating under ---
the western side of Nova Scotia, was req1ured to explain the DM observa-

J....t-
tions. They concluded\ the shallow zone was hydrated lower crust 

(Hyndman and Hyndman, 1968) under Nova Scotia and as far east as Sable 

Island. In a later analysis , Cochrane and Hyndman (1974) incorPOrl'ted 

data from 7 MT stations in Atlantic Canada, 13 additional magnetic 

stations in eastern North America and also some GDS data of Pitcher 

(1972) . The model that best accounted for both these magnetic field 

observations and the prior ones differed only in minor detail from the 

one earlier proposed (Hyndman and Cochrane , 1971). A section across 

this optimum model along line AA' of figure 1.4 is illustrated in l.5a. 

This Scotia Shelf conductive zone was concluded to be part of a larger 

region of high conductivity at lower crustal depths underlying much 0£ 

the Appalacian system and the North American Atlantic Coastal Plain . 

rm..~ si"dered best modelled in the lower crust rather than ..u.u.s zone vas con 
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the upper mantle. No de ~h · · P~ variation was concluded across its breadth. 

Because the heat flow reported for the area (Jessop, 1968) was not above 

average , a partial melt zone model was considered unjustifiable. The 

viable explanations steted vere either hydration processes at depth, as 

postulated previously, o:..· high conductivity associated with ancient 

oceanic crustal materials incorporated, but not chemically assimilated, 

into a continental margin geosyncline. In their mo<iel stuaies, Cocilrane 

and Hyndman aid not attempt to explain or interpret their MT results . 

Their derived model therefore lacks the quantitative depth control that 

is offered by the Mr methods . 

When interpreting their MT r esults, Kurtz and Garland (1976) 

initially fitted one-dimensional models although all stations except 

those on Prince Edward Island exhibiteli strong anisotropy. These models 

vere derived from the amplitude responses only even though the phase 

responses appeared well estimated. The one-dimensional interpretation -
of the rotated major de.ta from site 10 yielded a conductive crust 

overlying a resistive upper mantle . Site 14 bovever gave a resistive 

crust over a conductive upper mantle . Because of the obvious anisotropy, 

Kurtz c..11d Gar land then undertook two-dimensional modelling studies with 

both the Jones-Pascoe (Jones and Pascoe , 1971; Pascoe and Jones , 1972) 

and the Wright (1969) pr ograms. Kurtz (1973) reported that both programs 

gave similar resistivity results if the grid sizes were chosen with 

care. The generalised model structure along profile BB ' is illustrated 

in figure 1 . 5b . I t · is · ap:p3.?'ent tha.t the Shield and Appalacian regions 

represent two distinct provinces . In the Shield, the lover crust is 

conductive and the upper mantle resistive whilst the reverse is true 

of the Appalacian system. It is of interest that this information va.s 

also gained by one-dimensional interpretations of the major apparent 
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res i stivity curves from si"tes 10 and 14. · This will be discu ssed i'urther 

in chapter 6. 

When comparing the .... o models gi· "'en ~ ?> • • ~w • ~ figure 1 . 5 , it is obvious 

that both groups concur about the existence of a conductive zone under 

Nova Scotia. The disparity between the models is in the depth to tbis 

:Gone. Cochrane and Hyndman suggest 10 km, i.e. lower crustal conductor , 

whilst Kurtz and Garland believe it is about 40 km, i.e . upper ::nantle 

conductor. Under the Shield however , the models totally disagree. 

Cochrane and Hyndman postulate a normal Cantwell-McDonald conductivity 

distribution (Madden and Swi.fi . J.969) but Kurtz and Garland propose a 

fairly conductive zone in tbe cr ust . These di:rferences may be because 

of the higher frequency inf ormation obtained by Kurtz a.nd Garland 

coupled vi.th the quantitative depth control of' the Ml' method. 

A conductive zone at lower crustal depths under stable continental 

crust has been reported by Do1.'ling (1970) who made wide-;band ( .05 s -

104 s) MT measurements at 16 locations in Wisconsin . Automatic one-

dimensional inversion of both rotated major and rotated minor apparent 

resistivity curves by steepest-descent methods was undertaken. The 

data analysis procedurE..s applied by Dowling are co::mnendable - application 

of accept enc e criteria and utilising a ' quality factor' as a we~ting 

function - but certain points about the interpretations could be queried . 

As scatter or error bars were not given, it is impossible to a.s~ess the 

statistical meaning of tbe results or the interpretations . 'i'he tvo 

resistivity curves - major and minor - for any- one of sites l - 4 appear 

identical in form to each other and each is separated from its counter-

part by a nearly frequency independent factor of approximate].y xl.O. 

Accordingly , interpretation of either curve vi.11 yield interfaces at 

the same de~ths as the other but layer resistivities vbich are xlO 

different. However , that these 4 sites, separated .from each other by 
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over 70 km, all display this effect is surpri sing. They would al.I. need 

t o be close to a graben-type lateral inhomogeneity (Wright, 1970) which 

vas suggested by Porath (1971). Dowling selected the interpr et ation of 

either the major or the minor curve from each site a B representative of 

the Earth's conductivity structure. The criterion for selection was 

t hat int erpret ation which maintained the structural congruity between 

adjacent sites. The dangers ol interpreting the rotated minor curve 

in some situations have been stressed by Rankin (personal communication). 

The comparison betveen the ' preferred' models and the seismic sections 

of the area published by Steinhart and Meyer (1961) showed close agree-

ment. No alternative models that also satisfy the data are given. 

However, although in the author ' s opinion some quantitative aspects of 

the interpretations can be doubted, the qualitative result that a 

conduct ive zone underlies a stable region at lower crustal/upper mantle 

depths cannot . This is in contrast to the remarks by Porath (1971) who -
considered the low resistivities in the period range 40 s - 100 s were 

due to lateral inhomogeneity effects. 

Although MT variations have only been measured at a :few locations 

in Iceland, the ful.l consideration gjven by Hermance to many othe~ 

geophysical parameters warrants a review o:f this investigation. In 

1964, Garland and Ward (1965) operated three magnetic variometers on 

an EW traverse in the north-eastern part of !eel.and. Subsequent 

analysis of the data led to the conclusion that there was a. broad zone 

of enhanced conductivity at a depth of approximately 30 b:n. In 1967, 

Hermance and Garland (1968) followed this up by recording MT variations 

at 4 locations, also in the north-eastern region . Data vere analysed 

using narrow band pass filters then computing time-dependent Cagni ard 

resistivities by paver ratio estimation. The results from three 

stations were presented and all exhibited high scatter even though only 
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visus.lly correlatable signals were taken. Preliminary interpretations 

of the data from ea.ch site vere in agreement about the existence of a 

conductive zone (a '\i(),03 S .m-1 ) within 25 km of the surface. The 

apparent spatial extent of this zone led to the conclusion that it 

represented a manifestation of the regional state of the crust under 

Icel.a.nd and was not just due to volcanism. The spectral observation 

bandwidth vas increased by improved i.astr'lDI:cntation and MT variations 

. th . 4 in e period band 1 s - 10 s were recorded at 3 further locations 

during 1969 (Hermance and Grillot , 1970) . The data from one location 

were analysed by paver spectral methods and Cagniard resistivities 

estimated. These resistivities appeared isotropic, thererore relaxing 

the need to estimate tensor impedances. One- dimensional interpretation 

of the data nP.cessitated a conductive zone of .05 S .m-l and 20 km thick 

within 1. 5 km of the surface. From la.boratory studies of the variation 

of the conductivity of rocks with temperature , Hermance and Grill.at --
(1970) considered that tbe base of the conductive zone must be at a 

temperature of 1100 - 1400 K. These conclusions support the suggestion 

of Heirtzler et al . (1966) that the ~ie isotherm (770 K) upwarps 

along the Rekjanes spreading ridge . The base of tbi::? conductive zone 

also coincides with a P-wave seismic velocity increase froa 6. 6 km.s-l 

to 7 . 5 km..s -l at 15 - 20 km depth. That the conductive zone is within 

l. 5 km or the surface is presumed to be due to hot brackish ve.ter in 

the sedimentary layers. The depth of the transition from predominantly 

electrolytic conduction to pr edominantly solid conduction was estimated 

to be at about 3 km . This depth coincides vith a seismic velocity 

l 6 -1 interface betveen the 4 - 5 km. s- overburden and a 6. k:m . s crustal 

layer. Hovever, in a later analysis, Hermance (1973b) considered fUlly 

the possible conduction mechanisms which could give rise to the obGerved 

d t . and concluded that the transition occurred at a greater con uc i ve zone 



depth than previously thought, about 8 - 10 km. The original data from 

Lake Thingvullavatn (THI) vas reprocessed in terms of a :ftil.l. tensor 

impedance relationship and it vas discovered, not surprising.ly~ that 

the diagonal elements (ZXX and Zyy) were small (Hermance and Grillot, 

1974) · Accordingly, it \ias assumed that ttle MT fields vere insensitive 

to lateral inhomogeneity and that they described the vertical conduc

tivity distribution. The apparent resistivity de.ta vere imerted by a 

Monte-Carlo technique (Greent'ield and Turnbull~ 1970) and a conductive 

layer of resistivity l - 33 ntn, tbickne$S 7 - 17 ~ vith its top 

i.nter:face at 3 km vas veil defined . When the inversion scheme was 

constrained so es to include an interface at 10 km depth, 'Which 

coincided vith the seiSlD.ic crust-mantle boundary, the depth to the 

conductive zon'!! was reduced to 2 km and its resistivity to 10 - 20 nm, 

becoming more conductive (1 - 15 nm} in the range 6 - 10 km. Tbe 

temperature of the crust-JDalltle interface at 10 km depth appropriate -
for these conductivity values is o:f the order of 1300 K. This is 

consistent with the high thermal gradients (60 - 120 K.km-1 ) observed 

in boreholes on Iceland. At 10 km depth hO\feYeT , there must be a 

sharp decrease in the thermal gradient to about 1 K.km-l to acco1111D'ldate 

the MT results . Although local lateral inhomogeneities a.re obviously 

not present around THI , it vould be interesting to knov vhetber the 

data from Audkuluheidi (AUD) and Tungnaa. (TUN), al6o recorded during 

1969, a.re in agreement vitb tbose frOm THI . lf' they are not, do they 

exhibit effects due to regioJl&.l variations of depths, thicknesses and 

resistivities of the l.8¥ers? 

The plains of Alberta have been extensi vcly studied by both MT 

and GDS tecfuriques for over a decade . .Magocto-telluric investigations 

were undertaken during the early 196o ' e by various groups (Niblett and 

s~-Wittgenstein , l.96o; Srivastava~·, 1963; Sl'ivasta.va and Jacobs, 
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1964) and al1 proposed a zone of high conductivity around 80 km depth to 

explain their observed responses. Caner ~· (1969), i'rom an analysis 

of both their ovn data and those of Vozo-£f and Ellis (1966) , also 

concluded that a conductive zone underlies the Rockies and soutb-vestern 

Alberta at upper mantle depths . However , in1.erpretations of MT observa

ations made at over 20 locations in Alberta by Rankin and colleagues 

(Reddy and Ra.nkin, 1971, 1972; Peeples &nd Renlti..n, 1973) led to the 

conclusion that the.re vas no evidence in their data for a high conducting 

upper tll8Jltle zone . Their results vere explainabl.e solely by the 

'Western Canadian Sedimento.ry Basin. The longest period at which tensor 

elements vere estimated by Rankin ~· we.a 300 s . However, Caner 

et al. 's (1969) apparent resistivity data. show clearly that the inflection 

in the curves, due to current penetrating tbe deep high conductivity 

zone , occurs at a.round 400 s . Thus , it is possible that two conductive 

zones exist, one at the surface due to the sedimentary basin and mapped -
by Rankin, the other in the u,pper mantle discovered by +.be longer perion 

investigations. Phase information vould clearly sbow a deep conductive 

zone even at periods as short as 100 s. A GDS study of the region 

(CamfiP.ld et al., 197l) shows a remarkable consistency in the magnetic 

fields over Alberta. The main feature of 1.be variations vas a vestvard 

decrease in normal z. interpreted as due to the rise of a conducting 

zone in the lower crust or upper 111aI1tle to shallower depths to the west 

o:f the Rockies. This conclusion is in :fU1.l acreement with that of 

Caner et al. (1969} . 

The conductivity distribution beneath the oceans is being investi

gated by both island-based and ocean-bottom MT observations . A rise 

in the conductive mantle off the Californian co~st is strongly suggested 

f'rom analysis of variations recorded by Cox et al. (1970) . This 

feature is supported by Larsen (1976) > who found that the upper liOO km 
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is generally less conducting at Tucson than at Bermuda and Hawaii and 
' 

by Winter (1976) , who analysed data from the MODE (Mid-Oceanic Dynamic 

Experiment) project . Kharin ~· (1976) re-analysed the results of 

Cox et al. (1970) by contraining the amplitude data to be consistent 

with the observed phase response. The analytical method for undertaking 

such a procedure hae bee.n detailed by Weidelt (1972), who determined a 

'reconstructed' phase response from the MT data pu~lished by Wiese (1963} . 

Kharin et al . concluded that there is a conductive layer in the 70 

150 km depth interval which was interpreted as the oceani c asthenosphere . 

1. 4 Geophysical signifi cance of conductivity measurements 

When deducing a temperature profil e and/or bulk composition model 

within the Earth from an estimated conductivity distr ibution, it must 

always be borne in mind that little is known of the effects on conduc-

ti vi ty , and other lithological parameters, of many fundamental variables . 

Inferences and deductions about the Earth's structure-l'i-om any surface 

observations must be approached with caution . This has been stressed 

by many workers and perhaps in its strongest form by Professor F. Birch 

(1952) who states : 

"Unwary readers should take warning that ordinary language undergoes 

modification to a. high-pressure form when applied to the interior of 

the Earth: a few examples of equivalents follow: 

High Pressure form Ordinary meaning 

certain dubious 

undoubtedly perhaps 

positive proof vague suggestion 

unanswerable argument trivial objection 

pure iron 
uncertain mixture of all the elements." 
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Tbe questionable exercise f · f · o in erring conditions prevailing within 

the Earth from high pressure , high temperature conductivity experiments 

in the laboratory on rocks with lov pressure, low temperature histories 

has been queried by experimentalists, notably Schlossen (1976) and 

Duba (1976). Schlossen considers that the major differences between 

true conditions in the Earth and those attainable in the laboratory are , 

( i) that ei tber l'Ollder or polyc;rystal samples are used and (ii) that 

different ambient atmospheres are present. Duba is of the opinion that 

the time factor is of paramount importance and it cannot be reconstructed 

in the l.aboratory. 

Some of those parameters known to affect conductivity are: composition, 

pressure, temperature , oxygen fugacity, phase, transition-metal ion 

content , orientation, trinning , order-disorder, water content , partial-

melt and porosity (Keller and Frischneckt , 1966; Keller , .1966; Green, 

1973; Shankland, 1975; Duba, 1976). It is obvious that nothing is kno'lm -
of those parameters that do affect conductivity but which are not known 

to do so. Tbe relative importance of each of the parameters cited above 

is depth dependent. For example , water content is of major importance 

for upper crustal layers whilst temp"!rature is for mantle depths. At 

the depths of interest for this study, i.e . lover crust and upper mantle , 

the variables of ma.in importance in the interpretation of laboratory 

conductivity measurements ar e: water content , temperature , oxygen fugacity , 

percentage of partial melt and mineral content. Pressure is not signifi

cant (Duba~· , 1974) except when it produces crack closure in near 

surface rocks {Brace~· , 1975) and at depths where phase transitions 

?tJaY be involved (Duba, 1976) · 

A full review of the probable chemical composition of the crust is 

· b R d Yaroshevsir.,. (1969) vho conclude that the most g1 ven y onov an D.3 • 

·d ad · ala in the crust are: feldspars {over 50%) , quartz (10 -WJ. espre nuner 
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20%) • pyroxenes and amphiboles (10 - 20%) and micas ( 3 - 5%) • However, 

for saturated rocks. electrolytic conducti"on by the interstitial fluids 

will dominate other conduction mechanisms. 
The bulk rock conductivity 

will be given by Archies lav (1942) which states : 

where 

and 

or - rock conductivity 

of - pore fluid conductivity 

n - porosity 

m - exponent. commonl,y 1 ~ 2 {Keller, 1966) . 

(1.1} 

The effects of decr easing por osity have been investigated by 

resistor array mode1ling studies (Gr eenberg and Brace , 1969; Shankland 

and Waff, 1974). These experiments indicate m = 2 for pressures greater 

than 3-4 kbar, i . e . after crack closure. 

As was discussed in the previous section, there is e. depth at which 

electrolytic conduction becomes less dominant than semi-conduction with 

ions , ion vacancies , electrons and electron vacancies as the chc.rge 

carriers . For most regions of the Earth, this transition from one 

dominant mechanism to another can be considered to occur in the upper 

mantle. It was originally believed to take place at the Mohorovicic 

discontinuity which di vides the crust from the mantle . This discontinuity 

is not always located however , especially in regions of tectonic 

i nstability. It was first discovered in 19 10 by Mohorovicic f'rom 

observations of compressi onal wave travel times from earthquakes but , 

although much effort has been expended, there is still disagreement 

about its nature. Two expla.~ations have been suggested, a compositional 

change from basic gabbro to ultra.basic peridotite or a phase boundary 

between either gabbr o and eclogite or serpentine and peridotite 
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(McKenzie, 1970). The t · · rans1t1on zone betveen the crust and upper mantle 

is considered to be of the orde f 0 . r 0 .5 km Wl.de (Nakamura and Rowell 

1964) which is too small for a bb . , ga ro-eclogite phase change (Ringwood 

and Green, 1970) . A full discussion of the other two possibilities was 

given by McKenzie (1970) who concludes th .. ·:t ~ either is tenable . n-tb »V , 

however, give a peridotitic composition for the upper mantle whose 

properties can be investigated by approximating it to an olivine layer 

(Birch, 1970) of composition ~.aFe0 . 2sio4 (Fujisawa, 1968). 

er s isp e:y an increase in conductivity with Virtually all min al a· 1 · · 

increasing temperature, governed by terms of the form 

0 
_ 

0 
- E./kT 

i - oi e 1 

(Kittel , 1953) where E is the activation energy 
i 

(1.2) 

oi is the conductivity of the i ' tb mechanism at 

temperature T -
0

01 
is the conductivity of the i ' th mechanism at 

temperature 0 K 

and k is Boltzmann ' s constant. 

The exponential temperature dependence ensures a single conduction 

mechanism dominates in a given temperature range (Shankland, 1975) . 

However , no one single conduction !llechanism bas been defined for 

silicate materials likely to exist. in the mantle . 

Early labor atory experimeuts by various vorkers on olivine, of a 

composition near 10 mole% fe~alite (Fe2Si04) , showed very poor agree

ment between them (Duba and Lilley, 1972) . The values ranged over 

three orders of magnitude at most temperatures. This gave rise to 

widely varying geothermal profiles vhen conductivity-depth distributions 

were inverted . Duba and Nicholls (1973) showed the significant efrect 

oxygen fugacity bas on the conductivity of olivine. Because of this , 
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the majority of experiments are nov carried out vitb controlled oxygen 

pressure. The pre sent state of the art bas been reviewed by Duba (1976 ) . 

He de rived an olivine electrogeotberm by combining (i) the temperature 

dependence of olivine, estimated from a Red Sea sample (Duba et al . , 

1974) and an Arizonan sample (Dube. and Nicholls , 1973) , and (ii) mantle 

conducti vity distributions given in the literature . The electr ogeotherm 

is consistent vitb estimated temperatures btlov 150 km but at shallover 

depths, the temper atures are considerably higher than can be explained 

by semi-conduction in olivine. This r eStllt is taken by Duba to suggest 

that tbe conductivity in the outer 150 km of the Earth is controlled 

eitbe1' by more conducting phases, per haps inter stitial water , parti al 

melting or grain boundary impuri t ies , or by some other mineral species . 

Figure 1.6 illustrates the temperature-depth profile for olivine 

calculated by Duba, together with pyroxene geotherms (1"'8.cGregor and 

Basu, 1974 ; Mercier and Carter , 1975) and postulahd _£Sltinental and 

oceanic ge(lthenns of' Ringwood (1966) . 

It is apparent that a str ict discontinuity between predominantly 

electrolytic conducti on and predominantly semi-conduction does not occur . 

Until !I!Ore is k.no"'1l. of' the possible conduction mechanisms that will 

dominate in the upper mantl e , petrological and geopbysical interpretations 

of the derived conductivity in the upper J.00 km of tbe mantle a r e not 

possible . Many effects can be postulated , notably partial- melting and 

hydration processes , but none can be assumed axcl usive1y · 

1 . 5 Geology and Geophysics or the Southern Uplands Region 

l. 5 .l. Geology: 

· · · 1 · al map of the survey area is illustrated in A si.mplif'ied geo ogic 

f
. 'l'h · feo.ture is the Southern Uplands .fault , which 
J.gure L 7 . e maJ.Jl 

divides the Southern Uplands from the Midland Valley. Littie io know 
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The Mid.land Valley of s tla.n · co d is the broad undulating lovland tract 

between the Ilighla.nd Bo d un a.ey fault and the Southern Uplands fa.ult. It 

is known to be an ancient tectonic structure which has been subject to 

powerful crustal movements , the first of vhicb took place a.t the close 

of Arenig times , i e d:ur1· t'" Lo · • ng ue wer Ordovician. Large thicknesses 

of Carboniferous deposits - up to 2 km in the Central coalfield 

{MacGregor and MacGregor , 1948) - characterise the region and these have 

motivated a much more COlllprehensive mapping of the surface geology of 

this region than of the Southern Uplands . 

The geology of Northern England of interest in this study is the 

vast sedimentary deposits in the Northumberland basin. The Carboniferous 

sequences a.lone are greater than 3 km thick in the region between 

Nevcastleton (NEW) and Towh?use {TOW) (Eastwood, 1953). 

When attempting to determine the tectonic history of the area, the 

importance of Caledonian earth movements soon become~parent . The 

geology of the southern termination of the Caledonides has been reviewed 

in full by Dewey {1974) who concluded that the Southern Uplands esse."ltially 

divides two distinct domains , the Grampian and the Celtic. Also, he 

states that there is no evidence of ~re-Caledonian basement underlying 

the Southern Uplands zone. From other lines of evidence , the existence 

of an ocean betveen Scotland and England - the Ia.petus or Proto-Atlantic 

Ocean - during early Palaeozoic times is corroborated. The ocean was 

:first suggested by Wilson {1966) from consideration of faunal reall:J.s. 

The separation between the two continental masses was clearly eljminated 

by the end o:f tbe Caledonian orogeny ( c. 36o Ma) from palaeomagnetic data 

{Briden et al. , 1973) . Tbe plate tectonic processes causing the closure 

are still ur.certain and many lllOdels have been postu1ated to explain the 

surface geology. 
Some of these models have been revieved by Moseley 

(1975) . Models that accepted Povell ' s {1971) bypOthesis of continental 
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crust under the Southern Uplands and interpreted the Midland Valley as 

the oceanic remnant (Gunn 1973· J ) 
• • eans, 1973 vere quickly rejected on 

palaeontological grounds (Will..iaa.s, 1972). Closure by tvo subduction 

zones. one Benioff zone in the north-vest along the Southern Uplands 

fault (approxim.ntely) o.nd tile other in the Solvay-NortbU111berl.and bas.in 

"'13 first postulated by Devey (1969) and bas rt::ceived support from 

Cbureh a.nd Gayer {1973) . Williams (1972) ar:d Phillips et al. (1976) . 

Other authOt"s concur on the existence during the Ordovician of a 

northward dipping Beniott zone betveen the M.idland Valley and the 

Southorn lTplands (Garson and Plant , 1973) . Some of them suggest that 

obduction occurred at this boundary (Church and Gayer, 1973> Mitchell 

and McKerrow, 1975; "Floyd, 1976) . Fitton and Hughes (1970) suggest 

the closure ot the Iapetus vas by the soutbvard dipping Benioft ~one . 

> 

The most recent and co...-prebensive vork on the subject {Pb.illips et al .• 

1976) proposed that the Iapetus ocean vas a minimu:i:i o:f 6oo - Boo km _..._ 

wide during Arenig (c . 500 Ma) . This is compe..rnble vi th tbe vidth ot 

1000 .!. 800 km estimated by Briden et al. (1973). Pbil..lips et al. also 

propounded that the two Benioff zones vere not parallel but at an ang.le 

ot ili0 - ia0 to each other . This causPd the collisfon point or the tvo 

-1 
zones to migrate fl-om NE to SW at a rate of about 17 mm.yr • a value 

deduced f~om volcanism ending at progressively later dates tovards the 

south-\lest . A post-collisional dextral slip of 980 km along this Inpctus 

suture vas suggested. This vas postulated to explain the convincing 

evidence of Mitchell and McKerrov (1975) that north-westerly subduction 

continued until lover Old Red Sandstone times Cc.hl5 Ma.) ~bilst volcanism 

in tbe Lake District censed in the 1over Caradoc {c .1173 Ma) · The 

Ia.petu.s suture in Britain vas concluded to be along the Northumberland 

trough-Solvay Firth line due to the existence of an elonguted 'baa in in 

th · d · th lover Carbonii'erou:; (Leeder, 1971i). The IDOdel o.r e reglon ur1ng e 
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Phillips et al. for the suture zone during Llandeilo (c.480 Ma) is 

illustrated in figure 1.8. 

Due to the parallel tectonic history- of eastern Canada (Phillips 

et al 1976) 't · · ~~-·• 1 is appropriate to note here that from faunal evidence, 

the Iapetus suture bas recently been located in Nelifound.land as the 

Reach fault and its southern continuation, the Cape Rey fault (McKerrow 

and Cocks, 1977). This i· · · g ves a e~rong basis for assuming that the 

Gibbs hacture Zone (Grant , 1972) represents the manifestation of the 

Iapetus suture on the Newfoundland and Irish continental margins 

(Scrutton, 1974). 

1.5.2 Geop}lysicc 

When comparing the British Isles with some other high technology 

countries . e .g . North America, Germany or Russia, it becomes apparent 

that little geophysical exploration of thP. mainland has been accomplished. 

This is possibly due to the complete e.nd comprehensiveseological 

mapping of Britain which , in part , circumvents the need for exploration 

of economic regions by applied geophysical techniques . 

Considering the South of Scotland in particular, a complete Bouguer 

anomaly gravity map has yet to be published. An aeromagnetic map of 

Great Britain has been published by the Institute of Geological Sciences 

and the region of interest for this work is sho'W'Il on sheet l (1972 ) . 

Certain areas in southern Scotland and northern England have been 

surveyed in detail by either gravity or ground based magnetics or both. 

These areas include the Ba.llantrae complex (gravity and magnetics -

Powell , 1977a). the Fleet granites (gravity - Parslov, 1968; gravity 

and magnetics - Powell, 1977b), the western Midland Valley {gravity 

McLean and Qureshi , 1966) and the north eastern Southern Uplands 

(gravity _ Hipkin and Lagios, personal communication). A Bouguer 
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anomaly map of the coastal and inland region around Fleet has been 

presented by Parslow and Randall (1973). 
The regional aeromagnetic map, 

the western pa.rt of whi h h b · c as een interpreted by Powell (1970), shows 

features reasoJlabl:y consistent with th f e sur ace geology. The Southern 

Uplands fault is represented by a narrow line of magnetic highs whilst 

the Ordovician sediments south of the fault are broad lows. The broad 

l.ine of highs for tbe Silurian sediments are cut perpendicularly by 

magnetic lows caused by the Tertiary dyke swarm radiating from Skye. 

Local seismic studies of formation velocities have been undertaken 

at various sites in the Midland Valley by Ball (1970 , 1971, 1974) . Near 

surface Lower Palaeozoic sediments are reported to have a compressional 

vave velocity of 3.65 - 4.3 km.s-
1

. Knovledge of sedimentary la,yer 

velocities is important for reducing arrival times for deep studies. 

Deep seismic studies of the region have been fairly extensive due to 

tbe O.K.A.E.A . permanent seismic array station 1-ocated at Eskda.lemuir. 

In one of tbe first reports on the form of arrivals at Eskdalel!luir , 

Agger and Carpenter (196li) calculated a resultant positive time term 

for the array. This implies that the station lies very close to 

materials transmitting compressional waves at Pg (sub-sedimentary layer) 

velocities. They also interpreted their results to be indicative of 

lateral variations in the Moho , between 22 km and 35 km depth . Along 

a line passing through Eskda.1-emuix and parallel to the structural strike 

of the Southern Uplands geology, 'Chey concluded that the Moho is flat 

at a depth of 28 km. In a later investigation, Collette~- (1970) 

concluded that this depth is underestimated and state a Moho depth of 

33 - 35 km. They concur with an interpretation by Jacob (1969), who 

· · d d b 'h Av 01' a velocity analysed crustal phase velocities recor e y ~ e arr...,, 
-1 6 -1 

increase at 10 _ 12 km from approximately 6. 0 km . s to · 5 km. s . 

However, to ensure their model was consistent with their data, Collette 
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et al. had to propose a l~er of velocity about 7 .0 km. s -1. e.t the base 

of the crust • 

A major seismic st .. ~ ... bas ......., recently been carried out by a joint 

Anglo-German group. This Lithospheric Seismic Profile in Britain 

(LISPB) was operated as .four reversed lines and th li. · e pre nu.nary results 

were reported by Bamford~· (1976) . The initial T2 - x.2 f'its to 

Pt! arrivals in:fer a cleat' Moho discontinuity at 32 - 36 km benaath the 

Southern Uplands . A lDOre detailed ana.l:fsis however (BamtOTd , 1977; 

Nunn ~ · , 1977) revealed that the Moho discontinuity changes in 

nc.ture from a sharp transition under the northern part o:f the Midland 

Valley to a gradationel. change (over 5 km) under the Southern Uplands . 

Also, tbere is a possible horizontal discontinuity in the pre-Ca.ledonian 

base.meat betlJeen the Southern Uplands fault and the Stublick :fault and 

a lower crustal. layer appears to shallow beneath the Southern Uplands . 

The interpreted seismic section is ill.ustrated in figure 1.9 . -
Varioun electromagnetic studies have been operated in the Southern 

Uplands prior to tbis vork . Their locations are illustrated in figure 

1 .10. The first reported was an MT investigation at Eskdalemui.r and 

the Irish Sea by Jain (1964) and Jain and Wilson (1967) . The time

va.rying fields vere recorded in the period band 8 - 6oOO s. The Irish 

Sea telluric observations vere by telephone cables connecting various 

points. They bad previousl.y been employed by Bovden and Hughes ( 1961) 

for estimating the rate of flov ot water in the Sea. The mB.G"Detic 

observations vere of the horizontal field variations perpendicular to 

the cables and -were made at the end of each cable. At EskC.ale.muir~ 

both components (NS and EW) of both :fields were measured. Because or 

~he single component resistivity measureruent for Lhe Irish Sea 

observations , meaningful interpretations e.re valid onJ.y if the sub

surrace is exactly one-dimensional. /my departure i'rom this ideal 
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state was not only unpercel.:·:vable but also could not be modelled. The 

data recorded at Eskdalemuir h"'"'ever bl ~- ena ed computation of both 

components of apparent resistivity. Jain and Wilson accomplished this 

by hand-scaling quasi-sinusoidal data and calculating the two apparent 

resistivities from equations 2 .13. The two sets of data appear isotropic 

to vi.thin experimental accuracy , justifying a one-dimensional interpre

tation. Jain and Wilson hovever considered that the two profiles were 

not identical and attributed the differences to anisotropic layers. I:f 

the separation of the profiles is statistically meaningful , lateral 

inhomogeneity is more likely to be the cause than large- scale anisotropy. 

Interpretation of the Eskdalemuir data (apparent resistivity data alone 

as phase was not estimated) by using Yungul 's (1961) curves yielded a 

three layer geo-el.ectric section. The top layer resistivity value was 

in the range 300 - 2000.n.m, the middle layer 8 - 8&.n.m and the basement 

over lOOO.a.m. The middle layer thickness was estimated at between 

3 - 40 km with its base at a depth of 18 - 44 km. They stated the optimum 

model as a 10 km thick top layer of' 3000Jtm, underlain by 20 km thick 

layer of 45fl.m with a basement of 2500.n..m resistivity. The Portpatrick

Stranraer telephone cable was aligne~ ~oughly NE/SW therefore, if the 

Eskdalemuir anomaly is a two-dimensional feature , the apparent 

resistivity estimates were ROTATED MAJOR (see chapter 4). One-ctimensional 

inversion of this data is val.id under certain assumptions (section 6.2) . 

The interpretation of the Portpatrick-Stranraer data also gave a 

conductive zone of 40.fl.m between 18 - 38 km depth . 

Osemeikhia.n and Everett (1968) operated 3 three- component proton 

magnetometers at 10 locations in Northern Ireland and Southern Scotland. 

The field components were sampled at minute intervals and, after band 

. 12 _..; nutes vas the shortest period at averaging, ~ 

which estimates were 

made . They noted bigb frequency attentuation at Eskdalemuir (ESK) o.nd 
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Clenl.ee (GL) - see figure l.10 - but not at the other stations. This 

vaa interpreted as due to a lens of high conductivity materials, within 

the top 100 km. res~ricted to the south-vestern Southern Uplands of 

Scotland. That tne Z attentua.tion vas not ap~ent at Aldergrove (AL) 

in Northern Ireland is surprising due to the tectonic position of tbe 

station. The anomalous zone vas not considered to continue to the 

north-eastern Sout::tern Uplands f'.rom seismic evidence alone , as magnetic 

variations vere not recorded in the area. 

F.dvards ~· ( 1971) undertook a large scale geomagnetic study 

of the British Isles and Eire with 5 to 8 instruments operated. They 

recorded geol!lagnetic variations at 49 locations. Those stations in tbe 

Southern Uplands region are illustrated in figure l.10 . The data vere 

averaged into 11' period bands , with centre period fioom 12 mins to 480 mins . 

Plots of power .levels, relative phase and induction vectors all reveal. 

an anOJllB.lous region in the Southern Uplands which vas_E;lterpreted as a 

lover crustal or upper 1Jlelltle conductor . The in-phase induction vecton 

al.so identified the Atlantic Ocean and the she.1.lo~ seas as conductors. 

Ed\fards et al . proposed that current in the North Sea ' leaked' to the 

Irish Sea through the anomalous Southern Uplands cor.ductor . There vas 

no indication that it extended as far as the Isle ot Man or into 

Northern Ireland. Three possible explanations were suggested to account 

1"or the ' Eskdalemuir anomaly '. They vere (i) an compositional change 

at an unkno'Wll depth causing en increased fayalite content in the 

olivine, (ii) high water content of deformed marine sediments. or (iii) 

graphitic schists existing at depth. In a revised interpretation 

utilising the •Hypothetical Event Technique ' (.Bailey ~- • .1974). 

Bailey and Edwards (1976) shoved tbat the Eskdal.emuir anomaly could be 

an expression of Caledonian orogeoy. The NS polarised bypothetical 

event shoved a NE-SW lineation in the quadrature vertical component . 
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This lineatioo extended across th I . e ri.sh Sea. 

Green (1975} measured geomagnetic lD1. ul . 
crop sati.ons in the period 

band 10 - 600 s at six l t• . 
oca l.ons lll the British Isles. Two of these 

( Eskdalemuir - ESK Ear 1 "b ) · 
, ""'3 urn - EB vere lll the Southern Uplands • At 

long periods (greater than 1000 ) 8 • the observed responses at these 

stations vere consistent vith earlier studies. The small in-phase and 

quadrature vectors at ES1C for all periods were considered to argue 

a.gainst significant lateral geoelectric inhomogeneity in the surface 

rocks around the station. At "'--1 b ~ Y urn however, the in-phase arrow 

rot.ated smoothly with decreasing period from 90°E at 90 s to 20°E at 

20 s . This , and the significant quadrature vector, is assigned to 8 

conductivity contrast across the Southern Uplands fault, with the 

higher conductivity rocks to the north. 

1.6 The Purpose of the Induction studies 

It was obvious by 1972 that the Southern Uplands of Scotland is a 

region of major geological and geopbysical importance. Previous 

get'1118gnetic induction studies bad revealed the existence of a conductive 

le.yer beneath the Southern Uplands but ~ depth had been estimated from 

MT observations at only one location. Geological evidence indicated 

the presence of an ocean, during Ordovician times, between "1hat is nov 

the Midland Valley and Northern England. The tectonic history associated 

with the closing of this ocean was, and still is , subject to ver ification. 

The GDS studies \lere long period (greater than 700 s) geomagnetic 

investigations. Such observations could not give inrormation about 

crustal conductivity distributions due to the large skin depth at such 

periods. The generalised skin depth (equation 2.27} at 700 s for the 

optimum model of Jain and Wilson (1967) is over 170 km. Thus, higher 

frequency in~orJ11B.tion was required. Synoptic array studies at long 



conc!uctirit:y structure because 

-t.1--... nti•tn we sen:ahive t;o crustal lc~n

l&lltc U. .,.,._,~ t\u"t.ber . it vas 4ecided to 

IQ'llCICic vr:Q staq wit.b ~it.zel 

l;J lea\ ..,. Dr. I. Goup - 'then ..:te single station 
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CHAP!'ER 2 

THEORY 

This chapter will begin •th . . 
'In a brief history of research into 

geomagnetic induct~on phenomena, concentrating ma1·nJ.y on 
the develop-

ment of' the ruagneto-teliuric technique. Relationships, which can be 

developed f:rom the basic Maxwell ' s equa~ions , useful for both geo

magnetic depth sounding and magneto-tellurics, vill be stated. 

General geomagnetic induction in structures of increasing complexity 

will be considered and :parameters that a.id identification of the form 

of the real earth belov the recording site will be formulated. 

Full tbeoretical treatment vill be given only where considered 

expedient. 

2.1 Brief' Historical Review 

The first systematic study of magnetic and telluric field relations 

appears to b.ave been performed by Airy ( 1868) . However , it was not 

until Schuster (1889) separated the observed Sq geomagnetic field 

variations into parts of internal and external origin that a method 

for gaining qualitative information about the electrical conductivity 

structure of the earth became viable. 

Prior to 1940, research concentrated on the spherical harmonic 

analyses of' Sq (quiet day) , L (lunar) and Dst (storm time) variations 

to derive the conductivity a.nd depth of a uniform sphere model that 

was most consistent with the observed data (Chapman , 1919; Chapman and 

Price, 1930; Hasegawa , 1936). The simple uniform core model for the 

earth was soon rejected in favour of non-uniform models (Lahiri and 

Price, 1939) and data from secular variations were utilised (McDonald, 

1957) to estimate the conductivity of the lover mantle. 
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Differing magnetic fields, particularly in the vertical component 

(Hz)' were observed at two very closely spaced stations by Schmidt 

(1909) but were not attributed to local induction effects until much 

later (Meyer , 1951} • The dependence of the magnetic and telluric 

field r elationships on the conductivity of the earth was measured 

(Tereda., 1917; Hirayama., 1934; Hatakey8llla, 1938} and Schel.kunoff (1938) 

introduced the concept of impedance in electromagnetic i;tt:.dies. 

Tikhonov (1950) realised the potential of utilising the natural electro

magnetic fields of the earth. However , it was Ce.gniard (1953) who 

published the first paper to show a method of deriving the conductivity 

distribution vitb depth , below the recording site , f':rom the amplitude 

and phase of the orthogonal horizontal magneti= and telluric field 

vectors . Recursion algorithms to derive the apparent resistivity and 

phase response at a certain frequency on the surface of a plane l~e~ed 

model were given by Wait (195~) and Lipskaya and Troitska.ya (1955) . 

Interpretation was by curve-matching the observed response to a 

theoretical response . 

Wait (1954) cast aspersions on the validity of Cagniard' s assumption 

of plane wave sources, since finite ionospheric sources do not give 

rise to norma.1..ly incident plane waves. Also, magneto-telluric results 

inferring conductivity distr ibutions well into the mantle (Migaux, 

Astier and Reval , 1960) did not agree with spherical harmonic analyses 

of the geomagnetic field (La.hiri and Price , 1939). This led Price 

(1962) to develop a general theory for the magneto-telluric raethod 

with finite dimensions of the source fields. Srivastava ( 1965) extended 

the recursion algorithm of Lipskaya and Troitskaya to include the 

effect of finite souree dimensions and gave a curve-matching technique 

· · nly th conductivity layering parameter s but also for estimating not o e 



the vavel ength of the source (if both hori~onta.l. components of the 

magnetic field are measured) . 

However, computer lDOdelling studies underto.ken by Madden and 

Nelson (1964 ) and Srivastava (1965) indicated that for realistic earth 

conduct i vi ty profiles , the plane vave source ri,,.ld aasumption is valid 

f or per iods up to 103 seconds . Swift (1967) analysed magnetograms from 

tvc stations 1300 km topart !Dcllas and Tucson) at mid-geomagnetic 

latit ude and concluded that , for the period band io3 s to 105 s > the 

vaveleogth of the source field must be in excess ot 10
4 

km . This 

-5 -1 
corresponds to a wavenU1Dber (kT = 2n/~} of the order of 10 m and 

therefore , :froni Srivnstava ' s studies (1965) , Cagniard's assumption is 

valid at mid-geo~etic latitudes :for periods up to io5 
s . 

I t soon became apparent that the sca.l.ar nature of Cagni.ard's 

impedance relationship , given by 

(2 .l) 

did not give interpretable, :meaningful or consistent results in areas 

ot lateral conductivity variations . l!eves (1957) vas the first to 

· t of the relationship bctveen the lUlglletic recognise the tensor na ure 

and telluric fields, and employed a tensor admittance form.al.ism, namely 

~~tb (1962) shoved that the ru}mittance tensor c ould 
Bostick and .......,. 

So as to 
-"' nimise the (liagonal elements (Yi:x (e), Yfi ( f.I )). 

be rotated ,_ 

d ed 
as f ar as possible , to the Cagninrd r opre

Tbe tensor is thus re uc • 

sentation. 
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Other workers ho~rever, folloved the lead of 
Berdichevskii ( 196o, 

1963) and Tikbonov and Berdicbevski; (1966) 
• and expressed the relation-

ships in the form of an impedance tensor , 

(2 . 2) 

Many methods bave since become available for computing the tensor 

impedance elements by employing statistical and spectral techniques 

( Svirt , 1967 ; Morrison ~. , 1968; Sims and Bostick, 1969; Reddy end 

Rankin, 1973). Various criteria have been used to decide on the angle 

that best represents the gross structural strike of the anomaly , if a 

quasi-two-dimensional structure could be assumed. This is discussed 

more f'ull.y in section 2.4.3 . 

As the instrumentation for data acquisition becmne more reliable, 

greater quantities of data became available for analysis from each 

recording site . Hovever , apparent resistivity results derived from a 

large number of data sets exhibited a high degree of scatter. Thus 

workers became more critical of their data. This implies some data 

qualification techniques need to be employed which, because of the 

large quantity of data involved, must be computerisable . Intuitive 

data screening methods became too impractical · 

The first type of data qualification technique utilised vas to 

employ acceptance criteria. The most favoured in magneto-tell.uric 

studies is that tbe coherence between one telluric component end one , 

or both• of the Il!B.gnetic components ( i. e . y2 ND or y2 NBD) should be 

above a certain level . Exan:ples of acceptable coherences are given in 

The large variability between authors indicates the diffitable 2.l. 

culty of rigorous comparison. A fuller discussion of a more satisfactory 

. 1 i"s aiven in section 4.4.4. Another coherence !'unction to emp oy o-



TABLE 2.1 

Minimum coherence criterion, employed in 

recent MT studies , for acceptance of data 

2 2 
YND YNJiD 

Swi:ft (1967 ) 0.8 

Caner et al . (1969) 0.56 

Word et al . (1970) o.64 

Reddy & Rankin (1971) 0 .9 

Vozo'ff (1972) 0.9 

Kurtz (1973) o.8 

Nienaber~· (1913) 0 .56 

Cochrane & Hyndlr.an (1974) 0.765 

Reddy et al . ( 1976) 0.9 

Rooney (1976) o.8 
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acceptance criterion CO?l!lllOnly used is that the power of all four traces 

should exceed a certain 'noise ' power 1 l eve . This noise could be due 

to instrumentation noise. digitising procedure, digital recording 

errors , etc . 

Once data acceptance criteria had been applied , workers began to 

use weighting :functions to emphasise the well estimated data points 

when averaging. Intuitive weighting wc.5 employed by Word et al. (1970)~ 

vho plotted resistivities with an associated coherence greater than 

0.8 with a dif1'erent symbol from those with coherence less than o .8. 

Caner et al.. (1969) gave resistivities with a coherence greater ~ban 

0.9 a weighting of three (unity weighting for those with coherence 

less than 0 .8) vhen averaging . Dowling (1970) utilised an 'empirically 

derived quality factor' , dependent on polarisation characteristics , 

coherences and rotational properties, as a weighting function . 

Indicators of the gross dimensionality of the subsurface can aid 

interpretation of the data . The first signature :formulated exploits 

the skew properties of the impedance tensor (Swift , 1967) and is 

rotational.ly invariant . Other dimensionality indicators utilise the 

vertical. magnetic field component (Hz) related to the horizontal 

components by 

(2 .3) 

(Everett and Hyndman, 1967a) and tU"e the 'tipper' (Vozoff , 1972) and 

its associated 'skev', 'phase ' and 'coherency' (Jupp and Vozoff, 1976). 

The role of the Hz component in induction studies was shovn by 

Parkinson (1959 , 1962 , 1964) who introduced the concept of the ' best 

Of the horizontal magnetic field (H-- , R.._) with correlating direction ' --x: l'. 

the vertical . The frequency domain form (2.3) gave rise to the s ingle 

station induction arrows defined as 
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2 2 1 
= {A + B ) ' (a) 

r r OR = arg (B) • ,..,-1 (-:: r) 
e1 = arg (I) = tan-l (-:~rd) 

3·r 

(2.4) 

The direction of the real j nduction arrow is reversed so as to 

point tove..rd aTeas ot current tlov, following Parkin.son (196.4) . There 

is ltt!Ch dissenl;ion bet ... een GDS vorkers about the meaning o! th1:: 

imaginary arrow. Its direction is reversed tor consistency with 2 . 4b 

and vi.th other workers (Gough, McElhfony and Lilley, 1974; Banks end 

Ottey, 1974; Green, 1975). 

Comprehensive accounts of methods of estimating and presenting 

the transfer :functions (A, 3) are given by Scbmuck<!r (1970), Banks 

(1973) and Lilley (197li). 

2.2 Rcl.Ationships f'rom Maxwell's Equations 

Maxwell ' 8 basic equo.tions in a source-free medium state 

div !! = O, 

div Q = p, 

curl !! = i!... + 6Q , 

6t 

curl!= -6]! 

ot 

(2.5a) 

(2 . 5b) 

(2 .5c) 

(2.5d) 

the vector Helmholtz equations (dependence on 
From equations 2 . 5, 

exp {iwt) assumed) 

(2.6) 

E Or H 4nd the propagation constant, 
where F is either _ _ _. 



can be derived by utilising the r 1 t" . e a ionships , 
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(2.7a) 

(2. 7b) 

!!.. =a~, (2 .7c) 

Wlip"l. 
where E , ll and a are the\permittivity, permeability and conductivity 

re~pectively of the medium. This development has been well covered 

in the literature (Grant and West , 1965i Ward~· , 1973) . 

The vave equation formalism of 2.6 can be reduced to the dii'fusion 

equation by neglecting the displacement current term. (w2µ£) of the 

propagation constant and considering conduction currents o.nly. Then 

the propagation (more correctly ' diffusion ' ) constant will be 

k~ = iwµa. (2 .8) 

Consideration of minimum conductivity and maximum permittivity 

values possible within the earth ' s crust and mantle give a ratio of 

the amplitude of conduction currents to that of displacement currents 

Of 

-5 a : W£ : 1 : 7 X 10 W 

( - 5 -1 7 10-lO F -l for saturated porous for a . = 10 S.m , £ ::: x .m 
min max 

r ocks with a dielectric capacitivity of 80, Grant and West, 1965). 

For a radian frequency of O. 628 rad s - l (corresponding to a period of 

10 s , the shortest period variations recorded in this study) the ratio 

is one to 5 x 10-5. 

The vector diffusion equation given by 

(2.9) 

Propagation of steady waves but the diffUsion does not represent the 

of vector field! into the medium, the amplitude of the vector decaying 
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exponentially with penetration . The depth at which the field !'.. has an 

amplitude of 1/e of that at the surface of the medium, called the 'skin 

depth', is considered in the following sections. 

General solutions to 2.9 are gi··~en by li'near · • combinations of the 

elementary solution 

{2.10) 

where I 2 2 21 2 k + k + k = lk I = wµa x y z d • 

Three inter-related inductive response functions can be defined 

for tbe medium (Schmucker, 1973) . These functions are dependent on 

frequency and tangential source wavenumber .k.r• where ~ = k; + k;. 
They are the impedance i (w, k.r}, the inductive scale length C (w, ~), 

and the ratio of the internal to external parts of the magnetic surface 

field S (w, k.r} . The primary objective for magneto-telluric investi

gations is to estimate Z (w} whilst GDS studies attempt to evaluate 

S (m). 

The relationship between the spatial gradient of the horizontal 

magnetic field, and the ratio of the orthogonal components of the 

horizontal electric and magnetic fields , bas been &bown by Schmucker 

(1970) and Kuckes (1973a and b} to be 

H . E 
z i x,y=-C(w} . 

6 H 6 H = WI.I Hy. x 
-6-x x + oy Y 

(2 . 12) 

The impedance of the earth has been eetimated from the spatial 

character of the magnetic field by very fev workers , notably Kuckes 

(1973a} and Lilley and Sloa:ie (1976). Much scope exists in GDS studies 

for utilising 2.12 . 
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2.3 G~neral. Geo?!IB.&1etic Induction Over 0 o· . ne- .un.ensional. Structures 

2 . 3 .1 Homogeneous Ha.l.t'-Space 

The most rigorous theory of electromagnetic induction in an homo

geneous earth having a plane boundary was advanced by Price (1950} , 

and was revieved by R:ilci.take (1966) . P.rice showed that two types of 

soluti0tl13 to the diffusion equation (2 . 9), constrained by the usuaJ. 

boundary conditions at the e.i.r /medimi. interface (i.e . the tangential. 

COt:!pOnents ot ! and .!!. and the normal component of J!, are continuous) • 

are possible. Only one set of solutions need be conside-red for electric 

f'ield induction by a lll8gtletic source field (solutions of the first type). 

Conversel,y, solutions ot the second type correspond to the free modes 

ot dee~ of a varying current distribution vbich is unaffected by any 

exte.rnel. electric field and de.mands a zero J:1e.gnetic field outside tbe 

medium. One important conclusion to be dre.vn from first-type solutions 

is that the induced currents flov everywhere paro..Uel to the surf'ace of 

the conductor. It can also be shown from Snell ' s law of refraction~ 

\I here k - wavenumber of' the field in the air 
0 

e - angle of incidence 
0 

~ - wavenwnber of the field in the .medium 

e - angle of r efraction into tlle medium 
.1 

tba.t e 'IJJo (Kurtz , 1973) . Therefore , r egardless of the ang.le cf 
.1 

incidence , the lov frequency electromagnetic vaves \lil.l propagate 

vertica.ll.y downward. 

Cagniard' s def'ini ti ve peper ( 1953) on the basic theory of the 

hat th resistivity of a medium ma.gneto-telluric method established t e 

__ , electric and magnetic horizont.&1 field 
is re.lated to ortbogo&:ll,U. 



components obs erved at the surface by 

(2 . l3a) 

(2 . 13b) 

The phase of t he magnetic field is retarded by an angle of n/4 

vi.th respect t o that of the electric field . The skin depth is given by 

0 - - -l ( 2 )~ - Re(kd) - w~a · 
(2 .14) 

Equat ions ~ .13a , 2.13b s.nd 2.14 can be expressed in terms of the 

experimentalists ' f i eld' units as 

(2 .15) 

, 
and o = 0 .503 (pT)~ (2 .16) 

wher e E is measured in mV /k:m., 

H is measured in gamma, y , 

T is the period in seconds , 

p is the r esistivity in ohm.m, 

and o is the skin depth in k:m.. 

In Ca.goiard ' s development , it vas implicitly assumed. that 

(2 .17) 

•. 



vhich is equivalent to 

2 1 
6 « ~. 

This requires the source field to be reasonably spatially uniform 

(i.e . kx, ky + 0). A more general theory was developed by Price (1962) 

in which be considered a source of non-infinite horizontal extent with 

a wavelength of A = 2n/k.r . Both Wait (1954) , and late:- Price (1962) , 

gave the necessary correction to 2.13a and b. Defining the resistivity 

to be related to the complex impedance by 

p = _! ,z___ YX(w, ~) 12 
XY, YX wµ -xY , 

(2 .18) 

then Z, as given by Price (1962) , is 

(2.19) 

Thus , the resistivity of the half space is underestimated by a 

factor of 

-2 

l1- 2:LI , (2 .20) 

which is a function of frequency . 
h earlier section hovever, this factor 

For reasons specified in t e 

need not be corrected for if the period is less than 105 s . 

2 . 3 . 2 N Layered Isotropic Half-Space 
' parent' resistivity, analagous 

Cagniard (1953) sbo'lted that an ap 

. . •ty of the DC sounding method, could be calcu
to the apparent res1stivi 

lated from an extension of 2 .13 to 



PQ (T) = ....! ~ (T) 
lillJ Ry (T) 

and also the 'apparent ' phase to 

2 
l Ey (T) 

- WIJ Bx '(T) 

2 

, _ ( ~ (T) ) (Ey (T) ) 
't'o. (T) - arg ~ (T) = e.rg flx (T) - 1T 
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(2.21) 

(2 .22) 

Cagaiard suggested curve-l!latching the measured apparent resistivity 

and phase responses to that of a layered earth model . Be presented the 

master curves for two-layer models and master curves for models of more 

complexity have been published in the literature (Yungul , 1961; 

Srivastava. 1967). The forward problem of calculating the response 

function measured at the surface of an N-layered isotropic half space 

is discussed in detail by Ward et al. (1973) , vho restated the recursion 

algorithm of Wait (1962) , and by Keller and 1''1:ischknecht (1966), who 

expounded that of Lipskaya and Troitska.ya (1955) . The latter states 

where Z (w) is the impedance 
0 

k. is the propagation constant for the ith layer given by 
1 

b. is the thickness of the ith layer. 
]. 

(2.24) 

t al ul te the apparent resistivity and 
A program was written o c c a 

for 
an N-la.yered geometry employing the algorithm of 

phase response 

2.23 . Some typical results are given in figure 2 .1. 
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Srivastava extended the recursion relationship 2.23 to include 

the effects of finite source field dimensions . The only correction is 

to the propagation constant , 2.24, which must be expressed as 

k~ • ~ ( [ ( k~ + .; y ' { J + 

i [ ( k~ • { ) ! _ { r i 
where ~ = (k~ + ~)i as previous . 

(2.25) 

Equation 2.25 reduces to 2.24 for ki >> k.r• as stated by 2.17. 

The ' skin depth ' concept allows intuitive insight into the pene

tration of the field vectors . It is useful therefore, to attempt to 

generalise the i·elationship given by 2.14 for an N-layered geometry. 

Sims and Bostick (1969) propose that the depth be 

o(w) 

Re [ ! Ii•µ• (z))! dz J • 1, 

defined such that 

(2 .26) 

where a ( z) is a continuous f'unction of depth . For a discrete conduc-

tivity distribution - ai, i = 1, N - with each layer having an intrinsic 

skin depth given by 2.14, the depth at which the fields have a value 

of l/e of their surface values can be expressed as 

m-1 ( b. ) 
o(w) = l h. + o 1 - l 6~ , 

i=l 1 m 1 

(2 .27) 

where the mtb layer is given by 

m-1 h. m b. 
l -2:.<l<l ...!. 

i=l oi i=l oi 

Figure 2 . 2 illustrates use of 2 .27 by computing the generalised 

skin depths at different periods for the conductivity distributions 

of figure 2 .1 . 
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2. I~ General Geomagnetic Induction for Two-Dimensional Structures 

2.4.l General Considerations 

Two-dimensional structures arc those whose conductivity distribution 

is a :function of two s:pa.ce co-ordinates , the vertical (z) component and 

one horizont9.l (y, say) component . The scalar surface impedance given 

by 2.1 (ZXY, ZYX), which ~ a complex conjugate pair for a one

dimensional earth, are not sufficient to descriLt the relationships 

between the horizontal magnetic and tell.uric fields . A second rank 

tensor is required to represent fully the impede.nee function (equation 

2.2) . The diagonal elements (ZXX, Zyy} describe the coupling betveen 

parallel fieJ.d components . 

Equations 2. 5c and 2. 5d can be ref'ormulated as 

curl H = a (y, z) !. 

curl!= - i~, 

by neglecting, as before displacement currents . 

(2 . 28a) 

(2.28b) 

All quantities in 2 . 28a and 2.28b are independent of x , therefore 

the equations reduce to 

6 Hy= o (y, z) Ex, 
<5z 

L Hx =a (y, z) EY, 
oz 

_ L Hx = a (y , z) E • 
6y z 

= - i~x' 

(2.29b} 

(2.29c) 

(2.30a) 

(2.30b} 

(2.30c) 
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These six equations can be decoupled into two distinct modes . In 

one mode , the electric vector is polarised along the independent axis 

(Ex) and the mode is described by 2 .29a, 2.30b and 2 . 30c, which involve 

field vectors , Ex , Hy, Hz only. The other mode, which euiploys f'ield 

components Hx, Ey , Ez , is totally independent of the first. This mode 

is cbaracterised by having its magnetic vector polarised along the 

independent axis and the field relationships are giv~n by 2.29b, 2.29c 

and 2 . 30a. 

The magnetic vectors , H and H , can be eliminated from equations 
y z. 

2 . 29a, 2 . 30b W'!d 2 . 30c to give an elliptic equation in E x 

(2.3la) 

The equation describes the E--polarisation <Jones and Price, 1970) or 

TE (transverse electric, Sims and Bostick, J..969) mode. Analagously, 

an elliptic equation in Hx, namely, 

(2.3lb) 

can be derived by eliminating the electric vectors from 2.29b, 2 . 29c 

Th).. s corresponds to the H-polarisation or '.IM (transverse and 2 . 30a. 

magnetic) mode . 

2.4.2 Typical Two-Dimensional Models 

(a.) ~ 

One of the two-dimensional models studied most extensively is the 

( 2 3) D~Ercetllle_a.nd Kunetz (1962) 
vertical fault structure figure · • 

- • th lblem for H-polarisation and concluded that 
examined analyticaJJ.Y e pro 

the no~-, component of the current sheet across the 
continuity of' .1. ........... 

boundary (jyl 
= o) demands a discontinuity in the electric = jy2 at Y 
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componen~ (o1 E 1 = a E from 2 7 ) Y 2 y2 · C • The orthogonal. magnetic vector 

(Rx) however is continuous across the b Mb~• oun .......... ., . Therefore , the P yx: 

apparent resistivity, as defined by 2.13b, will itself be discontinuous. 

Weaver (1963) considered both H- and E-polarisation, and his results 

for ff-polarisation concur with those of d 'Erceville and Kunetz . For 

E-pole.risation, it vas necessary for Weaver to assume that the hori

zontal. m.agneti~ field was constant along the surface \'i.e. (H \ 
Y'Z = 0 

constant for - ~ < Y < + ~). He was then able to solve for the p 
XY 

resistivity. A1thougll this assumption was shown to be incorrect by 

= 

Jones and Price (1970), the general. conclusion that pXY was a mono

tonically continuous and smooth f'unction across the boundary was upheld. 

Figure 2 . 3 illustrates the dii"ference betveen pXY and pYX curves to lJe 

observed for different resistivity contrasts . 

In terms of physical. processes, Price (1973) explains that t be 

electric field is discontinuous for the H-pol.arisation case because 

an alternating surface charge is continually being placed on the 

boundary by impinging currents. The effects of this surface change on 

the E-field are illustrated in Jones and Price (1970). 

Whether the dis~ontinuous Pyx: resistivity, as displayed by figure 

2 . 3 , will be observed in practice has been seriously questioned by 

Rankin and co-workers (Rankin, Reddy and Schneider , 1976; Rankin, Reddy 

and Ka.o, 1976) . By modelling the fault as a quasi-continuous distri

bution, rather than a stepwise discontinuous fUnction, they were abl.e 

to show that the p resistivity differed by a maximum of only 15% 
YX 

from the pXY resistivity and that it was continuous ( !'igure 2 . 4) • A 

geological fault would be expected to possess a finite transition zone 

l.ength due to f'ault metamorphism, therefore Ran.kin and colleagues ' 

representation appears to be more reasonable . Reddy and Rankin (1973) 

also shov that the discontinuous effect in PYX is reduced if the contact 
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is s l oping rather than vertical. furthermore , the eY.istence of an 

overburden al.so smooths and atten .. "tes .....,. all. of the boundary effects 

(Vozoi"f, 1972), mo~t noticeably in the PYX resistivity. 

(b) ~ 

Faults in older, more consolidated rock!; may he.ve the effect of 

conductive dykes due to the fonuation of a scbict zone by faul.t meta

morphism. Imbricate faulting is of'ten ca11Sed. by sbal.e beds vbicb will 

also perturb the electromagnetic induction behaviour in the same manner 

as conductive dykes . 

The electromagnetic response for a dyke modeJ. was first studied by 

Rank.in (1962), vbo extended the e.pproach of d 'Ercevi.11e and Kunetz 

(1962). The response f'or H-polarisation is as would be expected :from 

n dual-fault model . Rowever, for a dyke o:f limited vertical extent 

with a conductive overburden , the effect of the dyke on the PYX 

resistivity is negligible unless the dip is very shall.ow. Tbe dyke 

would then be modell.ed as a conductive layer (Vozoff, 1972) . 

Svif't ( 1971) has investigated numerical..ly the dyke model. for E

polarisation . He concluded tbat the anomalous magnetic field, defined 

as the total magnetic fiel.d <a,, and Hz components only) minus the 

ambient field~ is primarily vertical. and dOes not exhibit pronounced 

attenuation vit_n depth . The induced electric field is concentrated 

just above t he centre of the body· 

( c) General Bo~ 

EJ.ectromagnetic induction in bodies or si.mp.le geometry can be 

1:1tudied e.ne.l.yticall.y . As mentioned, analytic solutions bave been 

published f or faul.t (d ' Erceville and Kunetz , 1962; Weaver, 1963) and 

clyke (Rankin , l.962) models . Schmllcker (1971) bo.s examined the Pl"Oble.m 

of induction in 8 non-uniform surface nbove a. lo,ycred substra.tUD1 and 



Weidelt (1971) has inve3tigated · d t" 
in uc ion effects in two adjacent ha.1.f-

shects vith different \Wiform conductivities. 

For structures or more generality than those cited above , analytic 

solutions have not yet been presented. 
Accordingly, to investigate 

electromagnetic induction in inhomogeneous bodi"es of arbitrary shape , 

numerical techniques have to be utilised. 0.f tbe numerical methods 

available • the tbree that have become most prolDinent for induction 

studies are; the transmission surface formulation applied by Madden 

and co-vorlters (DW.aney and Madden , l962) , the finite eJ.ement Jnethod 

(Coggon, 1971) and the finite difference method applied :first by Neves 

(1957) . A brief' review of these three techniques is given by Jones . 

(l.973) and a full description by Ward et al. . (1973) . 

O:f the three , the lllOS't utilised is tbe finite difference approach, 

This is because Jones and co-authors published not only the theory 

(Jones and Price , 1970), but also FORTRAN progrnm.s (Jones end Pascoe , 

1971; Pascoe and Jones , 1972) of their method for solving the electro-

magnetic induction problem in a gener al tvo-dimensiona.l structure 

embedded in a la,yered earth for both H- and E-polarisations . ;.. program 

package .for two-dimeLsional model.J..ing employing the :finite element 

method is avail.able (Kisak and Silvester, 1975) and is reported to be 

more efficient and to require less computing time than finite-ditterencc 

methods ( Kisak , 1976) . Nevertheless , the widespread use of the Jones

Pascoe (J-P) p r ograms warrants :ru.u. consideratio11 of' the techniques 

employed . 

The basic theory of tl:le J-P progre.ms vas prt:aentcd by Jones and 

Price (1970) _ rne regions for so1ution, and their corresponding 

equations and relevant boundary conditions • i'or the simple two quarter

. t t d i· n r1· gure 2 5 Equat.iono 2 . 3la and 2 . 3lb space model are illus ra: e · · 

are of the i'orm 
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(a) H-polari sa tion 
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(2.32) 

where F represents either E_ _ or H_ _, 
JC JC Because this function is ·comrfex 

it can be written as :f + ig which leads to 

2 2 
'iJ :f = -1 g, (2.33a) 

172g = 7l 2f, (2. 3'.fo) 

(where -rt.
2 = w~ o) 

on equating real and imagina.,..,, parts . J 4 J ones and Pascoe applied the 

finite difference teclurique to the conductive structure depicted by 

figure 2.6. By neglecting terms of 0 (d3 ) and greater in the Ticylor 

expansion of partial derivatives about the zeroth point, they obtained 

for the finite difference representation of 2 . 33a 

f ~ (.L)- n2g = 0 
i=l d~ 0 

(2 . 34) 

where 5 : 1, 6 : 2 (similarly for 2.33b) . 

However , Williamson~· (W-H-T, 1974) showed that 2 . 34 was in 

error and, by applying Cramer's Rule to the :four Taylor expansions, 

they gave the correct expression as 

+ :.a. 
2 

) • 
l. l. + 

(2.35) 

Equation 2 . 35 reduces to 2.34 for the particular case of~= d3 

and a
2 

= a
4

. Thus , the J-P program would only be correct vhen the 

conductivity configuration is defined by a grid of identical. rectangles 

or squares . Jones and Tbomson (1974}, in reply to Williamson et. al.., 

state that 2 . 34 is derived :from a central. difference approximation for 

the first derivative, r3ther than by direct substitution of the first 

derivative by Cramer ' s Rule. Tbey concede that 2 . 35 Yill introduce a 
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greater degree of accuracy but caution t 
s rongl.y that the grid configura-

tion must still be chosen with care. 

Brewitt-Te,ylor e.nd Weaver (BT-W, 1976) have re-examined the two-

dimen s i onal theory as a prelude to e ...... endi·ng the A~ finite difference 

approach to three dimensions . Th · eir deliberations lead them to con-

clude that the general d t · · con uc ivity structure represented by figure 2.6 

cannot be solved by the finite difference $Cheme proposed by Jones and 

Pascoe. The equations that can be derived will only be valid in 

ho1J10geneous regions or at vertical or horizontal plane boundaries. 

This implies the constraint 

(2.36) 

must be obeyed. 

Instead of sharp boundaries between di.f:fering conductivity regions , 

Brewitt-Taylor and Weaver suggest adopting 'transition zones', as 

employed by Lines and Jones (l973a, b) and Jones (1973b) in order to 

solve a three dimension induction problem. Rankin (1973) criticised 

Lines and Jones (l973a) for using transition zones but Brewitt-Ta.ylor 

and Weaver consider that the concept of the transition zone is just as 

implicit in the two-dimensional case as in the three-dimensional one. 

Although equation 2.31a will still be valid for transition zones rather 

than sharp boundlµ-ies for E-polarisation, the H-polarisation equation 

( 2 . 3lb) will have to be supplemented by terms involving the partial 

derivative of resistivity p(= l/u) with respect to both y and z 

dirP.ctions. The f'u.11 equation becomes 

(
6

2 
H 6

2 
H ) ~ L H + ie. .L Rx = iwµ

0 
Hx 

p oy2 x + oz2 x + oy 6y x Oz 6z 
(2.37) 

(p is defined differently here than in Brewitt-Ta.ylor and Weaver (1976) 

to be notationally consistent throughout the thesis) . 
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Brevitt-Tn.ylor and Weaver present the r1·nl.·te • 
difference equations 

tor E- and H-pole.risations for a transition 
zone concept end a comparison 

between their results and those o~ Tones 
... " ' and Pascoe (with and without 

th~ W-li-T correction) is given in fia11~e 
... - 2. 7. Although the E-polarisation 

r esults dif1'er at most by ten per cent (which is still a propaga.ted 

error of tventy per cent in the apparent resistivity value) , the H-

pola.ri3ation figures are .inconsistent in· ~ ... orm. The BT-W :n.ethod gives 

• narrower dip over the conducting block. Their derived H-polarisation 

tinite di.t"ference representation i'or the case of sharp boundaries (i.e. 

(Jp/6y. 6p/(Jr. = 0) 

(2. 38) 

where oij =~Pi + o j) and o0 = i<P1 + P2 + p
3 

+ p4), differs i'rom thut 

or Jones and Pascoe' s except for the special case of o
1 

= a
2 

= a
3 

= o
4

• 

As 2 . 38 vill still be subject to constraint 2 . 36, a transition zone 

concept is still requirert. Brewitt-Ta,ylor and Weaver confin:ied their 

.results of figure 2.7 by analysing the problem using more :formal. pro-

cedur~s and conclude that although the J-P E-polarisation equations 

need only be moai.:f'ied, the J-P H-polarisation equations are incorrect 

and can lead to substantial errors (up to 5? per cent in the apparent 

resistivity value). 
~ 

The J-P program solves the W-H-T equations by Gauss-S~del iteration 

(Smith , 1965) which can be an extremely costly technique if' a small 

relaxation error is desired. Losecke and Muller (1975) suggest various 

methods of decreasing the required computing time and still obtaining 

the same accuracy. The most ef'ficient of those suggested is to employ 

successive over-relaxation (Smith, 1965) when iterating. The author 

atteJDpted to improve the rate of convergence of the (W-B-T corrected) 

J P b PP, . .,. ing the successive over-relaxation method and also - program y a ~· 
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Figure 2.7 Comparison between Brewitt-Taylor & Weaver 
(1976) and Jones & Pascoe (1971) solutions 
for E-9olarisation (left-hand diagrams) and 
H-polarisation fl~1ds over a block of 
conductivity ten times the ha 1 f-s pace 
con du cti vi ty 

----- soluti.ons of B-T & H 

- - - - - - -solutions of J & P with WHT 
correction applied 

· ······· · ····solutions of J & P without 

l~HT col"rection 

-rept"Oduced from Bt"eWltt-Taylor and Weaver 
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the alternating-direction implicit method (Smith, 1965) but neither 

method gave converging iterates . 

However , Brewitt-Ta.ylor and Weaver solve their equations directly 

by Gaussian el.imi!lation. This requires a much great.er computer storage 

capacity than the J-P program but is much faster as only two steps are 

required. 

2 . 4.3 Dimensiortality and Directionality Indicators 

A structure can be defined as quasi- two-dimensional if there is 

no conductivity variation along one horizontal axis for a. distance very 

much greater than the skin depth of the incident field . Under these 

conditions. the impedance tensor defined by 2 . 2 vil.l be symmetric and 

the elements wil.l obey 

(2 . 39a) 

ZXY - ZYX = constant. (2 . 39b} 

A rigorous proof of 2 .39a is given by Abramovici (1974} . Equation 

2 . 39b can easily be pr oven in the same manner . 

Under constraint 2 .39a, it is possible to find a horizontal 

direct ion where 

z.xx<e> = zy.y< e> = o, (2 .40) 

2 2 · 11 d to the ' Cagniard ' and hence the impedance tensor of • wi re uce 

form of 2 .1. 

1·s by the matrix oper ation Rotation of the tensor 

(z. ~) 

..;mnedance tensor rotated clockwise by an angle of 0 
where ~' (e) l s the ~r 

and R is the Cartesian r otation matrix given by 
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R = 
sin 0] · 

0 
(2 .42) 

cos 

By calculating the rotated tensor given by 2 . 41 , it is easily 

shown that constraints 2.39a and 2 .39b are rotationally invariant. 

Therefore , the 'skew' of the impedance tensor , given by 

(2 . 43) 

(Svift, 1967) is also rotationally invariant , and, for one- dimensional 

or true tvo-dimensional cases , will equal zero . For a three-dimensional 

earth, the skew will be non- zero (except when the measurements are made 

on a plane of symmetry , Word et al ., 1970) and its value will indicate 

the ' degree of three-dimensionality ' . 

Various methods have been presented for estimating the gross 

structural strike of the earth beneath the recording site . All of them 

converge to the correct result when the data is actualiy two-dimensional. . 

Table 2.2 lists the 'strike' angle estimation method employed in some 

recent MT investigations . AB an analytic technique for deriving the 

angle that maximises IZ;cyl has not been presented, computer rotation 

of the impedance tensor is required . Swift (i967) demonstrated that 

the angle at which 

(2 . 44) 

also satisfies 

(~ . 45) 

and is given by 



TABLE 2 .2 

Methods of determining the gross-structural strike of 

the anoma.ly in recent MT studies 

Bos~ick & Smitb (1962) 

Everett & Hyndman (1967) 

Svift (1967) 

Sims & Bostick ( 1969) 

Reddy & Rankin (1971) 

Vozoff (J.972) 

Kurtz (1973) 

Peeples & Rankin (1973) 

Criterion J.tetbod 

maximise IYxy(E>) I computer rotation 

maximj se I Zxy(O) I computer rotation 

maximise I Z ( O) 12 + I Z ( o) 12 analytic xy yx 

as Srift (1967) 

maximise IZ (0) 12 + jz (0) 12 computer rotation x::r yx 

as Swift (1967) 

as Swift ( 1967 ) 

as Reddy & Ban.kin (1971) 

Coe hrane & .Hynd:n.an ( 197 4) as Swift ( 1967 ) 

Hermance & Grillot (1974) as Everett & F.yndman (1967) 

Reddy & Rankin (1974) 

Reddy et eJ. . {1976) 

Rooney {1976) 

. . . 2 
t'Dl.nl.m1Se YNH.D 

as Everett & Hyndman ( 1967 ) 

as Everett & Hyndman ( 1967) 

computer rotBtion 
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S~i'ft CLnd others (~nble 2.2) consider thnt the nngle calculated from 

2 . b6 bcot rcprescntn the gross structural :Jtrikc or the anoi::a.lous 

region. 

The rotated zn<e> tensor el.e:::ent , .froa 2.1i1, is 

(2.47) 

Let A a ZXY - ZYX, B • ~ + ZYX end c = -(Zxx - Zyy) . then 2.4'( can 

be written u 

2ZXY(O) = A + B cos 20 + C sin 20 . (2 .48) 

The aquo.re ot the modulus of 2.48 is 

41Zxy<o>1 2 • IAl 2 + 2Re(AS*) cos 20 + 2Re(AC•) ain 20 + 

IBl2 coa2 20 + !cl2 sin2 20 + 2Re(BC*) oin 20 cos 20 . (2.49) 

The direction at which 2.~9 is a rnaxjmum (or a minimum) is given 

by the o.ngle vbich satisfies 

.!L lz._:_(e > 12 = o. dO Al: o 
(2. 50) 

The first derivative o~ 2 .49 with respect to 0 is(adopting the 

notation RAB• Re (AB*)) 

11 .L IZ' (O ) 12 = -4RAB sin 20 + 4RAC cos 20 -
dO XY 

lijBl2 ein 20 co11 2e + 4lcl 2 sin 20 coo 20 + 

4~ (2 cos2 29 - 1) . (2 . 51) 

" It' condition 2 .50 is to\s&tis:tied then 

[RAB + ( IBl 2 - lcl2> cos 200 ]. sin 200 

• 2~ cos
2 

2(\ + RAC cos 2% - RSC · (2.52) 



Squaring both sides of 2.52 and substituting (1 -

(sin
2 

20 0 ) gives a quartic equation in cos 20 namely 
o• 

( 2 42 2 2 22) 2 + RAC - BBc + RAB - CIBI - 1c1 ) cos 200 

2 cos 20 ) for 
0 

(2 . 53) 

There will be four solutions ~or 20 in the range (0 , 2n) . A 
0 

method for finding analytically the solutions to quartic equations is 

given by Mo stow et al . ( 1963 , page 160) • Alternatively, Newton-Raphson 

iterative techniques can be employed. To det~rmine which o~ the four 

roots represent the maximising , rather than the minimising, directions 

for IZfi(0) 12 , a test as to vhether the second derivative of 2 . 49 i.s 

greater or less than zero can be performed. 

The maximising angle would then be given by 

eit her 0 
l 

( rl'lax) ' = 2 arc cos 
r 

(2 . 55) 

or e 
r 

= 1T 
l - 2 arc cos ( rma.x) 

(where r represents a maximising r oot) because the root is a 
max 

f'unction of 20 and not 0 . 

Various tests wer e conducted on real data Lo discover if the 

maximising angle calculated from 2 . 53 was in agreement with that found 

by evaluating 2 . 48 in 2° increments f'rom o0 to 180° . Both the analytic 

and the numerical method of solution gave the same four roots to 2 . 53 

but , in a few cases , some or all of the roots were either complex or 

had an absolute value greater than one . For th~ majority of data 

however, the two methods of evaluating the maximising , and minimis ing, 
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angles were in agreement. An example of a comparison at two periods 

(236 s and 28 . 5 s) for a data set from Saltoun (SALC) is il.J.ustratcd 

in figure 2 .8 . 

The author however , for reasons specified in section 4 . 5 . 3 , chose 

not to rotate the impedance tensor to the angle that maximised lz.xyl 2 

but rather to that angle which maximised the partial coherence function 

2 
Y NDH. This function measures the coherence between the North tel.J.uric 

and the East magnetic vectors with the influence of the North magnetic 

vector remove~ in a least squares sense (Bend.at and Piersol , 1971) . An 

analytic expression which calculated the angle that maximised y
2
NDH(e) 

could not be determined. Computer rotation of the coherence :f'unction 

was necessary therefore . 

Another dimensionality indicator is the eccentricity of the rotation 

el.J.ipse £or the complex impedance tensor (Word et al . , 1970) . This is 

defined by 

s<e> 
IZX:x<e> - zy.yce>I 

= lzxYCe) + zYx(e)j (2 . 56) 

This function however, is not rotational.J.y invarient but will 

r educe to zero for two-dimensional structures when 0 equals the strike 

direction. i'he function therefore may be usef'ul as a directionality 

rather than a dimensionality indicator . 

Because it is possible for the skew, as defined by 2 . 43 , to be 

zero if the measurements are made on a plane of symmetry of a three-

dimensional structure , Word et al . (1970) state that the conditions 

SKEW = 0 

B(e ) = o 
0 

are necessary and sufficient conditions for assuming true tvo-

(2 . 57) 
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(10.L.6 + (-2771- (1.256+ (-0.312t.-
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Angles from solving 2.53 
0 0 9 . =9.2 or 170.8 e . = 12.L. 
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8maf 45.4° or 
0 I e = 4·s.4 

0 • 134.6 l or 134.6 
max . 
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dimensionality . However, because 6(0) is not rotationally invariant, 

and because of the limited availability of the publication of Word 

et al . (1970), the function has not been employed by many investigators . 

Ii' , as is usual for modern MT investigations , the vertical component 

of the magnetic field (Hz) is recorded as well as the four horizontal 

vectors (N , E, H a.nd D) , other directionality and dimensionality indi-

cator s can be def~ned . 

Sims and Bostick (1969) suggest that the direction which maximises 

the vector summation of the response functions (A, B) given by 2.3, 

that is 

(2 .58) 

where A'(0) = A cos 0 + B sin e , (2 .59) 

is a good estimate of the strike direction . 

This was fir st suggested for GDS studies by Ever~tt and Hynd.man 

(1967a) as a met hod for displaying the transfer functions (they , 

however , pr eferred to display their trR.Osfer :funr.t.ions as the two 

i nduction vector s defined by equati on 2.4) . The angle which satisfies 

2.58 i s given by 

tan (20 ) 
0 

= AB* - A*B 

IAl 2 
- IBl 2 

(2 .60) 

(Banks , 1973) . The ' inductive response ' functions are defined as the 

modulii of the ·cvo transfer functions rotated into the maxjmjsing 

angle (maximum response function is IA'(0 ) I, minimum response function 
0 

i s jB'(0 ) j ). This approach bas been widely accepted for GDS studies 
0 

(Ban.ks , 1973; Banks and Ottey , 1974; Green, 1975; Beamish , 1976; 

Robinson , 1976; Rooney , 1976) but not for MT investigations . Banks 

and ottey (1974) point out that the function jA'(0)! 2 is not elliptic 
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in form as stated by Everett and Hyndman (196'(a.). The t'1o combining 

oscillations a.re both in the vertical direction, not in two orthogonal 

directions as required for an ellipse. But the rotation of IA'(0)1 2 

can be described by formulae that are of the same form as ellipse 

formulae . Other methods of presenting the geomagnetic induction tensor 

are given by Lilley (1974) . 

Vozoff (1972) sugge~~s that another estimate of strike direction 

is given by 

0
0 

= R (~ - 0R) + I (~ - 01 ) 

R2 + 12 
(2 . 61) 

and Jupp and Vozoff (1976) show that , if there is uncorrelated noise 

on the magnetic vectors , the arithmetic average of the angles given 

by 2.60 and 2 .61 is an unbiased estimate of the strike direction. 

Vozoff (1972) , later amended by Jupp and Vozoff Jl976), defined 

four f'unctions which he considers indicative of two- dimensional ity. 

They are (a) the ' tipper ' (so called because the transfer f'unctions 

(A, B) operate on the horizontal magnetic field and ' tip ' part of it 

into the vertical directi on) defined by 

(2 . 62) 

(b) the ' tipper skew' 

Ts 2 (A B. - A.B ) = ri l.r 

T2 
(2 .63) 

(c) the ' tipper phase ' 

(2 .64) 



und (d) tlle ' tipper coherency ' or s:ultiple coher m:y yZllD (Bcndnt. and 

Pien;ol. 1971) . 
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CHAPTER 3 

DATA ACQUISITION 

This chapter will detail the methods employed to record the GDS 

and MT data.. A description will be given of the site locations . the 

instrumentation utilised and the data recorded :for both studies. 

The G:OO o:rray will be discussed in section 3. l anci. a f'Ul.ler 

discussion of the Mr project will be given in sections 3. 2, 3. 3 and 

3. 4. 

3. l The G:OO A:rray 

As outlined in the introduction , the geomagnetic deep s01mding 

experiment was conducted with nineteen Gouejl-Rei tzel magnetometers 

placed at the positions illustrated in figure 3. 1. The Eskdalemuir 

observatory provided a twentieth location at which simultaneous 

measurement o:f the magnetic :field variations were ma.de. For each 

site, the three letter station title, f'Ul.l station name (usually the 

nearest town), geographic and geomagnet.ic co-ordinates and geomagnetic 

declination are given in table 3. 1. 

'Ihe construction of the magnetometer is described f'Ul.ly in Gough 

and Reitzel (1967) and is reviewed by Serson (1973) . The design is 

classical in principle ; three magnets suspended in three orthogonal 

orientations (magnetic north, R; magnetic east , D; magnetic vertical, 

Z) by taut torsion wires rotate 1..hrough small angles in response to 

variations of the geomagnetic :fiel.d. 'lhe rotations are magnified by 

optical levers and are recorded on :film strip as displacements of 

images. 'Ihe three variometers , and the associated electronic circuits 

and camera, are mounted on an aluminium. frame which is placed within 

an aluminium tube set vertically in a hole in the ground. Diurnal 
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TABLE 3 . 1 

GDS Array Station Data 

Station Station Instrument Geographic Geoma.gnetic 
Title Na.me No . Coordinates Coordinates Declination 

(centred 
dipole} 

BON Bona we J.9 5. 23W 56 . 4511 81. 94E 59 .95N 10 . 7W 

ARD Ardeonaig 11 4.15w 56. 5N 83 .09E 59 .78N 9. 9w 

COA Couper Angus J.6 3 . 33W 56.55N 83 . 96E 59 . 66N· 9 . 4w 

HEL HeJ.ensburgh 22 4. 68w 56 .05N 82. 22E 59 . 47N 10 . 0W 

FIN Fintry 21 4.30W 55 . 58N 82.38E 58 .94N 9.6w 

BUR Burntisland 14 3. 22W 56. 08N 83 . 73E 59.2N 9. 3W 

GST Galston 18 4. 33W 55 . 58N 82 . 25E 58 .96N 9 .8W 

LES Lesmahagow 3 .85W 56 . 63N 83 . 49E 59 .84N 9 .6ll 

STB Stobo 5 3 .14W 55 . 60N 83 . 48E 58 .74N 9. 2w 

GAL Galashi els 10 2 .17w 55 . 6'7N 83 . 90E 58 .73N 9 .ow 

COT Cornhill-on-
Tweed 15 2 . 22W 55. 63N 8li . 43E 58 . 58N 8 .8w 

CPH Carsphairn 8 4. 28W 55 . 20N 82 .04E 58 . 6oN 9 .7W 

THO Thornhill 20 3. 7aw 55 . 27N 82 . 60E 58 . 56N 9 .4w 

SGH Saugb Tree 2 .TOW 55 . 25N 83 . 69E 58 .33N a.aw 

ELS Elsdon 24 2 .08W 55 . 25N 84.32E 58 .20N 8 . 5W 

TOG Towhead o:f 
Greenlaw 25 3 . 98w 54 . 97N 82. 20E 58 .32N 9 .5w 

BKD Bank.end 12 3 . 52W 55 .00N 82. 69E 58 . 26N 9. 3w 

RAG Hag beck l 2 . 85W 55 .07N 83 . 42E 58 . l.9N 8 .8w 

WRK Wark 7 2. 25W 55 .08N 84 .03E 58 .08N esw 
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temperature variation at the depth of the topmost magnet (D) is of the 

order o.f 0 . 1 K, and first order temperature compensation is provided 

by auxiliary magnets . 'Ihe auxiliary magnets a.re also used to vary the 

required sensitivity of each component. The sensitivity used vil.l 

depend on the expected level of geomagnetic activity . 

'l'b:ree major modifications have been ma.de to the magnetometer by 

Dr. I. Gough since the basic design was published by Gough and Reitztl . 

The vertical spacing between adjacent components was reduced from 

. 5 m to . 25 m, which gave an overall shortening of' . 5 m. '!his made 

the instruments less unwieldy in the field end also required shallower 

holes than previously. However, the interaction between components 

-was enhanced to a significant level ( 4 per cent of H recorded on Z) 

and accordingly , corrections have to be applied when the data a.re 

processed. 

The a.ccutron timer (Bulova , model TE-11-16) was replaced by a 

crystal clock. 

The time interval between successive recordings of the geomagnetic 

field components was increased f'.rom ten to twency- seconds . 'lhis reduced 

the Nyquist frequency from 0 . 05 Hz to 0 .025 Hz vhich could introduce 

aliasing effects from Pc3 micropul.sations (the Pc3 frequency band is 

0 . 0285 Hz to 0 . 05 Hz) . However , the amplitude of Pc3 activity in mid

latitudes is typically 1 y (Orr, 1973) which is effectively negligible 

when compared to variations which are likely to be analysed , e . g . Pc5 

activity , bey and storm disturbances , typically of order 100 y . 

In use, the magnetometers we1·e found in general to be robust and 

f&.irly trouble-free. A data coverage of approximately 75 per cent was 

realised. The main causes for loss of records were (a) faulty camera 

drive , (b) misting of the mirrors and (c) images going off sea.le . 
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There were no records at all from ELS . very little from WRK and no Z 

data from BON and COA. 

Four major improvements about the design of the magnetometer cen 

be suggested. It would have been greatly beneficial if the magneto

meters had been air tight . They had previously been operated in fairly 

arid climates (North America , South Africa and Australia} and accordingly 

problems reslll.ting from high humidity end high rainfall had not been 

encountered. During the Scottish project, two magnetometers became 

completely waterlogged and data were lost from six others due to misting 

cf the mirrors. Attempts were ma.de to reduce these effects to a minim.um 

by liberal use of silicon grease around seals and by inserting packets 

oi silice gel inside the magnetometer. 

The orienting end levelling of the magnetometers were extremely 

critical. An error of: 1° in either of these would cause the record of 

one variation field component to incl.ude about 2 per cent of' another 

component . An in~xact orientation would produce an error in each 

horizontal component due to the other of approximately the same magni

tude. However , an equivalent inexact levelling would produce a much 

amplified error in the vertical component from the horizontal components 

than vice versa due to the higher sensitivity of the vertical variometer . 

For the Gough-Reitzel magnetometers employed for the Scottish work • the 

tube \Tas levelled and oriented rather than the aluminium variometer 

frame itself. Should the magnetometer subsequently settle • the aluminium 

frame has to be removed completely and the tube re-oriented and/or re

levelled. A design to be preferred is one in which the chassis can be 

precisely levelled and oriented independently of the outer casing . 

The necessity for the :power supplies to be external to the instru

ment gave problems in localities of high water table . These difficulties 

could be circumvented by util.ising internal pOW'er sources . 



The fourth suggestion concerns the required calibration of the 

components at the beginning and the end of each film strip. Because 

the film drive could not be accelerated, certain periods of time were 

spent waiting for the film to advance sufficiently so tha.t critical. 

sections of film were not fogged by opening the instruuent . An 

exterior control which increased the film drive rate would reduce the 

required waiting time. Alternatively , a. time cootrolled calibration 

vould have produced the desired affect. 

Instruments built by the University of Miinster , based on the 

Gough-Reitzel design, incorporate these recounnendations and are able 

to operate satisfactorily in the extreme North Scandinavian climate 

(Kiippers, 1976) . 

3. 2 T'oe MT Project 

The results from the GL6 array were intended to aid choice of 

suitable locations at which to measure magneto-telluric field vari

ations . However , due to lack of time , the array data were not f'u1ly 

ana].ysed prior to the commencement of the MT fieldwork. Therei'ore , 

approximate positions were chosen at vbich recordinga of the MT fields 

vould best delineate the anomaly described by previous geophysicc.l. 

work (section 1 .2) . 

Du.ring the late summer of 1974, records were taken of the time 

varying fluctuations of the magnetic end telluric fields at four 

locations (FTH, DZR , CRK, NEW) in a line perpendicular to the strike 

of the anomaly (figure 3. 2} . In the following spring, the variations 

were recorded at eight other sites, three more an the NE to SW line 

(ELC , CAP and NEW) and four on a line parallel to the strike of the 

modelled anomaly (TIN, BOR , GOR and PRE) . It was hoped that data 

from the eighth site, SAL, would given en indication of any coast 

e:ff'ect that might perturb the geomagnetic fields at PRE , GOR and TIN. 
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During the summer of 1975 . a visitor to the department, Mr. T . 

Odera., recorded MI' variations at the Eskdalemuir observatory with the 

Geophysics Department ' s equipment . This was part of a training pro-

gramme of the tecbniq11e organised for Mr . Odera by Dr . Hutton , and M.r. 

Odera was advised whilst on fieldwork by the author . The do.ta recorded 

by ~-r. Odera has been subsequently analysed and interpreted as part of 

the research programme . 

Th.e fieldwork procedure adopted at ea.ch location ot'ten varied in 

minor detail but essentially consisted of four operations - site 

preparation . instrument insta.J.J.e.tion. recording of va.riationc and 

instrument retrieval . The necessary requireirents at a location at 

which Ml' observations were to be made were much mor e constricting than 

those at which geomagnetic observations only were made . with Gough-

Reitzel type magnetometers . Correct observation of the telluric field 

requires a large • relative:cy- flat field far from artificial electric 

disturbances end preferably free of livestock - both to prevent the 

lo>" 
lines being bit \ through and to prevent injury to the livestock . As 

the magnetometers had to be buried for temperature stabilisation , it 

was pre:ferabl e if the top 1 . 5 m of overburden could be dug with ease . 

Because o f the power requirements of the recorders • ma.ins supPly had 

to be used for observing the long period variations . This imposed 

severe restrictions on site suitability. Finally , the fil ters and 

recorders had to be protected from the elements . This required some 

form of out-bui l ding which could be made sccu1-e against unwanted 

entry. 

Once a suitable location had been found fmd permission granted, 

the f irst course of action vas to install the electrodes . This gave 

the el ectrodes as much time as possible to stabilise before commencing 

recording . 'lhe four (or three) magnetometer boles vere then dug, one 
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for each Jolivet variometer and one for t he three-component fluxgate 

head (if long period measurements were to be made) . The magnetometers 

were oriented approximately and then covered over . In this way the 

sensors were able to acclimatise to the t emperature environment and 

re- settle after the agitation ca.used by repositioning before recording 

began . The filtering and recording equipment were then set-up and 

T.P.sted for p0ssible mal:function caused by re-location. 

This completed the first two operations of the fieldwork procedure 

and took typically one to two days , depending on the nature of the top 

1 . 5 m of overburden . 

As will be described in the next section , the MT equipment con

sisted of two independent systems . One systelll made observations of 

the short period (either 10 s to 300 s or 10 s to 1200 s) variations , 

the other recor ded the more slowly varying phenomena (200 s to de). 

These were termed the :fast irarie.tion (FVSa and FVSb) and slow vari

ation (SW.) systems respectively . 'lhe SVS required a much longer 

observation time +..han did the FVS to obtain a worthwhile amount of 

reasonable data. Thus it was possible to ' pair ' stations and record 

both short and long period fluctuations at the main station , then 

move onJ.y the FVS to a nearby location whilst still recording with 

the SVS at the ma.in station . Sites ELC and CAP , TIN and BOR and 

GOR and PRE were pa.ired in this manner. 

Table 3. 2 lists the three letter locat ion name , full name , geo

graphic and geomagneti c co- ordinates , declination and obs~rva.tions 

made for each of the thirteen locations at which MT variations were 

recorded f or this project . 

Before embarking on the fieldwork programme however , it was 

important to discover the diurnal temperature variation at depth 

within the overburden . Diurnal thermal variations would considerably 



TABLE 3 . 2 

Magneto-telluric station data 

Station Station Geographic Geomagnetic 
Title Name Coordinates Coordinates Declination Recording Period 

(centr ed (not always 
dipole) cont inuous) 

BOR Borland 3 .324W a3 .036E 9 . 2W FVS 24/4/75-01/5/75 
55 .224N 5a . 426N 

... 
CAP Capper cleucb 3 .217W 83 . 330E 9 .1w FVS 02/4/75-10/4/75 

55 . 364N 5a . 660N 

CRK Craik. 3 .025W 83 .435E 9 . 0W FVS 06/a/74-11/8/74 
55. 364N 58 .497N SVS 06/8/74- 24/8/74 

DZR Drumelzi er 3 . 390W 83 . 221E 9 . 2W FVS 18/9/74- 28/9/74 
55 .595.N 58 .7a6N svs 15/9/74-03/10/74 

ELC Elsrickle 3 . 533W 83 .123E 9 . 4w FVS 24/3/75-30/3/75 
55 . 664N 58 . 879N SVS 24/3/75-11/4/75 

ESK Eskdalemuir 3 . 200W 83 .223E 9 . l W FVS 05/8/75-11/8/75 
55 .314W 58 . 485N 

FTH Forth 3 . 68J.W 83 .054E 9 . 5W FVS 29/8/74-03/9/74 
55 .782N 59 .0J.9N svs 26/8/74-12/9/74 

GOR Gordon 2 . 533W 84 .154E a .aw FVS 16/5/75-23/5/75 
55 . 686N 5a . 698N svs 16/5/75-09/6/75 

NEW Newcastleton 2 .796w 83 . 554E a .aw FVS 04/5/75-09/5/75 
55 .196N 58 .293N svs·o4/5/75-J2/5/75 

PRE Preston 2 .255W 84 .703E 9 . 2w FVS 04/6/75- 09/6/75 
55 .836N 58 . 78211 

SAL Saltoun 2 .853W 84 .703E 9 . 0W FVS 26/5/75-03/6/75 
56 .910N 59 -903N 

TIN Tinwald 3 .561W 82.718E 9 .3w FVS 16/04/75-23/4/75 
55. llON 58 .367N s-.;s 16/4/75-02/5/75 

TOW Tow house 2 . 369w 83 . 836E 9 .3w FVS 16/10/74-24/10/7· 
54 . 968N 57 .994N svs 06/10/74-2h/J.0/7 
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affect the electrode potential associated llitb each electrode. This 

could lead to an incorrect estimate of the amplitude of the telluric 

field at periods close to diurnal . Also , the Joli vet variometers were 

considered to be temperature variant and thermal f1uctuations would 

affect their recordings . 

Daily temperature data for 1963 were obtained from the Eskdale111Uir 

observatory . The year 1963 was chosen because it was the year that 

exhibited the widest recorded temperature variations in recent times . 

Table 3. 3 gives the ire an monthly values of the daily mari.mlll!l , minimum 

and !'our foot earth temperatures~ together with their associated sample 

standard deviations . The values are plotted in figure 3. 3. The ampli-

t.ude of the annual variation at the surface is about 17 K and at four 

feet is 8.2 K. 

The empli tude of U1e thermal variation at depth in a medium, 

Tz(w) , with respect to that .. at the surface of the medium, T
0

(w), is 

given by 

Tz(v) = T0 (v) exp [-z Af} (3 .1) 

where w is the :frequency of the incident variation 

z is the depth into the medium 

and k is the thermal diffusivity of the medium. 

Substituting the values T0 = 17 K, TZ = 8 .2 K, Z = 1 . 22 m and 

w = 2 :x 10-7 gives a value of thermal diffUsivity of 2 . 8 x 10-7 m2 s-1 

Tbe possible range of diffusivities for soils is given by Mont~ith 

-7 2 l (1973), who states a maximum of 8 . 5 x 10 m s - for damp sandy soil 

and a minimum of l x 10-7 for dry peat . Assuming the e:x.tre1re value 

of 8 . 5 x 10-7 , and a daily variation of 17. 5 K (the largest recorded 

in 1963) gives the variation of TZ with Z plotted in figure 3 . 4 for a 

diurnal frequency. A more realistic maximum variation at a depth Z 
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TABLE 3. 3 

Eskdalemuir temperature data for 1963 

Day Maximum Night Minimum 4 f't Earth 
Standard 
deviation Standard Standard 

Mean C1 n- 1 Mean deviation Mean deviation 

Jan o .6 2. 2 -4 .3 4.6 4 .8 o .4 

Feb 1.2 2 .2 -6. 3 3.9 4.o 0 . 2 

Mar 7 . 4 1.9 0 .8 3.8 4.0 0 .5 

Apr 9 .9 3.2 2.7 2.9 5.4 c . 4 

Ma.y 12 .2 3.3 3 .6 2 .2 7 . 3 0 . 5 

Jun 16 .9 3.6 8 .2 1.8 9.7 o .8 

J ul 17 .2 2 .9 • 8 .1 2.8 11.0 o . 4 

Aug 15 .6 2 .2 8 .4 2.7 12 .1 0 .2 

Sep 14. 5 2 . 2 5.9 3 .2 11.6 0 . 2 

Oct ll.7 1. 3 5-5. 2. 9 10.6 o . 4 

Nov 7. 5 2.7 2. 2 q.6 9.1 0 .7 

Dec 4.1 2 . 4 -o . 4 4.0 6.8 0 .7 
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is obtained by assuming a d:Lffusivity of 5 x 10-7 m2 s-l and a diurnal 

variation of 9 K (the largest month.J.y average diurnal variation f'or 

1963) . This is plotted as the dashed line in figure 3 , 4. From the 

graph it is obvious that at depths below 0 . 4 m> the diurnal variation 

will rarely exceed one Kelvin and will usually be less than one quarter 

Kelvin . 

3 . 3 MT Instrumentation 

This section rill be sub-divided into four categories to dis cuss 

(a) the telluric systems, (b) the magnetic systems , (c) the recorders 

and ( d) the calibration techniques . 

3 . 3 (a) The Telluric Systems 

The general principles regarding the measurement of telluric 

currP.nts have been discussed in an excellent review by Garland (1960) 

and earlier by Rooney (1939) . The quantity measured for induction 

purposes is the electrical potential gradient in t\.To horizontal direc

tions . It is usef'ul if the measuring axes coincide with the geo

magnetic north-south and east-west directions because then direct 

qualitative comparison between orthogonal magnetic and telluric 

records is possible . However , it is possible to record telluric 

variations witb non- orthogonal axes which are not coincident with the 

geomagnetic axes . The vectors can then be resolved into the desired 

orientations at the first stages of data reduction on the computer 

(Rooney , 19 39) • 

All that is required to measure the potential gradient is a 

:recording of the potential difference between e1ectrodes plo.ced in 

the earth. Most of the problems encountered when measuring telluric 

currents can be traced to the electrodes end accordingly 2 the design 

and form of the electrodes must be cbosen with care . Non-polarising 
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electrodes commonly employed for DC resistivity surveying have the 

advantages of low contact resistance and lov contact potential. 

However , these :factors must be balanced age.inst a diurnal contact 

potential variation (due to the necessity of having the electrodes 

close to the surface) and solution infiltration of the soil. Buried 

metal electrodes a.re considered to be more effective for recording 

low frequency variations of the telluri c field (Garland , 1960) . Of 

the commonly available metals , lead appears most suitable because o:f 

the low value of electromotive force betveen it and a solution of its 

salt (typically -0.1 V, Garland, 1960) . Also , lead will not deteriorate 

appreciably wi. th use . Accordingly , the electrodes employed for the Ml' 

project were constructed of lead. 

It was decided to use cylindrical electrodes rather than the more 

conventional flat plate design . This was to reduce the insta.J.J.ation 

and retrieval time of the electrode array . Each electrode was con-

structed from a lead sheet of thickness 2 . 5 mm and sides 0 . 45 m by 

0 . 45 m, which .formed a cylinder of re.di.us O . 13 m. The external 

2 surface area of the electr odes was therefore 0 . 2 m . Approximately 

0 . 3 m of each flex of a three-core cable was bared and soldered to the 

elect rode , ensuring that the copper was not exposed. FinaJJ.y- , a nylon 

bar was :fixed i nternally , approximately 0 . 05 m from the t op of the 

cylinder, to facilitate removal of the electrode from the ground. 

The cable was knotted to the bar to ensure tbat any stresses on the 

e l ectrode lin6s would not result in loss of connection to the elec-

trode . 

The electrode holes were bored out with a hand auger to a depth 

of approximate ly l m. The top o.f the electrode was therefore at a 

depth greater than 0 . 5 m and according)¥ , the diurnal variation in 

electrode temperature was less then 0 . 25 K. The thermal variation in 
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contact potential vas thus kept below 0.1 per cent. When covering an 

electrode, the inner part of the cylinder was :filled first to ensure 

that the cylinder would not collapse on compacting the top soil and 

that ground contact wou1d be as firm es possible. Inter-electrode 

contact resistances were very dependent on overburden :material but 

were typica.icy- of the order of a few hundreds of ohms. 

'l'he electrode configur~tion utilised was the 'L' shape with each 

arm usually 100 m long. Electrode separations as sma11 as 15 m (Simon 

and Rossignol, 1974) and as large as 262 km (Berlin observatory) have 

been reported in the literature. However , a balance must be made 

between short lengths that will be greatl_y influenced by near-surface 

inhomogeneities and long lengths that will average the field variation. 

Also, it is obviously desirable to keep the electrode separations as 

small as possible because of the logistics involved. The cable employed 

for the electrode lines was three-core 15 amp rubber-covered mains flex. 

Each flex was 50 m long thus necessi ta.ting joining cable lengths together. 

Great care was taken that the joints were insu1ated from the ground, 

both by liberal use of silicon grease and insUlating tape and by 

slightly raising the joint above ground surface . If there was ljve-

stock in the field, the cables were checked thoroughly at least twice 

a dey to ensure there were no cuts, etc . which could act as alternative 

earthing points . 

The telluric amplifiers and filter stages were based on a design 

by Trigg (J.972) and are reported fully in Rooney (1976) . Problems 

were encountered with the high-pass (-3dl3 point at 10-4 Hz) filter 

stages of the system. The capacitor of each stage intermittently 

discharged, which caused the telluric records to go off scale for a 

period of three hours, i.e. the recharging time of the capacitor. 

This was considered to be due to high humidity in the atmosphere 
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causing shorting across the high value r esistances (113 MO and 226 Mn) 

in the filter stage. The discharges could not be eliminated therefore 

tbe high pass filter stage was bY)?assed and the de potential betveen 

electrodes was backed-off £or the SVS . This potential vas typically 

of the order of a few tens of mi.lli volts and was backed-off across a 

1 MSl resistor . Thus , the current taken from the d:ry batteries used as 

power sources f'or the back-off unit wa.. le:;s tbao a microamp . 

Supplementary filters, of the same design as those outlined by 

Trigg (1972), were employed to give three band widths , 10 s - 300 s 

(FVSa), 10 s - 1200 s (FVSb) and 200 s to de (SVS) . If the two 

systems (FVS and SVS) were at different locations, the SVS telluric 

variations were col!IDlon-niode rejected and tben amplified by Keithley 

null-detector microvoltmeters (model 155) . A block diagram of tbe 

telluric systems is given in figure 3.6. 

The only problem encountered when measuring the telluric field 

variations , apart from the high-pass filter discharge. was with very 

long period variations of the potential between electrodes . This was 

ooly important fc:,r the bVS because either of the two FVS high pass 

supplelllenta.ry stages (300 s for a and 1200 s for b) filtered out the 

de components . At most sites , the electrodes settled af'ter three or 

fOur deys and the longest period variation discerne.ble was diurnal . 

HOllever , at GOR both the telluric components showed a linear variation 

in potential l.evels end accordingly the back-off system had to be 

constantly re-adjusted. 

3. 3 (b) The Magnetic Systems 

Because of the vastly different scales between magnetic field 

variations at Pc3 and Pc4 micropulsation periods (typically of order 

one nanotesla) compared to those at one hour (typically one hundred 
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nenotesla), it is extremely difficult to construct a sensor that covers 

-4 -1 the whole frequency range 10 Hz to 10 Hz . The magnetometer vould 

need to have high sensitivity and extremely low drift characteristics 

and would therefore be costly . To facilitate recording the magnetic 

field variations as accurately as possible over a wide band width 

therefore , t;wo types of magnetometer were employed for this study . 

For the !"VS band (10 s to either 300 s or 1200 s / , the Vf\riometers 

used were basically suspended magnet type . Each of the three components 

v= .measured by c. single-component Jolivet magnetometer . The 

instrument , designed by Jolivet (1966) and modified by Albouy et al. 

(1971 ) is superior in design to conventional suspended magnet systems 

because it does not measure the field strength by deflection . A 

feedback current flowing through Helmholtz coils induces a me.gnetic 

field which re-orientates the magnet back to the (arbitrary) zero 

position . The required field to perform the operation is evaluated 

by an optical system consisting of a light source , various mirrors and 

a different iating photocell. Thus , the field variation is measured by 

monitoring the variation of the 'feedback current . The out put voltage 

of the sensor is 0 .5 mV per nanotesla with a fiat :t'requency response 

for periods greater than 5 s . The magnet and its suspension vere 

pr otected f r om shocks by being immersed in a transparent liquid of 

the same densi ty as the magnet . 

The method i'Or orienting each variometer into the req:uired H, D 

and Z co-or dinates is described in full by Rooney (1976) . 

The variometers were buried in three separate thermally insulated 

cont ainers • the tops of which were greater than 0 .5 m below the surface , 

and were separated from each other by a distance greater than 2 m. 

The outputs from each variometer were amplified by Keithley micro-

voltmeters and then band-pass filtered by identical circuits to those 
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used for the FVS tell uric components . A block diagram of the Joli vet 

magnetometer system is giiren in figure 3.6 . 

· The magnet and suspension of the Jolivet variometer had a natural 

resonant frequency of 0 . 5 Hz . On some occasions , for no apparent 

reason , one or more Joli vets began to resonate . The lmt pass filter 

response at 0 . 5 Hz was -17 dB, but this was not sufficient to filter 

the high a.mpliti•ne osciliatic.n output . One remedy , which worked on 

occasion , was to turn the power to the variometer off for a period of 

a couple of hours . At one site however , C-OR , use of the Jolivet 

magnetometers had to be discontinued. 

For the SVS be.nd (0 .005 Hz to 0 Hz) , a three- component magneto

meter based on the fluxgate principle vas employed. The magnetometer 

was manufactured by EDA Electronics of Ottava end vas based on a 

desii;n by Trigg et al . (1971) . The output voltage o:f the unit vas 

about 30 mV per nanotesle. vi.th a quoted resolution of one nanotesla 

(the resolution was in :fact found to be better than that quoted) . A 

temperature dependence of less than one nanotesla per Kelvin was 

specified by the manufacturers . With the head under more than 0 . 5 m 

of topsoi l , the diurnal variation dlle to thermal diff'usion vas of the 

order of one tenth of a nanotesla. The output level from the fluxge.te 

unit was sufficient~ high not to warrant amplification e.nd accordingly , 

the variations he.d only to ce lOW' pass filtered - 3 dB point at a.Lout 

200 s - before recording . '!he block die.gram of the Flwcgate magn.eto

m.eter system is illustrated in figure 3 . 6 . 

The internal hour timer was removed :from the unit because of the 

filter deca;y effect produced. otherwise , the magnetometer performed 

very sati:::factori~ . 

The problem of resonant oscillations of the Jolivet magnetometers 

bees.ma too serious to continue using them. Accordingly , the Flu.xgate 



magnetometer had to be used for the FVS at three locations - GOR, SAL 

and PRE. A comparison between Joli vet and Fluxgate H-components vas 

made at GOR . Part of the run is illustrated in figure 3. 5a and the 

ordinary e.nd normalised transformed ordinary coherences betveen the 

traces are given in 3. 5b . Although the Fluxgate record contained more 

noise , the coherences show that the traces contain correlatable signal 

for periods great~r than about 20 s. After a visual inspection of 

the comparison test, it vas decided to attempt to record MT variations 

at the remaining three locations with the Fluxgate magnetometer rather 

tpan abandon the FVS programme. This decision proved vorthwhile for 

SAL and PRE but not for GOR . 

3. 3 (c) The Recorders 

The rer.orders employed for the Ml' work were Watenabe five-channel 

servo-type potentiometric recorders, model HC611-L . The five field 

v!1riations vere inscribed by liquid ink pens with five different 

colours of ink onto paper chart 0 . 282 m wide . A sixth pen inscribed 

a ti.ming pulse at minute intervals for the FVS and also an event pulE'? 

at hour intervals on both system; . The chart drive was governed by 

the supply frequency and, because mains power was used , was extremely 

:regular. The chart speed selected was 15 mm per minute for FVSa 

(io s - 300 s band) , 7 . 5 mm per minute for FVSb ( 10 s - 1200 s) , or 

:P mm per hour for the SVS . The five pens were designed so that each 

could travel the full chart width and the thickness of an ink trace 

was typically O. 5 mm. T"ais gave a dynamic range for the recorder of 

55 dB which compares favourably vith most other analogue recorders. 

Because the pens were not coincident, it vas necessary to record the 

parallax between them. An accurate determination of parallax vas 

critical if reliable estimates o:f phase were desired. An error of 
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2 nnn would introduce an error in phase at lO s for the FVSb between 

the N trace and the D trace (typical N pen - D pen parallax 8 mm) of 

over 360° . Therefore, a record of the parallax between the pens was 

taken ria.ily , and whenever a pen was removed for aIJY reason. 

The fUl.J. scale deflection ranges were in decade units of l and 5, 

i.e. l mV, 5 mV, 10 mV, 50 mV . . . . . . 50 V, 100 V. On the usual f\lll 

scale deflection ranges employed., the input resistance of the channel 

was one mega.ohm per unit volt range . Thus, aIJY intermediate sensitivity 

could be selected by inserting the appropriate resistance in series 

with the channel input . 

In use , the Watenabe recorders were found to be extremely reliable 

and robust . The only problem that occured was drying up of pens when 

on the slowest chart speed , i.e . 30 mm per hour for the SVS . This 

proved most frustrating but usually , if the pens were vashed out 

thoroughly and often and the liquid ink levels in the reservoirs kept 

high , could be kept to a minimum. 

3. 3 {d) Calibration 

Calibration of the MT instrumentation was accomplished between 

the two stages of fieldwork . It vas considered more appropriate to 

calibrate the complete systems r ather than discrete units . A Hewlett 

Packard f\mction genera.tor - model 3310B - was used to pr ovide a 

sinusoidal signal. 

For the tel.luric system, the calibration technique was as illus

t r ated in :figure 3. 6a . For each component , the f'Unct ion generator 

output , the 10 s - 300 s band pass system ( FVSa) output , the 10 s -

J.200 s band pass system ( FVSb) output and the two 200 s - DC systems 

(SVS) outputs were monitored on the Wa.tenabe recor der . The sinusoidal 

signal was varied from 8 s to 2000 s and at least twenty COll!Plete 
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Figure 3.6 Block diagram of the Magneto-Telluric 
systems 
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C'Jcles at each period were permitted to allow the filter responses to 

stabilise · The output of the f'\mction generator was also moni tared 

on a digital voltmeter and the true amplitude of' oscillation obtained. 

The responses ob~erved for the N-S and E-W channels are plotted 

in figures 3 . 7a and 3 . 7b . The -3 dB points of the filters 1.rere obtained 

from the graphs and are given in table 3 . 4 together rith the calibration 

factors estimated. 'Ihe same responses were observed vhen the tellaric 

tmits were replaced by Keithley amplifiers for the SVS channels . The 

values listed in table 3.4 therefore represent the calibr ation and 

filter coeffi.c:i.ents to be employed for the tellu.ric data from all 

sites . 

To calibrate the magnetic syste!llS , it vas first necessary- to 

calibrate a pair of Helniholtz coils . Then~ the output signal of the 

systems to magnetic flux ratio could be calculated from knowledge of 

the input signal to the coils and the ratio of inl?ut current to 

magnetic nux induced. 'Ihe Helniholtz coil::; er'Iployed were calibrated 

by a Forster Oersted meter - Model 1.104 - and gave a frequency 

indepen dent ratio o f 5 . 04 ganunas field per millivolt input signal . 

The q'1oted accuracy of the Oersted meter was ±1% which gave a ratio 

-l 
accuracy of' 5. 04 ± 0 . 05 y . mV . 

Each sensor was positioned between the coils , and the corres-

ponding magnetic system was calibrated by the method illustrated by 

block diagram 3 . 6b . 'Ihe f'\nlction generator output , the sensor output 

and the two relevant filter outputs were mc.nitored on a Watenabe 

recorder for each sensor for a wide period range . The Joli vets vere 

fol.Dld to give equal responses , within experimental ar.curacy , but the 

response of the filters differed slightly . The three t:nfiltered 

components of the Fluxgate sensor were vi thin half a per cent of each 

other and their filter responses were almost identical . '!be calibration 
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'l'ABLE 3.4 

Calibro.tion and tilter cut-ot'f periods for the MT syat.ems 

:crponent FVSa FVSb SYS 
-34.B -3dB -3dJj 

calibrntion periods calibration periods calibration periods 
factor (secs . ) factor (secs . ) fc.cto.,.. (seocs.) 

n 0.996 10.2 0.996 10. '( 0.996 190 

(mV/km)/FSD 343. 126o. 
in (mV/k.m) 

E 0.995 u.o 0.997 ll. 2 0.997 187 

324. 1220. 

H l.98 10.2 .l.93 10.2 0.03188 197 

nT/FSD in mV 320. 1180. 

D 2.02 10.0 1.93 10.0 0,0315 195 

324 . ll90. 

z l.92 10.l l.86 10. 2 0.0314 195 

324 . 1190. 
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and :fil ter coe:ffici ents for both magnetic s ys t ems are given i n table 

3 . 4 and t he Joli vet respo nses are plotte d in figure 3. 8 , t he Fluxgate 

in 3.9 . 

3.4 Discussion of MT Data Collected 

In this section , a description o:f (a) the factors that governed 

the qua.li. ty and quantity o:f data .-ecorded, (b) the type and form of 

data recorded and (c) site problem; encountered, will be given . 

3.4 (a) Data Quality and Quantity 

The quality of the magnetotelluriq records taken at a location 

was dependent on .lllallY factors . The two most important were the 

magnitude of geomagnetic activity and the level of cultural noise . 

A high level of activity recorded at a site wllere there vas little 

noiee gave a high signal to noise ratio , and vice versa . This was 

reflected in the amount of data fin~ accepted for the particular 

site . 

The quantity of data recorded was almost entirely instrument 

dependent . Some o~ the factors governing quantity were directly 

controlled by the investigator. Tbese include full scale deflection 

settings and the choice of site . Factors indirectly controllable by 

the investigator include ink pen maintenance , elect rode potential 

drift , electrode line surveillance and instrument r esponse vigilance. 

Almost t he only oocont rolla:ble factor was power supply failure . 

Fortunately , the mains power supply failed r arely . 

3. 4 (b) Type and Form of Activity Recorded 

There were many types of activity recorded and it would be 

impossible to classify all of them distinctly . However, a 5-fold 

categorisation of the activity that was most frequently observe d can 
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be made . These are (i) Pi2 activity around l ocal midnight, (ii) local 

middey micropuls ation activity, (iii) bS¥ type events, (iv) long period 

as ci llatory phenomena and ( v) general activity . 

There were over tventy records of Pi2 activity which usually took 

the f o rm of three or more separate 'bursts ' of oscillation. An example 

o f t he phenomenon is illustrated in figure 3.1oa. With few exceptions , 

the events occurt"!d between 2100 and 0300 hcurs with the majority 

between 2300 and 0100 hours. A 26 to 29 dey recurrence tendency for 

Pi2 pulsati ons reported by Saito and Matsushita (1968) was not observed 

but pulsations seemed to exhibit a 14 day recurrence. This could be 

a manifestation of the first harmonic of t h e sidereal solar rotation 

period . The dominant period of the Pi2 pulsations was found to decrease 

with increasing Kp index, as observed by Channon and Orr (1970) . How-

ever, an approximate relationship between the two for 1974/75 is given 

by T = 100 - 10 Kp rather than the form T = 92 - 11. 4 Kp for 1966 

stated by Chennon and Orr . This is probably due to a sunspot number 

dependence of the relationship. The dominant period of the few Pi2 

pulsations recorded between 0300 and 2100 hours did not exhibit any 

dependence on Kp index. 

The mid~ micropulsation activity consisted of Pc3 or low period 

Pc4 pulsations , as shown in figure 3. lOb . '.Ille majority of the ten 

events occurred beween 103/J and 1330 boars end did not demonstrate 

any obvious relationship between period and Kp index. The horizontal 

field was usuully elliptically polarised and ;;as not prei"erentially 

orientated. 

The bay type events vere of traditional i"orm, a single hal~ 

sinusoidal excursion then a. retu.ni to normal , sometimes rith an over

compensation effect . An example oi' one of the events analyse d is 

illustrated in figure 3 . 1oc . The main period and local time of the 



figure 3.10 Examples of activity recorded 

a - Pi2 activity arround local midnight 
b - Pc3 activity at local midday 
c - Bay-type activity 
d - Pcs oulsation 
e - gene~al activity 
f - • • 

g -

h -
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eleven events en~ed did not appear Kp index dependent. HO\lcver • 

the horizcintal C48nl!!t.ic rield of al.most all analysed evcnt11 vere 

linearly or higil:f-elliptically polarised vith a preferential Jill/SE 

orientation. 'lbc excursion di.lntioo ves tyiiicall,y three to .rour 

buadrcd nccond:I and no obviou:s rec'llr!'P-nce tendency v119 evident . 

The loog period oacillato:ry phei::Or£ne were probably low f'requ.eney 

Pc5 pu.laationa end ve?"e t:,-pically of period about three to aix hundred 

aeconds · A am.all number hovever SbOlled a dominant period of greater 

than 1000 a· An example of the more usual Pc5 event is given in 

figure 3. lOd. An observation by Saito (1964} that the dominant. period 

of Pc5 activity is shortest near local dewn \las not confirmed by the 

sixteen pu.laationa recorded. 'r'JJe period or the activity did not appear 

t.o be) dependent on time of day or on Kp index. The horizontol. mn,oietic 

field did not. exhibit a preferred orientation. 

The cl.asaiticaticin or genere.1 activity cover.: those data vbi ch 

do not rit into the previous tour categories . !'nley could obviously 

have bl!!en subdivided rurther but other broad clMsea vere not evident. 

All lcog period data are considered general because of their la.ck of 

similitude . Four exat:1ple11 , three recorded by the FVS and one by the 

SVS • a.re illustrated in figures 3. lOe , t , g and h . For the abort 

period generol activity , the cl.eta appea.t' more random then aperiodic 

in nature . rt ia necessary t o analyse date. "hich do not appear 

coherent . a.o the pul.Batory activity obviously doe• , becau1c then the 

estimates \fill not be biasd. Impedance tensor eleaents derived 

trom data which is pulaator,f i:l chare.cter may be bi&"led because or & 

preferential orientation or t1 .... mgnetic field. 

3.4 (c) Site Problem 

A vido variety or problems vas encountered vb~o recordi.ns the MT 

data at the various locations . Most involved the inatrWMntation , 
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e.::J a.1.rc 6.Y dio cu:111e4 in -+ • 3 3 c" .. 1an • , but so:ic vcrc due t.o the siten 

them c1 ven . 

During the initial etegea or tieldllork, it vu realised that ir 

the en.inn e artb v eq>leyed as the S"J'S tei:a' earth • then G tep-likc 

transicntu vere :rccorc!ed sil:ul taneous~ on all ri vo cb111Dela. 1beae 

tr ienta vere not &le to geomagnetic activity but vere a rcault or 

ns loc.dius and unloading by domestic usel1S. Accordingly• the 

fJY tei=i verc earthed by the coc=on electrode or the telluric arrq. 

Thia alleviated problems of this nature . 

Mains ' noiee' vu a COJCllOll ditricul.ty wbi ch voa total.cy uncon troll

ablo. The noiae appea.rod on all traces end took the form of large 

o.c;pli tude rapid oacillntiona vnich cCEpletely overvhelmed the natural 

siGlnln. It appeared vithout apparent cause, luted f<?r an indeter

minate tire tbcn ceened, al.lo vithout reasai. 'lhio ertcct had to be 

autfcred but .tbrtwi tely vas fairly infrequent. 

Duri:ig the .r:i~t recording at CAP , C11e or the t.elluric record!J 

(II) vau found to be \'Cl"/ noisy. It vss realised that the non-co=on 

electrode 1"or the -~ telluric line vas buried cloee to a mains 

trannro~r. Wbtll the electrode vas repositioned, the record became 

much ' clellllltr1 
• 

Ai'tor the first recording at GOR , the N-S ond E-W tnces vere 

round to be identical for en:/ polarisation of me.~etic field . '!'hie 

vu ccrusidered too coincidental to be a reaJ. phenomenon and it was 

diacovered that a Uorth Sea gas pipe ran d.ii'cctly throutJl the electrode 

I. 0 ' ' l arrq at an orientation or It -.5 E. Thus, the natural td1uri.c fl.e d 

bad beccce perturbed by the pipe. 'Die electrodes vere re-located and 

observations ot the natural telluric field ensued. 

Recording at mt V8S proceeding Yell until about 1700 bO\ll'S al 

29 Aupt 1974 vhen both tellurics sl:ddenly vent orr-acale · Because 
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of the high-pass filter time constants for the FVSb it was about an 
' 

hour before the traces returned to zero off-set . This effect was 

traced to a blast at a nearby open cast mine which had altered the de 

potential between the pairs of elect'°odes . Forttn1ately, this did not 

occur often. 

Mechanical vibrations caused movement of the Jolivet variometers 

vhich was recorded as spurious high frequency noise. 'i'his noise com-

pletely overwhelmed the natural variations and accordingly, it we.s 

desirable to place the magnetometers as far from roads and tracks as 

possible . .Because of the stri.ct requiren:ents for en MT field site 

however, it we.s occasionally necessary to place the Jolivets close to 

kn0\ol7l sources of intermittent vibration. 
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DATA ANALYSIS 

4.1 General Considerations 

With the advent of high-speed, large storage capacity lnOdern 

computers, data analysis has become> in the ma.in , computer oriented 

The first object;ve of e..-rry computer processing of analogue records is 

calibration of the data to permit study of it in the time dolllB.in . This 

usually involves computer re-plotting of the data in a manner vhich 

enables direct qwtl.itative comparison betvcen observations made either 

at different locations at the same time or at the same location at 

different times . The second objective is the derivation , from the time 

domain recordings, of frequency dolllB.in parameters which might aid the 

delineation of causal anoma.lous conductivity structures . 

With data from an array of variometers , the first objective pro

vides a relatively quick method of gaining a qualitative impression of 

what may , or Jll8iY not , be a loca.1 induction 3.?lomaly . However, it is 

usually necessary to employ frequency dolllB.in analysis if a :more rigorous 

interpretation is sought . The research worker nevertheless should not 

bypass time domain procedures . The very vorthWJhile papers by Gough and 

his colleagues reporting their preliminary analyses of arr~ data from 

visual inspection only illustrate its usefulness. 

Single station data, by its very nature , is more easily interpreted 

in the frequency domain . Accordingly , it is not usual when conducting 

an investigation with only one set of instL'uments to try to gain much 

qualitative inf'ormation from the time domain characteristics of the 

observations . 

A time domain analysis of data allows estimation of parameters 

that are time dependent , e .g. of the source , etc . Frequency domain 
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analysis however permits derivation of time independent parameters , for 

example the conductivity distribution. 

-Two types of spectral analysis are discussed in this chapter . 

Techniques applicable to Fourier transient phenomena have been used for 

the analysis of the array data , and those expedient for Fourier intro.n

sient data have been e111ployed for the analysis of the single station 

magneto-teilm·ic rP.cords . 

4 . 2 Processing of Fourier transient events from the GDS array 

The initial processjng of the GDS data from Array B was carried 

out by the author during a two month visit to the University of Alberta, 

Edmonton , Canada in 1974, using methods described in this section. As 

has been mentioned , shortage of time has not permitted the author to 

analyse the data from the array fully . 

4 . 2 .1 Data selection 

AJ.J. the data from the 19 variometers were scanned ~uickly to 

determine those sites which had co111plete records for the whole of the 

observational period. Data from one of these sites wa.s re-ins~cted 

and a note made of the characteristics (i.e . estimated polarisation, 

estimated spectral content, duration, type and form of-activity and 

local time) of magneticall y active intervals. Nine of these ' events 1 

were chosen as being the most suitable for stlldy . The film records 

for each site were then exa:mined for the data quality during each of 

the nine chosen events . Two of the nine were then selected for 

processing on the bases of their coverage - table 4.1 - and their 

characteristics . Figure 4 .la shows an example of the Pc5 micropulsation 

event , of' period about 400 s , duration approximately 90 minutes, and 

commence time just prior to J.200 (UT) on 9th December 1973. The 

second event is illustrated in figure 4.lb. It is a bay type phenomenon 
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TABLE 4.1 

Available data for GDS array events 2 and 3 

Event 2 Event 3 

BON !! n B Ii 

ARD B D z a D z 

COA H H D 

REL H D z H D z 

FIN B D z H D z 

BUR H D z B D z 

GST H D z H D z 

LES B D z B D 

STB R D B D --
GAL H D z H D z 

COT B D H D z 

CPH H D z n D z 

THO H D z 

ESK H D z H D z 

SGH B D ll D z 

ELS 

TOO H D z H D 

BKD .c D 

HAG ff D 

wruc l! D z 
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with a preceding sudden impulse which occurred at 16.45 (UT) on 19th 

December 1973 . 

4. 2.2 Data Reduction 

As reported in section 3.1, recording was on photographic film 'W'ith 

a time interval of 20 s. between data points. If it can be assumed that 

the film transport vas a"i. a constant rate ( vhich should be reasonably 

valid for the short sections of data being analysed) , and that the film 

burn is contrasting enough, the data presents itself in a form suitabl.e 

for automatic digitisation. The automatic film-digitiser developed by 

the University of Edmonton (Alabi , 1974) was used for this purpose. 

The operations invol.ved were as follows : 

( i) The roll of film was placed in a scanning device which moved 

the film across a differential photocel.l at a constant rate . At preset 

intervals (corresponding to a film-time interval of one minute} • a l.ight 

source above the film illuminated. This caused the p!mtocel.l to register 

the position of the five spots (two baselines and R, D and Z) on the 

film, plus any other transparent sections such as scratch marks. The 

film scanner then transmitted the (x, y) co-ordinates of all points with 

intensity greater than a threshold intensity. These co-ordinates were 

written onto magnetic tape by the PDP15 computer interfaced Yi.th the 

:film scanner . The computer also displayed the points on n Tektronix 

screen, where they appeared in se~uential order. When the display 

screen was full , a bard copy was made o:f the data on the screen. This 

was used by the operator at the next stage o:f processing to distinguish 

between traces . 

{ii) Using Edmonton's IBM 36o/l.65 computer, the information on the 

digitiser tapes was processed by an interactive graphics program vritten 

by Dr. A. o . Alabi. On prompts from the program, the user . empJ.oyiog a 
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light pen foll.over, tracod the tvo baselines mld the three magnetic 

records in turn on the interoctive graphics displa,)' screen. Recognition 

of each trace va& made by rererence to the ha.rd copy trom the automatic 

digitising process . If there vere nor. exnetl.y aixt.y digitised points 

in any one hour , an interpolation program made the necessary adjustmeut~. 

01..ber prompts fram the progru requesi:;ed such pertinent in!'ormation as 

calibration ractora , gcamngnetic co-ordinate:; or the station an:! ti.mine; 

or the hour ma.ru, etc. The calling program then output tbe (6ox no . 

or hours ) calibrated pointo for each trace. 

As absolute masnetic observations had not boen made at the field 

sites , absolute baseline control vas not posoible. To give al.l the 

4ata an equivalent baseline therefore , it \i&D necessary to digitise 

data in advance or the start or the event and take relative dit!'erencc.a. 

For both events examined, digitisation started at lea.et 40 minutes 

prior to the ~etically active period. 

Three !ll8i.n problems arose vhen the automatic digitising procedure 

vaa applied to Scottish recordo:-

(i) For reasons discuased in chapter 3, the traces vere frequently 

very rai.nt. Lover tb.-esbold illuaination levels vere tried but this 

resulted in an unacceptable level of ba.ckgrou.od noise. 

(ii) Wben the variations vere suf~icientl.y rapid, the differential. 

photocell recorded two , or even three , x-y co-ordinates for one traoe 

vheo 0~ one should have been recorded . •!'his :aultiplicity could not 

be resolved at the interactive progre.m stage. 

(iii) If the traces vere too close together and crossed many tiz:M?s , 

the resulting digitisation became too Gordian for processing by the 

interactive graphics procedure. 

rt any one ot these problems arose, the auto111Atic digitising 

process vos abandoned for the pertinent trace or t.racen , nnd manual 
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digitising van performed. !l'he .,_.ed . 
r~""" u..-e involved using a rilm viever, 

the screen ot vhicb vas covered by a grid . Tbe rilll \Ian ndjuated in 

the reader so that the base lines vere boriiontal. 'l'hen ev ry third 

point, corr oponding to a time interval of one ainutc, bad ito y co

ordinate :notea tor each ot the traces being digitised in this raohioo. 

These co-ordinates vere then punched on cards. 

For the micropulsation event (fig. Ji . la). an attempt VaJl l:adc to 

process the data automatically but d.it'i'iculties arose due to problems 

(ii) and ( iii) above. Accordingly, all the data were digi ti oed manually. 

For tho bay event (fig. l1.2b) , the only oroblem ws vi th a. few 

faint traces; these vere digitised .1118ll118lly. 

One major problem that presented itself during data reduc;tion pro

cedures vas the e.xact timing of the individual magnetograms. Aa has 

been mectioned in section 3.1.6, the -r.:.J.Ja drive sometimes completely or 

intermittent}¥ jamned. In the latter case , exact ti&i.ng of the event 

could not be obtained by the usual met}loll of co1.U1ting hour J:arka :troa 

the beginning or the end. To overccme these difficulties, cxnct tiJ:cn 

of (a) the very ti.rat inflection for the micropulaation event and (b) 

the sudden impulse tor the second event were obtained tram F.sk4Alet1Uir 

observatory records. It was assumed that these tvo precursors vcre 

simultaneous over the whole o.rray. By using tbio method, a tillling 

inaccuracy of one spot , i.e. ±10 a, vas tbe maxi.mum possible. 1'hic 

corresponds to an error of i3° in phase t'or the aicropulsation pcrio4 

ar1d lus than half a degree tor the main periodicities of t.h bG,Y 

event. 

~.2.3 Tice Da:::ain .Anallnio 

An&ly:aia in the tiJ:e domoin, as ball been :ref rrcd to in t h 

introductory r4nllllrk• to this chapter, provideo n qualitative indicntion 
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of the vnriation ot the geomagnetic: field over the whole array. Whether 

the variation is due to external source efrects or internal induction 

effects cannot in general be resolved. However, in mid-latitudes, it is 

reasonable to assume that the source will remain relatively uniform 

over large horizontal distances (compared to the size or the array). 

The usual. procedure is to stack the magnetogra.ms in lines of equiva

lent geomagnetic: lcltitude and to in~ct the plots for inherent difterencee. 

This can be performed on tvo scales , 

On & regional scale, examinat ion of the direction in which the 

horizontal fiel d increases or d~~reases can give an indication of the 

type and position of the inducing source. An excellent example of this 

o.pproacb ha.3 been given by Alabi et al. (1975) 1'r-0m visual exai::iination 

of substorm activity on 28 August 1972. 'l'hey concluded that tbe By 

component of the magnetic field vas a field-aligned Birkeland current 

whereas much of the structure or the Bx component var~tion vas probably 

due to the ionospheric east-west morning ~urrent . 

Consideration of more localised variations .in the borhontal field, 

together vith the variations in the vertical fittid, can indica-ce the 

position of anomalous internal current concentratio'ls. Indicative of 

current concentration in a conducting bodY a.re the following important 

signatures ; 

( o.) there is a large phase sbi ft in Hz , or even reveroal s on either 

side of the current , and 

(b) the ltcrizontal field normal to the st.ri.ke or the body iu 

enhanced on cne side, and depressed on the other side, o! current 

concentrations . 

By observing these sign1:1.tures in their array data fro= central 

U.S.A., Alabi et al . (1975) verc able to plot the o.xia or a conducting 

.......... · cnt) tbro"•h their cig'ht lineu ot 
""'UJ (approximated by a 11ne curr wiow 

.t:inenetomcter recording niteu . 
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4.2.4 Frequency Domain Analy~is 

Many methods a.re currently aYB.ihble for tra.nsron=ing a da.ta i:et 

from the ti.me domain to the frequency domain. A brier auma:ary or theae 

vill be given in the folloving discussion or apect.ral eotimation. 

The procedure used tor the e.nal;ysis or the arro.y events va.s the 

Fa.st Fourier T:ranotona algorithm of Cooley :.nd 'l'ukey (1965) . Pre-

tronatonr:ation operations vere; ~va1 or the mean and line:i.r trend, 

application of a cosine bell vindov to tbe initial and tinlll. ten per 

cent of' the data, and extension to 4096 points by the addition or zeros. 

P.xtcnaion from no . of hours x 6o (eitber 180 or 300 points for the first 

and second events respectively) to 4096 and not to the next pover or t.vo 

(256 and 512 respectively) aa is us~may appear erroneous, but it 

must be rel:letlb~red that t.be data being aoal.yaed is 'trAnSient ' data . 

As such it can be defined as non-periodic deterministic data tor vbich 

a di&crete spectral representation is not possible but. a continuoWJ -
spectral representation io . One method for ca.icing 11 DO~c continuous 

spectral coverage , th\13 a more correct representation, in by the adclition 

or uros. Thia addition io by its very nature ju.otif'.iable u asau::;pt.ion 

is made t'rom the outset that 

x(t) 
y( t) = 0 for O > t • J t ~., 
z(t ) 

Aa:su.ronce tbl!t the procP.dures appropriate for tl1~ t?Dti=tion of 

opectra of stationary random data (i.e . the FF'l' al$Qritb:::I) can be 

applied directly to the eat.1-tion of spectra or transient da.ta its 

given by Benaat and Piersol (1971) and Hen:mnca (19TJ). 

When the spectral content of the event bt;..1 been computed tor a.11 

stations, the ampiitw!c spectrB or tbe tvo hor1iontal conponcnta verc 

xm:iined to choose 4 perioii (or periods) at vhich th ticld exhibit d 
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a local maximW'CI. In the following section on spectral estimation for 

intranaient data, the need to band averA"e the Fouri· '"'r -o ... co-etticienta 

vil.l be stressed. Hovever, for non-periodic deterministic transient 

data. the eotimatc docs not have · an associated randoa variance, hence 

band c.veraging is not necessary. 

Maps or Fourier spectral amplitudes have been prep:u-ed at a number 

'>f hequenc.iea ot interest and using an u.lgcrithm given by Fowler et al. 

(1967) • the polarisation parameters vere estimated and plotted. These 

resul.ts vill be discussed further in Chapter 5. 

Further sophisticated techniques, such as transfer .runctlon analysis 

ana an attempt to separate the internal and external fields, vero not 

attempted. 

4.3 ProceGsing or ?ourier in~ransient record sections for sinc;le station 

MT and GDS data 

As inrerrcd in la .1 and .4.2, the data recorded by-t;he M'l' equipment 

at the 13 locations is inherentl,y dif£erent in character t'l-oa that 

recorded by the arra.y study. The dbta are not Fourier transient 

phenomena but t"atber Fourier intransient phenomena vhicb ca.n be ana.lyued 

statis~icall,y to gain inrormation about the frequency content. An 

example or n typical record section is il.lustrated in figure 4.2. 

Assuming that the data are generated by random processeo, or at tho 

very least obey the Central Limit Theorem (Jenkitlo and Watte, 1968), 

the first objective or computer processing stated in 4. 1 iu leas 

relevant. By analysing a surricient number of variatio::is to satiaty 

the central limit theorem, the dependence of the frequency aom.llin 

parameters on the time or observation idea.1.lJ' can be reduced to ~ero. 

Thus, qualitative comparison or oi.multanf:Ous M'l' esota is not ecocntial. 

'I'he ai.i:i of Fourier intransicnt do.ta processing is tlicrefore t.hc cuti

mation of frequency dependent chnracteristics - the second objective 

Of 4 .l. 
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4.3.l Data selection 

Data from the FVS system. vere scanned in the same manner a.a 

described in 4.2.l and a note -A~e of the ~-- t · · ...,... CUGOO.C er1StlCB Of data 
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•~tiona vbere there VIUI activity . !Plta sections vere thc.n selected 

I'or analysis from that available from each site. Tbe ll&in criterion 

for selection vaa high signal level but consideration vaa also given 

to the time or dq and dominant polar isation or the aectiooa. !l'his VQ8 

to ensure that vben tbe impedances estimate., tTom eacb section analysed 

.rrom a particular site vere averaged, tbe i'inal estimate vculd not be 

biaeed by one particular source field structure. Thie estimate would 

bopef'ully represent an ensemble averaging or independent in1'oniation. 

For the SVS data , the UIDUDt or usef'Ul events recorded ror each 

site vas such that all verc analysed. 

4.3.2 Dllta reduction 

Data vere recorded in analogue .form on t.he WateiiiiDe pen recorders 

thus necessitating conversion to digital for11 for computer processing. 

Thia vas accomplished by manual.11 digitisi~g the selected data sections 

on a Ferranti Freescan Digitiser table . A digitising interval bad to 

be chosen tbat vould not involve aliasing errors (Jenk.in:a and Vetta, 

1968 . pp 52-53) . Por the rapid-run records of the FVBa and F\ISb 

systems (15 mm min-land ·r.5 mm min-1 ), the 3dB lov paes filter points 

vere at 10 8 • Also , the aatural geome,gnetic opc .. tl'Ull exhibits lov 

activity levels ia the frequency range 0 .1 - 10 II~ (f'igure l.l) · 

Renee, 4 digitising increment corresponding to 5 a or less va.u &JIPle. 

Tbe interval chooen va.s 0 .5 mm, corresponding t.o n tice intftrval ot 

?. 8 for FVSe and 11 8 tor FVSb. Some data hovcver eXhi'bitcd large 

· · · :_,., • the telluric ti!!ld - and it v gradient variations - ca~...., ln 

considered neceosary to decrease the digitid.ng increment to 0.25 mm 

(l s and 2 a) to reduce errora in spectral eatieation. 
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For the slov run dat r ( l 
a o the SVS 30 mm hr-), the lov pass 3d.B 

cut off was at 200 s . 
The filter response at 60 s - corresponding to 

0. 5 mm digitising increment - vas about -15d.B. This was considered 

s\rl'ficient to remove signo.ls with period less than 6o s. 

aliasing problelll.S would not occur. 
Therefore, 

Prior to digitising any trace from a data section, a trace header 

waP keyed onto the magnetic tape . The header vas mainly for trace 

recognition but it also contained other pertinent information: recorder 

1\lll scale deflection setting, sign , time of event , chart speed and 

trace parallax. 

Chart tilt relative to the digitiser x-axis was recorded by 

digitising a point at either end of the base line on the chart . The 

digitised points were then reduced to zero tilt at the first stage of 

computer processing. The necessity for this correction was shown by 

Stuart et al. (1971) who demonstrated that a tilt as ~all as 7° 

introduced spectral distortion in the form of second and third harmonics 

of the main peak. These harmonics were not present in the data. 

A total of 137 data sections were digitisedJ 93 by the author and 

the remainder by the Edinburgh RegioPal Computing Centre . For each 

digitised section, a check was made of the digitising procedure by 

plotting out the digitised data and comparing it by overlay with the 

original. Discrepancies of greater than 2 mm resulted in re-digitising 

~f the erroneous data trace. 

4. 3.3 Data conditioning 

Certain pre-processing operations have to be undertaken before 

spectral estimation procedures can be applied to the data. This is 

because the rrequency domain windows often include side lobes which 

can introduce gross harmonic distortion about spectral peaks. 
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Fourier trnnoformntion :frOlll th t· . e une ser1es - x(t) - to ita complex 
t'requcncy d ·n aeries _ X(f) . 

- .is made by 

• 
X(r) e J x(t)e-i.tirt; dt . (4.l) -

Hov vcr, ta sets are r r· · o. uute length, therefore an estimate or 

X(t) given by 

T 

i(r, T) = J x(t)e-iwt dt 

0 

mu"t bo made. Equ11.t.ion 4.2 is ~quivalent to 

• 
X(f, T) • J x(t)UT(t)e-iwt dt -

vhcre 0 t < 0 

U5'(t) • l 0 < t < T 

0 t > T. 

Function ~(t), gi VCD by la , Ii • is usually called a "box-car" 

(4.2} 

(4 . 3) 

(4.J.} 

tw1ction (KAnascvich, 1913, p 91.) and represents the restriction of 

Uiovledge or x(t) to the range (0 , T). Equation 4.3 can be re-vritten 

na a frequency domain convolution betveen X(f) and tt.c Fourier trans-

The shapes of UT(t) and UT(f) are illustrated in figure 4.3a and b. 

The large aide lnbca of ~(r) - 24% first negative lobe, 13% first 

positive lob - vill coU£e spectral distortion by permitting 'leakage' 

or pover througlt the lobes . The shape of ~(r) is given :by the 

Fourier trannron:ation of tJ.r(t) - given by equation la . 4 - and is 

~(f} "' r( s~:-r ) = T sine wtT. (4.6) 
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For the do.ta sections digitised, variations with period tbe length 

of the data set , i · e • the fundamental., vere not apparent . Hence , pover 

estimates at the zero and f'wldamental freq~encies should be zero . 

Hovever • since Foui·ier t r ansformation implicitly assumes repetition of 

the data set outside the observation window {given by 4 . 4 ) , higb power 

estimates at the f'undam.ental period are :.Ocscapable. Distortion of the 

other frequency estimates by side lobe leakage of power at t he funda

mental can be reduced t o a lllini.mum by either reducing the side lobes or 

reducing the power at the fundamental , or both . 

Superimposed on the dat a set may be a non-stationary trend function . 

This trend may be caused by many effects (e .g . instrumentation or thermal. 

drift , chart tilt) and , unless it is removed, it will give rise to a 

sharp spectral peak at zero frequency and distortion of the spect ra if 

real spectral peaks are present {Stuart~ •• 1971). These ef:fects 

are again due to pover leaka&e through the side l.obes or the data __, 

window. Many methods exist for removing trends from data, but their 

application assumes an a priori k.novled,ge. To gain i~ight into the 

most suitable objective t r end to subtract from the data sections , tests 

vere conducted on both artificial (random and sinusoidal) and real data . 

For those <la.ts sets tested, a comparison vas .made o! the estimated zero 

and fundamental frequency pover levels a:f'ter removing one of trrcee trend 

functions . The trend fUnctions investigated ce.n be represented as pol,y-

nomials o:f degree 0 , 1. and 2 . 

Removal of a zero degrel. pclynomial tr'!fld is equivalent to removing 

the sample mean of the de.ta set . Thia iG giveJ:l by 

where 

and 

J. H 
x = s + c = s + -N I x., 

i'-1. l 

[ x] i 8 the original data set 

[ s ] is the reduced data set 

c is the sample lllt!M · 

(li.T) 
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The form of c given by 4.7 bas been shown to be an unbiased estimate of 

the true mean (Bendat and Piersol, 1971, p 101) . 

Removal of a polynomial of the first order represents reduction of 

the form 

x =OS + c (4 .8) 

where b is the linear trend of x . 

The term b can be estimated using either an aver=.ge slope technique or 

a least aqua.res procedure (Bendat and Piersol , 1971, pp 288-290) . In 

the tests , the average slope algorithm was employed. 

A secon.i degree polynomial trend can be removed by derivi:ig s 

from x by 

2 
x = as + bs + c 

vhere a is the quadratic, or half-sinusoidal , trend of the data . This 

trend was removed by first estimating the Lagrangian second-order 

interpolation polynomial to x from. 

= (i - Nl2)(i - N) 

N212 
x + 

0 

+ i(i - Nl2) 

(N2 - Nj2) 

(Jeffrey, 1971 , pp 336-337) 

vhere i is the point nUlllber 

i(i - N) 

(N2 14 - N) 

(4 .9) 

d are the values at the beg'.Jllling , middle and 
x

0
, ~ an x2 

end of the data set respectively 

and N is the data set point length . 

L (n) vas then removed from ea.ch data. point to 
The polynomial , 2 

give s from 
(4 .10) s· = X- - L2(i) 

:L :L 

estimated by averaging over the first 10%, 
The values x

0
, x

1 
and x2 were 



middle 20J and end lOJ respectively• viz: 

l N/10 
x = 10 ~ x., 0 i=l ]. 

N N 
2•10 

X,i = i; . l x. , 
l.=N-N l. 

210 

95 

(4 .11) 

The tests indicated th~t removal of h quariratic trend by employing 

equations 4.9. 4.10 and 4.11 gave the smallest power levels at the 

zeroth and funde.mente.l frequencies . This is illustrated in fisure I~ . 4. 

As well a.a reducing the spectral pover at the lowest frequencies 

to a minimum, it is desirable to modify UT(f) , given by 4.6, to reduce 

the side lobe amplitudes . Application of a cosine ta.per to the first 

and .last lOJ c:,f the data, fir&t suggested by .Bingham, Godfrey and Tukey 

(1967), bas been videly accepted. The cosine taper is given by 

0 

' ( l + cos 

= 1 

~ (1 +cos 

0 

t < 0 

(lOt/T - l)w) 0 < t < l; 
T/10 < t < T - T/10.-

(lO(T - t)/T - l)~) T - T/10 < t < T 

t > T. 

(4.12) 

The Fourier trans:formation of CT(t) to CT(f) is given by Kana.sevich 

(1973, p 93) and is i.!.J.u.:;trated in figure 4.5b. The reductiou in the 

side lobe amplitudes is obvious by comparing 4.3b with 4.5b . The 

estimate of the function X(f) (equation 4 . 1) at'ter utilising cc,sine 

bells is given by 

(4 .13) 

(1/0 875) must be employed to scale However , a correction term of · 

~(f, T) because of the smaller area of CT(t) to UT(t) {Bendat and 

) The spectral estimate of x(t) in the raoge 
Piersol, 1971, p 323 · 

(0, T) is thus given by 

(4 .14) 
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When cmqr.rting X(r • T) f'rO!:I x(t) by the Fast Fourier Transform 

algorithm of Cooley and Tukey (1965) , tbe drlta set point length ba.s to 

be a pover of 2 • Accordingly , tbe data sections bad to be ei tber 

truncated or extended. Extene · · t b ion is o e preferred to truncation as 

date. should not readily be discarded . This "'"~ Q.Cl'Omplished by augmenting 

the data sets \.-i.tb zeros . Although more estimates a.re possible vi th an 

extended date s~ (Bendllt and Piersol., 1971, p 325), the number of degrceR 

ot t'reedom 0£ each estimate ia reduced i'rom 2 (one degree of' i'reedom 

associated vit h each or the sine and cosine coet'ticients) to 2N/N ', 

where N is the original. point length and N' h the extended point length. 

Augmentation of the data set by zeros also baa the desirable feature of 

smoothing the spectral. vindov (Kanasevich , 1973. p 100) . 

Spectral estimation ot random data &!Ssumes a f1at pover spectrum. 

Real drsta analysed in geophysics rarely, if ever , exhibits equa.:L pover 

at al 1 frequencies . The natural geomagnetic spectrum _!..bovs a logo.ri thmic 

increase i n amplitude fl-om 1 s to 3000 s (figure 1 .1) . To compenEate 

for this increase, several workers (see Kurt~ . 1973) have investigaLcd 

the effect of prevbitening the data prior to spectral estimation. The 

prevhitening procedure involves precliction error filtering or the data 

(Robinson , 1967 ; Wiggins and Miller , 1972) to obtain a random serien 

\olhich , by virtue of its random properties , vill exhibit a flat pover 

cpectrum. The eff ect of t he f ilter is removed a~er spectral estitaation 

has been accomplished . However , Kurt z (1973), who also analysed MT 

data, concluded that prevbitening the data had no noticeable ei'fect on 

eoti.matcd spectr~calculated appe.rent resistivities or polarisation 

parameters . The procedure was therefore connidered not to be an 

essential. pre-processing operation for data r corded tor th.is project 

also . 
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~.3.L Spectral estil:iation and band avernaing 

~..any procedures exiot tor estimating tho npectral content of a 

time -series . Methods uset'ul tor geomagnetic data have been reviewed 

by Sims and Bostick (1969) and Hermance (1973&) . There arc three 

bo.aic procedures, {i} autocorrelation techniques (Blackman and Tulley , 

1967). (ii) Fourier i.ranarormation methods (Bi,.. gham ~. , 1967) and 

(iii) fil~er r:ietho1s {Behantlon and Ress, 1966; Berd.ichevaky ~· , 

1973) . 

Tllo other methods vhich have recently become available are non

linear data-adaptive spectr al estimat ors which give greatly increbscd 

resolution. They are the Ma.xi.mum Entropy Method or Burg (1967 , 1968, 

1S70, 1972, 1973), sugg~ated independently io the form ot an auto

regressive spectral estU:ator by Parzen (1969), and the Maximum Likeli

hood Method of Capon (l.969) , both reviewed by Lacoss (1971) . !Io"Wever, 

as ubovn by various workers (Cbo.n and Stegen, 1974; Courtillot and -
LeMouel. , 1975; Fougere et al. , 1975; Ulry~h, 1975), tbe spectral 

amplitudes tave an associated high variance. Tn geomagnetic induction 

studies , a low variance fo r an estimate is far more desirable t.ilan o. 

high degree of resolution . Hence , these methods vere not e:pl.oyed in 

this study. 

For coi:iputotional. efficiency, Fast Fouri~r Tnnstormation ia 

preferable to nutocor relation . Various vorkera (Gentleman and Sande , 

1966; Bingham !!l...!:!., 1967; Rader , 1970) 81.aggellt that the moot 

eff'icient vay of eotimtifl8 the autocorrelation tdflction ot a ti:c 

aeries is to tra:1aform the at>riea by :FFT into the t'requency do.ca.in, 

perform a convolution and lhcn inverse Fourier transform the convolved 

pa.remeter, again by FFT. The equiYaleecc ot 1.hc t.ii:c doim.i n auto

correJ.ation function and the paver spectrum ia given by the Wicner

Kbintcbine thcore111 (Kanaaevic1' , 1973. PP 7)-77) • 
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In a. compa.ri son betveen opectral estimators ( i) and ( ii) , the 

Cagnia.rd apparent r esistivity ~stimates derivod by both methods were in 

cloac: agre~ent . A progru in the Biomedical Computer Program Package , 

BM002T (Dixon , 1971) • vao used to calculate the autocorrelation 

cbrirnctcristics. For the Fourier t ransformation. subroutine RHARM, 

based OD the algorithm. or Cooley ami '.L'Ukey (1965) , was employed. 

Because of the similarity of the Cn.gniard estimates and of t!!e much 

cu.J.ler coi:rputing cost or method ( ii) • RHARM, a routine in the IBM 

Scientific Subroutine Package , va.s used for all spectral estimations . 

Arter the pr e-pr ocesoing operations deocribed i n 4 . 3 . 3 and t r ano-

formation by RBARM. each of tbe tive :frequency aeries (N(f) , E(r) , H(r) . 

D{.t') and Z(f)) va.s mu.1.1'iPlied by the complex conjugate of each of the 

ti ve aeries . This gave a 5 x 5 cross-spectral matrix at each frequency. 

Ten of the cross-spc..><::tra.l series repr~sent the complex conjugate or 

ten otht?rs since 

(N*D) :; (ND*)* . 

Eacb estimate from a rMdOJD time series is mutually independent or 

any other estimate and is chi- square distributed vitb tvo {or 2H/1f ' i.t' 

aupentation has been used) degrees of f'reedom (Jenkins and Watts , 1968 1 

pp 230 - 233) . Even if the de.ta a.re not Noni;al.ly Distributed, as is 

rtquired of -:andom data , the Fourier cosine and sine esti.me.tes will be 

vecy nearly Normal , by the Centr e.l Limit Theor en , o.nd the distribution 

of the cross- spectra vi.11 be chi-squared (Jenkins o.nd Watts~ 1968 , 

p 233) . Hovever , the normalis-d standard en-or or an estimate, "hich 

defines the random portion o! the est:U:atcd error, is 

(4.15) 

( 1973
' 

P 191) , "here n i:: the number of' degrees or 
Bend~t and Piersol, ~ 

freedom. Bence , for o • 2 or less , tbe stand!U'd deviation of the 



stiJ:lAte h aa great aa the estkate itself. Also, the variance of ench 

estimate is independent or tbe se-..1 e size (J _... 66 
--~ e .... 1ns and Watts, l9 , 

P 233; Bendat and Piersol, 1973, p 191) . Therefore, auto- and cross-

spectral estimates of ti1e form 

(Ji .16) 

are inconsist~t. 

There are three basic techniques for reducing the variance ot au 

estimate by increasing the nwrtber of degrees or freedom associated vitb 

that estimate. The method moBt commonly employed involves averasing 

neighbouring frequencies (Daniell , 191f6) . For the Bartlett spectral 

eatim&te (Bartlett , 1948) , the data set i11 segmented into oon-overlappins 

sub-sections and the spectral estimates trOlll ea.ch sub-section are aYeroged. 

The third approach consists of averasing the spectral estimates f'r<>111 nn 

ensemble of independent events and hence can be corusi.dered an extension 

ot Bartlett• s suggestion. Ea.ob or these procedures then resulta in a 

'amcotbed ' spectral estimate with a smal.J.er variance than the ' rav ' 

estimates. 

F~r the main analysis progran - PROGRAM O!IE - the first techniqi:e 

deccribed of t'requenc7 smoothiag over 3djoiniDS estimates va.s •FPlied. 

The smoothing window applied vaa the rectangula:• box-car shape in the 

t"requency domain . Tbi3 form is recommended by Knnasevich (1973 , p 10?) 

rather than the usual c.utocorrelation vindown (e.g. Banning, Ha.,ing 

or Parzen). Du.?-ing the initial processing, Daniell viodov vhicb vu 

independent of J'requency vna u~ed , i.e. the nm:ic mzber of r&\I eatimateo 

were averaged together :regardless of the centr frequency. Bovevcr, 

this resulted in many cloocly-spaced S1ll00thed a~imo.tcs ror periods 

clooe to the Nyquist period and a rev videly-npnced smoothed estimates 

at the longer periods. A more reasonable vindov to emp107 for geomognctic 
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studies is one that gives approximately equi·-spaced smoothed estimates 

on a log T sea.le · The windov commonly used to obtain this result is a 

Constant Q (Svii't , 1967; Vozoff , 1972; Reddy~·, 1976) or a 

logarithmic Daniell (Fournier and Rossignol , 1974) windov. A comparison 

between a normal Daniell vindov, averaging 8 raw estimates to obtain 

each smoothed estimate, and a Constant Q window, with a Q of 0.3, for 

the estimated pover spectra of 5 r&.ndom series, is iJ.lustreted in 

figure 4.6 (note: the Constant Q spectra have been offset upva.rds) . 

For a random series with zero mean, the power spectral density sboul.d 

be flat vi.th magnitude equal to the variance of the series {Jenkins and 

Watts, 1968, pp 224-226) . The reduction in statistical scatter obtained 

by applying the Constant Q filter can be seen in figure 4. 6. Accordingly, 

a Constant Q window was employed throughout for smoothing the raw spectral 

estimates . 

For all data e.Dalysed, the first terms of the F~ier series were 

discarded e3 they represent the average power levels of the series, i.e. 

the de components. Al.so , it vas found necessary to discard the first 

harmonics as they vere extremely sensitive to the form of detrending 

i'unction used - see section 4.3 . 3 . This problem has been reported by 

Hermance (1973a). 

4.3.5 Correction for instrument response 

Two different corrections have to be applied to the data due to 

the response of' the instrumentation. The effects of' the parallax 

( ) d f the ....: 1 ter responses { 3. 3a) have to 
between t)le traces 3.3c an o L..L>. 

be removed at the computer processing stage. 

· 3. 3c , tbe parallax between the rive pens 
As described in section 

was recorded a.t least daily . If a data section was se1.ected from a 

chart, the nearest parallax check vas located and the parallax of each 

1~-



Figure 4.6 Co~ari~on of employing a Daniell window. or a 
Constant Q window, for averaging 

Note: the power levels derived using the Constant 
Q window have been increased to avoid 
overlap 
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trace (i.e. the diatance from the Z pen) vas mcanu:red cccurately (to 

0.01 mm) on the Ferranti Freescan Digitiser. The parallax of the traces 

vo.s recorded in the relevant pre-trace header. If the data section to 

be analysed was sui'ficiently distant !'rom a ptLrnl.lax check, then the 

trace parallaxes Of the cbecka before and after the ti.Jr.e ot the data 

section vere measured . A veighted averaging procedure vaa then applied 

to deduce the paral1ax •aluea at the data section start tiae . '!his 

procedure inherently assumes a linear change in parallax betveen the tvo 

checks. The Yorst recorded pen shirt vas one of l rmn by the D pen 

during the first fe.11t run (7,5 mm min-1 ) at Drumelitier. This discrepancy 

corresponds to a ca.xi.mum pbue error 01: 288° at the shortest p.eriod at 

vbicb estimates vere made (10 a) . In practise, the error vill onl,y 'be 

significant mid-v~ betveen the tvo parallax checks and at -n!l'Y sbort 

periods. Most bigb frequency data vere obtained t'rom FVSa, vhich vas 

~ . 02 recorded at 15 mm min , and typical pen movements vere . am. Tb.is 

corresponds to a c.aximum error in phase at 10 a of tlq
0 

it tba pen 

obif't vas not linear. 

Ai'ter estiltating the parallax of each trace , the relative tiJDe 

ohift. betveen traces bad to be removed to obtain the correct phase 

apectra . This correction can be applied either in the til3e dcmain or 

in the frequency domain. 

In the time domain , correction for pen po.rallax necessitated 

interpolation because the aei:.aratio:is betveen any pens and the ?. pen 

· __ , ·-"-r or cii" .. itised points. A linear imerpolation 
~ re not an inte~ .... n"""""" o-

•tt by D Roon'"" vn.s employed to pcrtonD this procedure. program, vri en • ~,, • 

Correction for part.Lll&x in the frequency d.o:!'.ain in inherently 

uimpler. All that is rcquir d is to multiply the ru:;ootbcd croas-npectrti 

by a correction factor . Conaidqr the Fourier transformation of time 

aeries x(t) vith 11 pnra.Ua.x time trans.lation of o. , 
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X(f) = ~x(t + a)e-iwt dt. -
Substitute, t' = t + a , then 

co 

X(f) = eiwa f x(t ' )e-iwt • dt ' -
= eiwa x• (f}. 

Similarly for v(t) vith all 
<J a par ax ti.me translation of b , 

Y ( f) = e iwb Y ' ( f) • 

The cross-spectrum between the true Fourier spectras X(f) and Y(f) 

is given by 

Sxy(f) = X* (f) Y{f) , 

= X' * (f) yr {f}eiw(b-a) 
• 

= s.,Qr(f)eiw(b-a) (4.17) 

Bence, the cross-spectral estimates, S~(f) , have to be multiplied by 

exp (iw(b - a)). 

A compr..rison vas made between these two methods of parallax correc-

tion. As shown clearly in figure 4.7, it was found that the frequency 

domain methods provided more reliable phase estimates at short periods. 

The frequency domain method also gave a considerable saving of computer 

ti.me . 

As reported in section 3 . 3a, the analogue filters employed at the 

recording stage were designed by Trigg (1972}. They were Butterworth 

second-order low and high pass filters . The response of these filters 

had to be removed at the processing sta.ge. For the FVS systems, both 

low-pass (-3d13 points at O.l Hz} and high-pass (-3d13 points at 0.003 Hz 
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and 0.0008 Hz) filters were used whilst for the 

(-3dB point at 0 .005 Hz) filters were used. 

svs only lov-pass 

of the J.ov-The response 

pass ·filters could be compensated for bv mult " 1 . 
., ip ying the spectral 

estimat~s by the second-order Butterworth polynomial 

where P = i(wjwL) = i(TLjT) and ~L is the -3dB period (Kanasewicb, 

1973, PP 175-179) . Substitution for pinto the Butterworth polynomial 

yields 

where A.._ = 1 - (TLjT)2 and CL = r,:;2 (T jT) ~L. -'l'c. L • 

To compensate for a high-pass filter , the transformation p = l/s 

vhere s = i (wjwH) is employed (Kanaselri.ch , 1973, pp 179-181) . The 

second-order high-pass Butterworth :polynomial is accordingly ___, 

where ~ = 1 - (TjTH)
2 

and CH = +/2 (TjTH). 

This polynomial couJ d also be used to correct the spectra of the fi V'e 

traces . However , for computational efficiency it is preferable to 

apply the filter corrections af'te~ the number of estimates have been 

reduced by band averaging, i . e . to the smoothed auto- and cross

spectral estimates. Consider two time series, x(t) and y{t) , 

with their corresponding Fourier transforms and required Butterworth 

corrections (either low or high pass) 

Series Fourier transformation Instrument correction 

x(t ) X(f) =a - io Bx(f) =A - iC 
x x x x 

y(t) Y(f) = a - ir:> B (f) = A - iC 
y y y y y 



The cross-spectral estimate Of the two series is 

Sxy(f) = X*(f) Y(f) = Ca + i c )(a - ie ) x x y y • 

= a - ic s s • 

vbere a =a a + t:t xy c: c: endc =a c. -ac: . xy s x y yx 

The corrected cross-spectral estimate it> given bv 

vhere 

= (X(f) B (f))* Y( f ) B (f) x y • 

= a - i c c s c s • 

a = (A A + C C ) a - (A C - A C ) c c s x y x y s x y y x s ' 

c = (A C - A C ) a + (A A + C C ) cs xy yx s xy xy cs• 

and as and c
9 

are as previously defined. 
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(4 .18a) 

{4 .18bi 

The corrections to the cross-spectral estimates for the filter 

responses vere ap}Jlied by inserting the relevant -3db cut off periods 

into the equations for ~ and CL (for lov pass filters) or Au and ell 

{for high pass filters) and employing 4. J.ja and b . 

A block diagram of the me.in analysis program - PROGRAM ONE -

shoving the procedural steps described by 4.3 . 3 and 4. 3 . 4 to estima~e 

the auto- and cr oss- spectral matrix, Sxy(f), is illustrated in figure 

4.8 . 

4.3 .6 Dieital filtering 

The powerf'ul numerica.l technique of digital band-pass .filtel:"ing 

the rav data to gain a qualitative impression of tbe behaviour of the 

spectral components with time has not until recently found much :iupport 

in geomagnetic induction studies . Primarily tbis is because the 
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geoma&netic and telluric variations et lov .,.,,.r1"odn ( '3 ) 
,.... l a - lO ~ a.re not 

alvays transient phenomcDa - unlike most · · 
seismic data - but a.re :more or 

leas continuous. A second factor is the prohibitive cocputing co1tta or 

convolution filtering. Also , digital fiJ.tering ot any data must be 

done vitb care. Some dangers inherent in utilising too n&rro\I a band 

pass vere discussed by Slutsky (1937) end Currie (1966). 

Various vorkers hovever believe that time-domain ;iJ..tering is an 

essential part or geomagnetic data analysis (e.g. Bebannon and Beas, 

1966; Svit't, 1967; Berdichevsky et al., 1973; Hermance , l973a; Grillot, 

1975) . 

With the advent of recursion f'ilters - revie\led by Shanks (1967) -

data can nov be band pass filtered vith far te~cr computatione tbao is 

required by convolution tilters . A saving ot over 90% in computer ti.cc 

vaa realised by Hermance (1973a) vhen he employed recursion filters 

instead of convolution tilters. 

In ord'?r to examine the variations in ti.i:c ot the sigual content. 

of the five traces, come data sectioas vere band paRs filtered using a 

computer program written by D. Rl,j()Dey (reported in Rooney, 1976}. The 

program was based on a recursion algorithm given by Shanks (1967). 

Examination ot the filtered data der:ionstrated the need for a ae>Dogram 

ana.J.:ysis adopted by Svitt (1967), Hermance (1973) and Grillot (1973), 

or a closely related equivaltJnt , to obtain acceptable signal to noise 

ratios at short periods. Hovever , a tine dor.airJ filtering pt"ogram, 

containing a bank of oarrov band pass riltera, requires a lot or 

computer ti.me and file space. Also, the investiptor ha.a to :ina~ct 

encb filtered record and choose suitable oectiona tor ana.1.)'aio . Thia 

vould be extremely ti.me-conn111:1ing vben 1.3T data • tu have to be 

analysed . In the folloving aectioo, a trequcncy-t.il:1e analy io is 

t ~ --A1vois llov ver, \.he presented vhich is equivlllcnt o a son"'D'"am --..,, · 
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proponed f'requency-t~ analysi · 
• 8 requires leas computer resource, both 

time and file space, and also less effort on th c pnrt or the invcsti-

gator. 

4.3.7 Frequency-time o.ne.lysie 

Ac described in 4.3. 6, digital band pasa filter ing or the rav data 

indicated that , at ohort pcrio~ • the signal to noise ratios or the 

geomagnetic and telluric fields varied substantially vitb time. This 

effect varranted an analysis which coul.d isolate times or high signa.l 

to noise ratio 1'rom those ot low signal t o noise ratio . One ot the 

accepto.nce criteria employed vas that t he pover level s ot all relevant 

trace• (i.e . n, E , H and D tor Kl' estinatee ; H, D and Z tor GDS esti

mates) at the period of interest J:lUSt be above a digitiser error pover. 

Whilst this criterion might reject est:.m&tea made at short periods :t'ro::l 

the vhole data section, estimates made at times or bigb sigt!&l. content 

would be accepted . Although a eonogram analysis (611ffi", 1967) vould 

indicate those times of high signal content, it employs a lot of 

resources. 

A :t'requency-time analysis has been developed -tor studying the tiJ::c 

varying characteristics ot the geomagnetic data . ne characteristics 

of interest a.re signal to noise ratios , borizonta.l ricld pol.arisationo 

and coherence ru.nct ions . Tha method is r el«lted to the Bartlett spectral 

estimation procedure (1948) in that the origina:l data section iz 

aeg,nented into short 1engthc , either vith or vitboUt ovcrlop. For 

eacb sub-section , a trend ia removed , a data vindov ia appliod. and 

the sub-sample size is ~tea (by zeros) to a paver or tvo. Each 

IDOditicd sub-data set is then Fourier tranaronuea and th rav onti=Atea 

arc frequency band aver aged by a constant Q window. 
Analyais of th 

nonstationary properties or a data set by this apprOllCh vaa auge atcd 
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by Welch (1967). Two cho1·ce f dat · s o a WJ.ndow a.re stated by Welch to be 

of reasonable form. One has the shape 1 - t 2 : - l < t < 1, and gives 

a spectral window close in shape to that of the banning, or cosine arch, 

window (K.anasewich , 1973, PP 101-103) . The other windov bas the shape 

1 - It I : - 1 < t < l, and is the Bartlett ( 1950} data. window (Kanase11ich, 

1973, pp 104-105) • Tests were conducted on artificial and real data to 

evaluate wmch of the two data windows was most suitable to employ. The 

tests shoved little, if any , difference between them. The former (l - t 2) 

was arbitrarily chosen for subsequent data windowing. 

Welch ' s paper was written to illustrate how Bartlett's spectre.l. 

estimation method (1948) could be improved by using one of the data 

windows and , if the original series is short, overlapping the sub-data 

sets. The smoothed spectral estimates were obtained by averaging 

arithmetically the raw estimate from each modified periodogr8lll. The 

author however , was concerned with the nonstationary aspects of the data. 
-~ 

Hence, a Constant Q Daniell window was us~d to smooth the raw estimates 

of each sub-data set. 

To illustrate the procedure: consider two data sets, x(t) and 

y(t} which are segmented to give K sub-data sets, x1(t) , x2(t) , 

.. . , ~(t) The rav 

spectral estimates are obtained by taking a discrete Fourier transform 

of the sub-data sets modified by a data window> viz· 

L-1 

~(n) =1. Ii x.(j)w(j)exp(-2ijknjL) 
-K L ·=0 K J-

(4.19) 

where w{j) is the selected data window. 
2 . d For the 1 - t nn ov, an vu 

applied, v(j) is given by 

2 

[. L -1 IL + l] 
w(j} == l - J -~ ~ • 
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Estimates for Y.k(n) are obtained in a 
5
;_,, __ 
~ fashion to 4 .19. The 

smoothed cross-spectral estimates in the k'tb 
sub-set are obtained by 

!'requency averaging rav cross-spectral estimates n--- thn·:t ..,... ... sub-set, i.e. 

(4.2l) 

A flow chart of this ~ocedure - PRO,.,,.""' 1111.1n. - i·s · r• uL""" ..... v i.llustrated in .figure 

From thP. smoothed auto- and cross-spectral estimates of the sub

data sets , it is possibl.e to evaluate desired parameters. The non

lftationary properties ot these parameters can tben be displayed in 

various manners . Tbe methods chosen were ( i) the frequency-tine 

variations oi' various coherence f'unctions and Z/H and Z/D ratios vere 

vritte.n out on the line-printer , and (ii) the !'requency-time variationo 

of power levels, polarisation charact~ristics and normalised transformed 

partial coherence functions were contoured and plott~out by a Calcomp 

soi'tvare graphics plotter . The sub-data. sets which displey the requi~d 

characteristics , either high signal to noise ratio, bigh cob.erence or . 

a certain horizontal magnetic field polarisation, etc. , are then chos"Cn 

for subsequent analysis . 

To illustrate use ot PROGRAM TWO, consider the data section D'l.R9 

- of sample size 3526 points - sbo~ in 4 .10. Using PROGRAM ORE , these 

data were analysed and apparent resistivity and phase estimates obtained. 

However> estimates at periods less than 50 s were not accepted because 

the smoothed auto-spectral density of one, or more, or the traces Ya8 

less than the estimated digitising error pover. A sonogram anal.1sis 

vitb bend-pass recursion fi1ters of selectivity 0.2 cen-ered on varioua 

periods _ figure 4 .ll _ iodica.ted that there va:; more poller at short 

periods, which vas apparently coherent on a.U traces , during the second 

hair-hour of the data section . 
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Us ing the proposed 1'rcquc.ney--tit1e anal.ysis, contoured plots of 

paver a cceptances Crigure li . l.2a) polarisation c"A--t •st· ( · • ~~uc eri i.cs f.lgure 

li.12b) and non:ial.ised tra.osfo?'lllCd partial. coherence functions (.figure 

4.l2c) vere generated. Figures 4.11 and 4.l2a display the same features. 

There vc re high signal levels down to periods ao !Short as 20 s ( 11 . lie) 

tor sub-sets 6, T, 8, 9 , 18 and 19. Information about polarisation or 

eoberence can be obtained troa 1' . ll in a qualitative aea.ae only. F:igureJS 

4. l2b and 4.12c shov such parameters varying vith ti.Jiii! expl.icitl,y. 

The sonogram analysis resuJ.ting in .figures 4 .ll took approximately 

30 min CPU (Central. Proceaaor Unit) time on tho ICL 4-75 computer at 

E.dinburgh . The frequency-time analysis that resulted in figures 4 . 12 , 

vbicb give far more information than does 4.ll , took appro.xi.J:atel.y 

5 a.in CPU t:me. 

Other :features of thin method o.f estimnting pover spectra are thnt 

it requires less core otoragc and less computations than an FFT of the --
Ml data. section {Welch , 1967) . As a method of estimo.ting the spectrw1 , 

~his method is identical. to that of complex demodulation described by 

Bingham et al. . (1~67) and revieved recently, vitb o.ppl.ications to geo

magnetic data analysis , by Banks (1975) • 

Once tbe data section liu been analysed by th first pa.rt ot thi:a 

frequency-time analysis , PR002A, the data sub-acts to be analysed at 

the particular periods are input to the second po.rt ot the program, 

PROG2B, and :final. estimates ot required par8llletere obtained. 

4.3.8 Polarisation analysio 

Inron:ie.tion about tbc polarisation cbaract,.ristico of :the hori-

zontal magnetic and telluric: tields is important to determine 11hicb 

· dances should be cmplo1cd ( tJection li. 5. 2 ) . P.quo.tion for the tensor llllPC 

Prior to 1967 , this inforl!l8tion vas only obtained qualitatively 1"ram 



Figure 4. 11 Sonogram analysis of data section OZR9 

a original series' 

b narrow band-pass filtered ser-ies 1
• with a centre 

period of ll s. 

c as above for 13 .Ss. 

d as above for 16 . Ss. 

e as above for 20s . 
f as above for 25s . 
g as above for 30s. 

h as above for 36s . 

i as above for 45s . -
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Figure 4.12 Contour plots of frequency/time analysis of 

data section DZR9 

(a) Power acceptance regions 

(b) Polarisation pararneters 

( c) Nonnalised Transfonned P.arti al Coherences 
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inspection of ti.me domain polarisation hodogr8llls . The tvo such hodograms 

for event DZR9 a.re illustrated in figure 4.13. Only gross polarisation 

information can be obtained from these plots . 

Fowler et al. (1967) , by adapting principles based on optical. 

phenomena ( 0 'Neill , 1963; Born and Wolf , 1964) , have given a met bod for 

calculating the direction and ellipticity of the horizontal field 

polarisa.tion ell~pse at a particular frequency. The teclulique imploys 

the smoothed auto- and cross-spectral estimates at that frequency . 

Methods for computing the degree of polarisation of the field a.s the 

ratio of the polarised part of the field to the total f ields (polarised 

+ unpolarised parts) , and the !l<>larisation parameters of the polarised 

pa.rt of the field only , are also given . 

A FORTRAN subroutine was written to estimate the polarisation 

characteristics of the horizontal. magnetic and tel.luric field variations 

using the technique of Fowler~· The parameters derived from data 

section DZR9 are illustrated in figure 4.14 . It is obvious by comparing 

i'igures 4 .13 and 4.14 that much more information is obtained from 

studying the polarisation parameters in the frequency domain than in 

the time dome.in . 

Many vorkers ba.ve adopted this technique for studying micropulsation 

phenomena (Rankin and Reddy , 1968 ; Rankin and Kurtz , 1970; Pnulson, 1968) 

and MT data (Rankin and Reddy, 1970; Kurtz , 1973; Rconey, 1976). 

4. 4 Linear System Parameter Evaluation 

In this section, the theoretical algorithms for estimating the 

response fUnction (or :functions) re.lating the output of a J.inear system 

to its input (or inputs) rill be given . Nev types of coherence 

"functions , which give a direct estimate o~ the correlating signal to 

random noise ratios , will be defined . 
The formulae derived vil.l be 
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ill 

sbovn in 1ater sections t.o be uact\il for cstii::ating the magneto-tclluric 

~...._..•"ce tensor elements (sect1'on '· 5) d t.h ...... !""~ ~ . an o geomagnetic response 

tunctions (aec:ion 4.6). 

II . 4 .1 Single input/single output system 

Although the basic t.beory pertaining to the single input/oingle 

output linear system problem has been given in lllbnY standard texto 

(Jenkins and \latta, 1968; Bendat and Piersol , 1971; otnes £nd Enocbson~ 

1972), it ia considered appropriate to restate it tul..ly here because 
. 

the 1:1.atbematical procedures involved vill be employed in later sections . 

Consider tbe linear system model, figure 4 . l5a, vith a single input 

ti.me aeries. x(t) , and an output time series , y(t) . The output vill 

be rel.ated to the input and the dJnazric characteristics or the system, 

described by a veigbting function h(l:) , by tbe convolution integral , 

viz . 
00 

y(t) • J h("t) x(t - t ) dt . (4.22) 

-
(Bendat and Pierson , 1971, equation 2 .2). Hovever, for any system to 

be pbysicall.y realisable, it cao onl:!' reSJ)Ond to pa.st inputs and not 

to any future ones . Thia ic:plies b(l:) = 0 tor "'C < 0 . Hence, the 

lover limit or equation 4.22 can be set t.o zero instead of' minus 

infinity. Direct estimatioll of the impulse r eopoose !'unction , h(l:) , 

by auto-cor.relation methods ia unvis~ becauoe ot tbe bad :itatiatical 

properties of the estlliates (Jenkins and Watts, 1968. PP i,22-1'29) · 

These di1'ficulties may be rimoved by estimating tbe Fourier transform 

or the inpulse response runction, given by .. 
H(f) = b(t ) e d · J 

-21Jif"'C t (4 .23) 

-



Figure 4.15 Single inout/single output models 

x(t) - measured input 

y(t) - measured outout 

(a) - both inouts uncontaminated by noise 
conponents 

(b) - output sertes contaminated by noise 

y{t) = o{t) + ny(t) 

(c) - input series contaminated by noise 

x{t} = i{t) + nx(t) 



x ( t) 
h( 1: ) y{ t} 

( a) 

x ( t) h(l:) o(t} 

t-..i::"------n y ( t ) 
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i ( t ) h( i: ) y( t} 

x ( t) ( c ) 
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This f'unction is derived by Fourier transf0 ......,;
0
g the ........ input and output 

series because the Fourier transform of the convolution integral yields 

Y(f) = H{f) X(f). (4.24) 

The least squares ~stimate of H(f) is given from the Wiener-Hopf integral 

equation , which states 

Rxy(U) = r h( t ) Rxx (U - 1: ) dt (4 . 26) 

--
(Jenkins and Watts, 1968, pp 204-205), where B (U) is the cross

xy 

correlation of [ x( t) J with [ y( t) ] • The Fourier transform of 4. 26 is 

(4.27) 

where S (f) is the cross-spectral density bet~een X(f) and Y(f), f'?'om xy 

which H(f) , the least squares estimate of H(i') , can be derived. For 

real data , restricted to an observation period of (o,_z), the least 

squares estimate of H(f) is given by 

where 

and 

_ Sx;/f, T) 
B(f, T) - Sxx(f, T) 

s (f T) = j*(f, T) . Y(f, T) xy , 

s (f T) = X*(f, T) . X(f , T). xx , 

(4 .28) 

(1~.29a) 

(4 . 29b) 

Tho necessity to smooth the auto- and cross-spectral estimates to 

( t . 4 3 4) leads to a smoothed least squares reduce their variances sec ion · • 

estimate of H(f), given by 

j{(f, T) 
-- Sxy(f, T) 

(4.30) 

where g (f, T) = < S (f, T) > 
xy xy 

(4.31a) 
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(4 . 3lb) 

Strictly, equation 4.30 io only valid ii' Sxy(t. T) and Sxx(f, T) repre

sent the cmoothed spectral eotimates at a discrete tx-equency, i.e. if 

the smoothing has been done by averaging over an ensemble of events 

(section 4.3.4) . Ho~ever , it H(r) is a slowly varying function of 

frequency, omoothing of the • av estimates JMlY be done by averaging over 

neighbouring frequencies. 

Consider tbe ertect or white noise, n (t) , on the out~ut series 
y -

o ( t) , t'igure 4 .15b. The 1114.tbematice.l model ia expressed as 

00 

y(t) a J h("t) x (t - t ) d"t + ny(t), -
vbcrc y( t) .. o( t) + n ( t). The Fourier trenarona ot 4. 32 is 

y 

Y(f) • H(t) X(f) + Ry(f) 

-

(4.32) 

(4 . 33) 

lt the noise series is orthogonal, i .e. not correlated, ~o the input 

series , tben 

(n ('t) x(t + 1: )>,:: 0 
y 

(4.34) 

(Bendat and Piersol, 1973 , p 161) , e.nd the croos spectral density 

between them will also be zero , i .e . 

'l'huo , the equation 

S (f) c H(f) S (!) ~ S>.n(t) , 
x:y xx 

* obtained by multiplying equation 4. 33 by X Cr), reduces to 

s ( r) = H(f) sxx(f) , 
x:y 

(4.35) 

(4 .36) 

~hicb is exactly the same atJ equation 4 ·27 • 
Hence. the eatimato 



ot the 1·eoponsc 1\mction, given bv 4 ~ is not b" d b • th• ~ • >' • 1ane y no1Gc on ~ 

output vhich is uncorrelated to the input series. 

It there is noise , nx(t) , on the input series , i(t) , hovcver 

(figure IA .15c ), the mathematical model is 

• 
y(t) • J h(t ).(x(t - 't ) - nx(t - t )) cit, (4.37) -

vbere x(t) • i(t) + nx(t) , Fourier transformation o: 4.37 gives 

Y(f) • H(f)(X(f) - H (!)) . x (4.38) 

Multiplyins equation 4.38 by the complex conjugate of the Fourier 

* transform ot the measured input series , i.e: X (f), gives 

(4.39) 

If the noise ia uncorrelated to either the true input, i(t), or tho 

output, y(t), then 4.39 reduces to --
S (f) • H(f)(S (f) - SDD(t)) . 
rJ DC 

Therefore, an estimate of H(t) trom equation 4 .27, i.e. 

s ( :r) 
H' (f) = SXY(f) t 

xx 

will be underestilll.llted by an aJ1tOunt 

fl • (rl sxx(r) - snnC.r) sii (£) 

~ • sxx(r) = sii(r) + snn(r) 

(h.40) 

(4 .111) 

Bence, ~ct:imate or the response function H(f) by ectuation ~.zr 

will be unaffected by randoa noise on the cca.aw.·ed output but vill be 

dowgraded by =easurcd noise on the input. An oltcrn.o.tive t.i tc or 
• 

H(r) can be derived by multipl)'i.ng ecv;ation 4 .21.i by Y (:r) to she 

(li.~2 ) 
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rrom vhicb H(~) can be cal.culated . It can be shovn 'by an analysis 

awl.or to that above, that tbi.a estimate vill be unarrected by noise 

on the mea.sured input but vil1 be overesti.imted, by a factor of 

Byyl(Byy - Snn) = (800 + Snn)ls
00

, by noise preocnt on the output. If 

it ia k.novn beforehand which aeries , either the input or the output, 

conta.ins randOlll noise, then one or the tvo equations, ~ - 27 and 1;.~2, 

can be acleeted to giYC the true response tunction . Ir noise ia 

present on both the input and output , then neither It. 27 nor 4 .12 vill 

yield the correct reau1t. Methods exist tor deriving the true response 

function in this case by emplo:,ring bispectre.l una.lyois techniques 

(Akaike, 1967; Parzen , 1967) • These techniques hovever have not been 

gen roll.y ~ed. 

In1'on:sation about the noise present in the meuure:ients CBn be 

gained t'rO!ll the coherence bctvecn the input and output series. The 

coher nee is defined as -
(L.43) 

and i:J a totally real quantity. Some eutbors ui;e the complex valued 

coherency, defued as 

l (the Square root of the coherence) and a 
Thia function bas a modu us 

phase (the phase or S~(r)). A!J the majority or literature on spectral 

cnalycis quotes the rorz:ier definition, the author bu ecployed coherence 

rath r than coherency throughout . 

The coherence runction given by 4.43 satisfies 0 < y~(r) < l for 

a.11 frequencies (Bendat and Piersol, 1973, pp 79-80) . As vill be shovn 

h nee tunction will nlwiays yield the vo.lue 
in ccction 4 . 4 . 4, the co ere 
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ot unity, even for t.otnl.ly uncorrelated sericn, unJ.ess the spectral 

estimates a.re smoothed . ~c smoothing opention increancs t.he number 

of degrees of f'reedoza from 2 to 2n - ~ere n is the nU1Dber or rav 

estimates average~ together - vhich is necessary to reduce the bi~e of 

tbc function (Bende.t and Piersol, 1973, pp 1911-196) . 

11' [ x(t)] and [ y(t)} are totally uncorrelated , the coherence 

1\iJJcti'Jn vilJ. be theoretically zero. I.t they a.re totally correl.£.ted, 

the i"Unction vill be one. It the function is betveen these l.icits, one 

or more ot three possible situations exist: 

(i) extraneous noiee ia present in the ~oa.ouremonte , 

(ii) the system relatins [ y(t)] to [ x(t.}] is not lineai· , or 

(iii) [ y(t)] is an out.put due to input [x(t)} and other (unlmovn) 

inputs . 

To illustrate situation (i), it x(t) = i(t) + nx(t) and/or y(~) = 

o(t) + n (t), then 4.113 yields --
Y 

Is. {r) 12 
2 io 

Y,..)f) • (s .. (r) + S (f)){s (r) + s
1111

{t)) 
#V u. rJl 00 

vhich vill be less than unity . 

4.li.2 1\lo input/single output axstem 

A tvo input/single out.put. system is the Gimplcst ca e ot the clu• 

of multiple input/single output systems . The formulae derived can bo 

. .,., ·r thcr~ -- more tban two inputs. generalised eas~...., 1 c --~ 

al -.ael possible figure 11 . 17~ or both measured The most gencr ,l;lU<A ' 

. ed tput.s contcmi.nated ty noise is given by 
lDputs and measur o~ 

°" 
+ f h2(t){x2(t -t) - n2(t -"'t)) d't • 

( 4. 411) 

-
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where y ( t ) = o ( t ) + nv ( t ) , x. ( t ) = i
1 

( t ) ( ) 
• i + n1 t and x2(t) = i 2(t) + n2(t) . 

Fourier transformation of 4.44 yields 

The auto and cross-spectral relationships can be generated by employing 

the complex conjugate of either of the two input series , viz . 

(i) (4 .46a) 

and (ii) (4 .46b) 

where s,..,. = S , etc . , S = S , S = S (dependence on frequency 
4J ~Y P nl°i q n2n2 

8.fl&Ullled) • Equations 4. 46 assume the three noi se series are totally 

uncorrelated to any otber series and to each other . The equations can 

be solved simultaneously to give either ~ (f) or H2(r) . For example, 

the true response function , 8i(f) , is given by 

-
(4 . 47) 

However , the calculated estimate of ~{f) will be derived :from 

(4 .48) 

As filth the simpler single input/single output case , H{Cf) will be an 

underestimate of ~(f) by a factor of: 

2 I I 

~ Cs22 sly - s12 s2y> (1 - Y12> sll s22 
__ _:-=.~_:!:L--==~~)-:-(--~2ff,7)-:8~-:8-

( 
I s s $ 1 - y 22 

Hl 822 ly - 12 2y 12 11 

(4 . 49) 
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vhere y~~ • -r;:---::l:-s:rl2T::l:-
2 
__ ....,... 

(s11 - s )(s22 - s > 
• sli -= su - s o.nd s • • s - 3 p 22 22 q· 

p q 

An indica~ioo or the magnitude of the various noise 

gain~ !'rom the coherence betveen the output and tbe tvo 

terms can be 

ioputc . This 

function is termed the 'multiple' coherence (or a.lternativel.y , the 

' predicted coherence ' aa it descr ibes the coterecce between the 1:1easurcd 

output and the output pr edicted from the bputs convolved vith the 

estimated reoponse functions , Jenkins and Watts , 1968, p 487) and is 

given by 

(dependence on frequency aasm:ied) (Jenkins and Watts , 1968 , p 488). 

This i'unction i3 also const1·ained to the li:ni.ts 0 < y2 
2 < l and its yl 

value can be interpreted in the same i::anner as tbe ' ordinary' coherence 

function defined in section 4.4.1. 

If the ordinary coherence t'unct.ioos bet~ecn either ot ·the tvo 

inputs anci the output , y~ and y~, are calculated by 4.43, their 

values may be erroneously bigb or er rcmeously lov. The aeries ~(t) , 

vben computing y~, appearu aa a noise component at the output y(t) • 

Thua, although there may be a true linear relationship betvtttl Xi (t) 

nnd y(t) , it vill be masked by the ei"fect or x2(t) . In order to 

derive the true coherence between the output ond one of the inputs , the 

effect of' the other input must be removed . Thia is done in a least

aquares sence by cOt'lputing the partial coherence t\mctiona (Dcn4At ca.nd 

Pierno t• 1972, pp 153-160) . These tunetiona nre Given by 

2 2 
y2 .. Yyl2 - yy2 
yl.2 2 

l - yy2 

(4.51.a) 



r 
f 

I 
I 

1 

and 2 2 
2 "" Yyl2 - Yyl 

Yy2.1 2 
l-y 

yl 

ll9 

(4 . 5lb) 

(Jen.k.Las and. Watts, 19681 p ~69), where y~l. 2 is the partial coherence 

between the input x1 ( t ) and the output y( t) with tbe effect of 

x2(t) remo~d. 

4.4.3 Bias associated vitb coherence function eoti.mation 

Although the expectation value of the ordinary coherence between 

t1r10 random series, r
1

(t} and r
2
{t), is zero, the expectation value of 

the estimate of the ordinary coherence is not. '.!!his is due tc. the 

estime.te being a biased estimate of the f\lnction. That is 

The bias is given by 

B (y; r ) "' E [ Y; r - Y; r ) 
12 12 12 

2 2 
{Kendall end StWL-t , 

=E[? )-E{y ) 
rlr2 rlr2 1958, P 51) 

=E(y2 ] . (li.52 ) 
rlr2 

Hence, the bia.s of the estuate is given by the expectation value or 

that estimate. Jenkins and Watts (1968, pp 396-399) show that the bias 

between two normal ergodic random series is 

vhere 

Cl) 

"2 I 
B (Yr r) =- T' 

l 2 

1 = J w2Cr)df - the integrated sqUtU"ed smoothing vindov function 

......, 

ond T = data set time length· 
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The ratio I/T is called the variance ratio and, if the spectruin is 

smooth with respect to the spectral. window (a valid asswuption i'or white 

noise series), is given by 

(Jenkins and Watts , 1968 , pp 252-254) , where n is the number of degrees 

of freedom asso~iated with the estimate. Hence 

E ( r; r ) 
1 2 

= -n 
2 

(4 . 53) 

The bias of an estimate of multiple coherence between two random 

inputs and a ... IJ.lldom output is also given by the expectation value of 

-:hat coherence. This is because E [ y2 ] = 0 for r ancJom series . 
r3rlr2 

The expectation value of the estimate of the multiple coherence is 

given by the expectation value of 4. 50 . AssUI:il.ng 

"2 then E [ y yl.2 ) reducP.s to 

"2 .... 2 J "2 _ Yyl + yy? , 
E ( Y. I2)- E[ ,.2 y l - y 

12 

? + .?. = !!..___!!.. 
2 

1 - 
n 

(Kendall and Stuart, 

1958 , pp 51-52) , 

(4. 54) 

for three uncorrelated random series (equation 4 . 53) . Thus 

(4.55) 
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In a similar manner to that above , the expectation value , and 

therefore tbe bias, of an estimate o~ the pe.rti·al h ... co er enc e function for 

the case of random series is derived from 

(equation 4.5la) 

1 2 (4 .56) 
n 

Hence 

[ "2 ] [ .... 2 ] 2n + 4 
E Yyl.2 = E Yy2 .1 =(n - 2)'Z (4 .57) 

for three randoo series . Equation 4. 57 will reduce to the :form of 1, . 53 

for n large. 

A data set , comprising of 5 series of 1600 points each (figure 

4 .18) was generated using the NAG (Nottingham Algori tbms Group) random -
number routine G05ADF. Eslcb series was tested and found to be stationar.r, 

by a run test (Bendat and Piersol , 1972, pp 234-237) , and normally 

distributed, by a chi-square goodness-of-fit test (Bendat and Piersol., 

1972 , pp 119- 122) . The three ty-pes ~£coherence f'unctions , ordinary, 

multiple and partial , were estimated from various combinations of the 

:five Fourier spectra. Those functions estimated were found e.!'ter 

averaging to be in very close agreement (to within 5%) -with the expected 

values given by equations 4.53, 4.55 and 4.57 , 

4.4.4 Normalised transformed coherence functions 

As discussed in the previous section , there is an inherent bias 

of the estimate of any coherence function . This bias leads to a non-

zero expectation value for random series . The ratio of the cocerence 

value to its expected randOln value, vhicb is dependent on n, can be 
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I .. 
n a similar manner to that above . the expectation value • and 

therefore the bias, of an estimate of the partial coherence function for 

the case of random series is derived from 

1 

Hence 

2 
n 

(equation 4.5le.) 

(4.56) 

(4 .57) 

for three rando:::i series . Equation 4.57 vill reduce to the form of' 1* . 53 

for n large. 

A data set, comprising of 5 series of 1600 points each {f'igure 

4.18) was generated using the NAG (Nottingham Algorithms Group) random -
number routine G05ADF. Ench series was tested and found to be stationa.r-j , 

by a run test (Bendat and Piersol , 1972, pp 234-237) , and normally 

distributed, by a chi-square goodness-of-fit test (Bendat and Piersol , 

1972, pp lJ.9-122) . The three types C'f coherence f'uDctions , ordinary, 

multiple and partial , were estiina.ted from various combinations of the 

five Fourier spectra. Those functions estimated were found after 

everaging to be in very close agreement (to within 5%) with the expected 

values given by equations 4.53, 4. 55 and 4.57. 

4.4.4 Normalised transformed coherence f'uDctions 

As discussed in the previous section , there is an inherent bias 

of the estimate of any coherence function. This bias leads to a. non-

zero expectation value for random series . The ratio of the coherence 

value to its expected random value, which is dependent on n, can be 
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considered as a coherent signal to random noise ratio. Using this pro

cedure, it is possible to detir.e non:ial.ised coherence !'unctions in the 

folloving n:anner: 

normalised ordinary coherence function .. y~ ( ~) (4 .58a) 

normalised multiple coherence :function 

non::alised partial coherence f\lnction 

These functions have tbe expectation value of unity for random data and 

also a.re independent of the width of the smoothing window, i . e. the 

number of esti.maton averaged over . Accordingly, these functions cnn be 

directly and ~uantitatively compared to estimates derived at anotber 

frequency band. 

However. the original coherence 1'unctions, and hence the normalised 

coherence functions defined by equations 4.58 also, do-not have a nor.mal 

distribution . Therefore, confidence limita and other etatisticaJ. para.-

meters cannot be cal<:ulated easily. A1so, the vuiancec o.f the ~st.imAtes 

are functions of the estimate values (Jenkins and Watts~ 1968, p 378). 

Thia causes a non-constant interval for confidence limits on the 

coherence sea.le . Jenkins and Watts (1968, p 379) note that the variance 

of the modulus of tbe ordin(lJ'Y' coherency, i.e . the positive square root 

or the ordinary coherence, is identical to the vn:ria.oce of an ordino.ry 

correlation coefficient. They suggest therefore applying R. A. Fisher ' s 

Z-trans:formation (Hold. 1952, pp 6o8-6o9) to the ordinary coherency to 

obtain an est:..mator vith n oormal distribution. This trensfo:nned 

ordinary coherency is given by 

(4 . 59) 
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and has a variance 

Var (T (r)) = ! , 
x:y n 

(4.60) 

which is independent of frequency and vhich suggests that T (f) should 
x:y 

be plotted rather than y2 . This is because the confidence il.terval x:y 

can be represented by a constant interval on the T sea.le. Empirical 

studies by Enochson and Goodman (196>) coni"irm that the transformation 

is valid for 0 . 3 < y2 
< 0 . 98 and n > 20. If the estimate of y2 is x:y x:y 

first corrected for the bias , then the transformation becomes valid for 

.-.2 
the vhole range of y x:y and for n > 8 (Benignus, 1969). This la.tter 

technique vas not used however because most estimated coherences were 

within the empirical range. 

The variance of the multiple coherence function is of the same 

form as that of the ordinaey coherence function (Jenkins and Watts, 

1968 , p 492) . This suggests the same transformation will also be valid 

.for multiple coherence. Enochson and Goodman (1965) ~rroborated this 

and showed the transformed multiple coherency defined by 

(4.61) 

has a normal distribution vith a variance given by 

(4 .62) 

In a similar manner, the transfor.ned partial coherency .function 

will have an approximately normal distribution with variance 

n + 2 
Var (Tyl.2) = (n - 2)2 • 

(4.63) 

(4 .64) 

The variances of each of these runctions are half of their previously 

derived expectation values for random data . 
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4.59, 4.61 and 

the number of 

It is desirable to normalise these three functions, 

4.63, to alleviate the dependence of each of them on n _ 

degre,es of freedom of the smoothed spectral estimates. The usual 

statistical procedure Of standardising the normally distributed variable 

to give a distribution with zero mean and unit variance, i.e. 

where 

and 

x - 11 • z = .. x (4 .65) 
ax 

z = standardised variable 

x = original variable 

lJ ' x 

02 
x 

= first moment (mean) of [ x ] about zero 

= second moment (variance) of [ x ] about µ ' (Kendall and 
x 

Stuart , 1952, p 48) , 

will not be employed. Equation 4.65 would not give a function that 

exhibited the required qualities . The normalisation procedure is 

required to generate a function which expresses the cOherent signal to 

random noise ratio and also which is independent of the number of 

degrees of freedom, n. The latter requirement ensures that quantitative 

comparison between estimates made at different frequencies becomes 

possible even if a frequency dependent smoothing window is employed. 

The method suggested by the author to result in a :f'unction with 

these properties is to normalise the transformed coherency 1'unctions 

by their expected value for random data. The th~ee expected values 

are given by the transform of equations 4.53 , 4 . 55 and 4.57. The 

normalised transformed coherency functions and their variances a.re thus 

given by 



Function 

normalised 
transformed 
ordinary 
coherency 

Definition 

arctanh ( lryxl) 
arctanh ((2/n)J) 
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Variance 

l (4 .66a) 

normalised 
transformed 
multiple 
coherency arctanh ((4/(n-2))~) : -(n ___ 2_)_a_r-ct_anh_22 ((4/(n-2))~) (4.660 ) 

nort!lS.lised 
transformed N 

n + 2 partial yl .2 
coherency arctanh ((2n+4)J/(n-2)) (n- 2)2 arctanh2 ( (2n+4 )~ /(n-2)) . 

(4 .66c) 

The following properties of these functions make them preferable to 

the usual coherence functions : 

(i) they are normally distr ibuted, 

(ii) they are normalised to unity f'or random signals , so indicating 

directly the coherent signal to random noise ratio , 

-(iii) they are independent of n , thus enabling direct comparison 

between estimates made at different periods when a constant Q smoothing 

vindow {or an equivalent) is employed, 

(iv) statistical par ameters (e .g . confidence intervals) can easily 

be calculated, and 

(v) the variance is less dependent on n . 

For consistency with the use of coherence rather tb!lll coherency 

functions , the author chose to employ normalised transformed c~herence 

""·- t · ~ " ·2 d " 2 The variances of these functions can 
.L uuC ions . N~. N_Y12 an NY1. 2 . 

be derived in the following manner , let 

T = transform of the coherency fUnction 

V = Var ( T) 

T~ = expected value of T for random data 

then N is·defined by N = .'!'.._ 
T,-

{4.67) 



with variance 

Var (N) - T 
- T 2 

r 

Tbe definition of the _ft,: no ............ sed transformed coherences is 

with variance by 

!.... 2 
T 

r 
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(4 . 68) 

(4.69) 

(4.70) 

From Kendall and Stuart (1958 , p 55) E [ N4 ] = f N4 df = µ4 (the fourth 

moment of the f'unction N about zero) and E ( N2 )= r n2 df' = µ2 (the 

second moment of N about zero) . Theref'ore 

2 4) - 4µ 1µ + 6µ 1 µ + J.J ' 
l 3 1 2 l 

2 2 
- (µ + }JI ) 2 1 

-
(4.71) 

(Kendall and Stuart , 1958 , p 56) where µ; is the r ' th moment of' the 

:function about zero and µr is the r ' th moment about the mean (i.e . J.Ji}. 

For a normally distributed variable (which N is), the moments about 

the mean are 

µ = 0 
l 

µ
2 

= o2 (i . e . Var (N)) 

(Kendall and Stuart , 1958 , p 56). Letting N = lJi• the sample mean (or 

in this case, the sample value) of the f'unction N, then 

Var (N2) = (304 
+ 6N2cr

2 
+ N4) - (N2 

+ o2 )2 

= 202 (02 + 2N2) 

= 2 ..:!._ (..:!._ + 2N2 ) • 
T 2 T 2 
r r 

(4.72) 
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This variance, as with th · e variance of coherence , is a function o'f the 

sample value (N2 ) itself. 

possible on an N2 scale. 

Hence , constant confidence lil!lits are not 

However , equation 4.72 can be used to derive 

the minimum necessary normalised transformed coherence 

noise level, i.e . N; = 1. 
above the random 

For example; to evaluate the minimum necessary normalised trans

formed coherence (~) whi.ch is non-random to 95% cocfidence level : 

1 + 1. 96 ( :~ ( ~ + 2N; ) ) ~ N; 
r r 

Therefore 

(N! - 1)
2 = 3. 84 ( ~ ( ; 2 + 2N; ) ) , 

r r 

whi b 1 d t dr t . t . . N2 . c ea s o a qua a ic ~qua ion in .,., viz . 

N~ - ( 15 ~~6V + 2 ) N! + ( l - ) =--9.:_ 

r 

Solutions to this quadratic equation for varying degre~s of freedom and 

:for the three types of .function, NTOC (normal.ised transformed ordiJl8rY 

coherence) , NTMC ( •. multiple •. ) and NTPC ( •. partial . . ) , are given in 

table 4.2 and a.re illustrated in figure 4.17 . 

To illustrate the use of thP.se functions, the random data set 

(section 4. 4.3 , figure 4 .1.8) was input to PROGRAM ONE and the estimated 

spectra gave the multiple and partial coherences illustrated in figure 

4 .l9a.. The incorrect conclusi on that the traces are significantly 

coherent in the range 500 - 3000 s results . The true random charac

teristics are sho..m by the NTMC ' s and NTPC ' s (t'igure li.l.9b), which are 

scattered about the expectation level for random signals of one . No 

value illustrated in 4.19b is above the 95% confidence minimum. 
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TABLE 4.2 

Minima of normalised transformed coherence functions for 

non-random series at the 95% level of conf'idence 

No . of degrees 
of freedom NTOC NTMC NTPC 

n minimum minimum minimum 

8 8 .401 5.810 6 . 559 

12 8.869 7.527 8.230 

16 9.098 8.197 8.774 

20 9.235 8.558 9 .039 

28 9. 390 8.940 9 .296 

36 9.476 9.139 9 .421 

48 9.551 9.306 --9.521 

64 9.6o1 9.428 9.590 

100 9.667 9.556 9.661 

200 9 .721 9 . 666 9.719 

400 9.747 9.721 9 .747 

800 9.761 9.747 9.761 

1500 9 .767 9.760 9 .767 
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Figure 4.19 Analysis of the coherence between random data 
series 

(a) Multiple and Partial Coherences 

(b) Nonnalised Transformed Multiple and 
Partial Coherences 
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4. 5 Milgneto-Telluric lnpedance EstU:ation 

In this section, the various tecbniquee and equations vhich were 

employed to estil!!ate the complex impedances will be described. The 

tolloving notation will be uaed thro~out : 

subscript 1 refers to the e ( .... .,..,eti"c north) __.. spectral component; 
II 2 " " " D (magnetic east) .. 
" 3 " " " II (tell.uric north) " " 
II Ii " " " E (telluric eut) n " 

Thia concurs vitb the notation adapted by Redd;y and Ranlrin (1974) . 

4. 5.l Cagniard impedance estimation 

The tvo Cagniard impedances ere those defined in chapter 2 as: 

Ew(t) • Z (t) H (t) 
.. rJ y 

(4.73a) 

E {f) • Z (!) H (t) y yx x (4 .73b) 

--
Tvo methods of solution ot each of these equntiona are suggested by the 

cross-spectral techniques discussed in section 4.4 .1. Multipl.;yi.ng 

• equation h.73a by HY(t) yields 

(4.7~) 

• or by E (t) gives 
X'. 

Aa concluded in section 4.11 .1 , the estimate of Zxy(t) tram eqt:ation 

4.74a vill be biased dovn by :random noise on t.hc magnetic rield and 

the estimate b'om 4. 7lib vill be biased up by rando::l noise on the 

telluric component. Because the telluric tiold alva.Y• exhibited a 

greater noise level than the C10g11etic field, aw• t.o the sen:Jiti vi ty of 

the field to cultural disturbances , the estimntca of the Caaniard 

impedances vere cnlculo.ted .from 
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(l;.75a and b) 

An inherent assumption ma.de in equations 4.75 is that z (f) 
X¥ 

nre emoothly varying f'unctione of frequency (section 11 . 4. l) . 

io the l.imiting cases or either a perfectly conductive or a perfec~ly 

reniative substratum, ZQ(t) ,,,-ill be reasonab17 elovly varying over tho 

bandvidths emp1oyed in the averaging procedure. 

li.5 .2 Tensor impedance estimation 

Solution or the ma&neto-telluric impedance tensor given by 

is possible by the cross-spectral techniques discussed in section b.4.2. 

As ahown by Sims and Bostick (1969) and Sima~· (1971) , there are 

six possible equations for each of the tensor alem~nte. This is 

because four cross-spectral equations can be written, by empl-oyi.ng tho 

• • • • 
complex conjugate or each or the field components (Ex• E

7
, Hx and ~), 

ror each of the tvo mtrix equations giVl!'n in b. 76. All7 pair of tbc 

tour can then be solved simultaneowily (there are oix p&ira) i'or the 

desired tensor element. 

However, two or ea.ch of the four sets , one net for each el"'!nent, 

Of six equations beCOlllC indeterminable if the eart.b is one-dimensional 

or ir the fiel.ds are polarised. This is bccauoe the eror;a-apectra 

bct.vecn Ex and Rx (s
31 

and s13) and E1 and I). (6b2 a.n4 s2 ) tor a one

dirn1'nsiona.l cnse, and bctvccn Hx and BY (S12 and 621) G.11d Ex and E7 

(s
3
h o.nd s

43
) £or tota1.l1y unpolarised fields, are ccro. 

Uaing arguments oimilar to those prescntnd in cttt:tion ~.~.2. i~ 
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is possible to shov that tvo of the remajnjng four equations for each 

element are biased up by random noise on the telluric field (i .e. the 

output to the linear system represented by equation 4. 67), and the other 

tvo are biased down by noise on the megnetic field (i . e. on the input) . 

Sims ~· (1971) suggest that the arithmetic mean of these four equa-

tions for each impedance element represents the most reliable estimate 

possible or the element . Hovever , one of these four equations for each 

set (one of the tvo biased up by random noise on the E-field) becomes 

unstable if the telluric field is strongly polarised, i . e . if y~4 = l . 

Because this vas usually the case , and because the magnetic component 

records appeared much less contaminated by noise than the telluric field , 

it was decided to employ only one equation of the four for each impedance 

tensor element. The four expressions so chosen are least biased by noise 

on the tell uric field. They are given by 

(4 .Ha) 

(4 . 77b) 

(4 .77c) 

(4.77d) 

and are equivalent to equation ~ .47. Equations 4.77, or closely-related 

forms , have been used by many workers for estimating tbe tensor impedances, 

e . g . Swift (1967), vozoff (1972). Kurtz (1973), Reddy and Bankin (1975) 

6) Kurt~ {1n73) initia:Lly adopted the suggestion of and Rooney (197 . u 7 

Sims et al . c1971) of averaging four of the six possible equations for 

each element . the estimates so derived exhibited a large degree Hovever , 
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ot ccattcr. When the impedances were estimated by equationG Ji• 7'( • a 

definite icprove:ent in the quality or the rcsulto vna reported. Kurtz 

therefore concluded that equations L 17 · · ~. gave more rcl1able e3ti.matea 

ot the !mpedancea than did the averaged estimates or Si.J:us et al. 

4.5.3 Rotation ot the tensor i;iped.ar .. es 

Ao described in section 2.4 . once the impedance tensor ~lea<ent~ 

bave been computed in the original. coordinate uystu, it is necessary 

to rotate the elements to the direction of the gross atructural strike 

or tho anomaly. The roto.ted elements a.re derived by the matrix equo.tion 

Z' "'R Z RT (4.78) 

vhcre .!! ia the Cartesian rotation ms.trix given by 

rl cos e sin a} 
! . -sin 0 cos e 

(li.79) 

-
In the cane ot a one-dimensional conductivity distribution, clei:c~ts 

Z.xx and ZYY are zero hence the rotation does not ol.tcr the orr-:dinaona.l 

elements , Z and Z • xy yx 

For a tvo-di.J!lenaional structure , an angle , 00 , m4Y be fOWld et, 

vhich both the rotated diagonal elements, Z~z (00 ) and Z~ (00 ) . bccoac 

aero . 

minor, 

Angle e is then one of the principol. axes, either major or 
0 

o.nd one of tho off-diagonal elements (either Z' (0 ) or Z' (00 )) xy o yx 

represents the H-polnriaation mode arul the other tho E-polarisation mode. 

For quasi-tvo-di.menaiooa.l utructures , i.e. those vit.b lov skev 

factors at all frcqucncie:i , tl14llY me-c;bods have been proposed tor catimntine 

the gross atructurnl strike or the a.no:iia.ly (sec tor cx.aJ:lJ)lc Swift, 19G'r; 

Si1:1s ana Bostick, 1969; Reddy ana Rankin, 1975). Som or these Malyticol 

and ni.merical methods were described in section 2.11 . For real data , it. 

io obviously desirable to max~se tte signal content or zxy ana zyx' 
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or minil!lise that or zx.x or zyy , or both . The partial coherence functions 
2 2 

Y32 .1 and Y4i.2 give an indication of the signal content of the off-

diagonal :impedance tensor elements vhi.ch are of the Cagniard rorm, i.e. 

the amount of coherent signal between one of the teJ.luric fiel.d components 

and its orthogonal. magnetic field component , with the influence of its 

paral.lel magnetic f'ield component removed . Accordingly , the angle that 

• • "2 I 
1ll8.X1.1Dl.ses r32 .1 (0) not only gives the gross structural strike but 3.l&o 

the direction that gives the most coherent signal of the Cagnia.rd-like 

form. This type of rotation was suggested by Reddy end Rankin (1975) . 

For three-dimensional structures, i .e . those structures with sn 

associated large skew factor , none of the rotation criteria given in 

section 2.4 are sufficient to give interpretabl.e results . Rankin et al . 

(1976) consider that once the 'principal ' directions have been determined, 

a one-dimensional layering interpretation will yield a val.id conductivity 

distribution with depth . The 'principal' directions are obviously those 

which give the most Cagniard-1.Lte impedances and the direction of tbe 

major axis will be given by that angle which ma.xi.mises r~; . l (0) . 

Tests wer e conducted to compare the angle which maximised I Z~ (0) I 
with that which maximised r;;.l (0) . The author chose to ms.ximise 

r;; . l (0) rather than minimise r;~ . 2 (0), as suggested by Reddy and 

Rank.in (1975), because sample rotated partial coherence plots (figure 

4.20) indicated that minimising y~; .l (0) cou.l.d give a low value for 

y~~ . 2 (0
0

) . For data from 4 site with low skew, the two rotations pro

duceu the same angle . For da.ta. vith skew greater than about 0.2, the 

angle that maximised y~; . l ( 0) gave a more smootbl.y varying value of 

e (f) with :frequency {figure 4.2la). Also the major apparent resistivity 
0 

curves were smoother (figure Ii .2lb) a.nd more estimates pc.n:led the 

acceptance criteria (section 4.7.1). The latter result is to be 
,.. 

t d "2 ' (0 ) is the highest coherent Gignal therefore Z 
expec e as y 32 . l 0 '1<Y 

(0 ) 
0 

will contain the highest possible signal level. 
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It vas therefore concluded that the angle which maximised y~; .l (0), 

ascertained by rotation of equation 4 . 51 by 2° increments from oo to 

180° , gave the best ~ssible l.D. d1"cat1"on of the · r- direction of the gross 

structural strike of the anomaly. This criterion for rotation was 

eccordingly adopted for the a.na.lysis of all the MT data . 

4 . 5. 4 Minimum-ma.ri?Jnnn ana.lysis 

An alternative appr oach for analysis of data from three-dl.mensional 

structures which may be r egarded as quasi-tvo-dimensional was presented 

by Haak (1972) . The requirement that the coupled magnetic and telluric 

field components be or thogonal was r elaxed in an attempt to compensate 

for deflection of the electric fiel d induced in a large el ongated 

conducting structure by some local structure . 

The method consi sts of two steps . The :irst procedure is to rotate 

the orthogonal tell uric field vectors over 90° to determine that angle 

wbich minimises the coherence between them, i.e . min(~ ' (9)}. Tb.is 

angle usually corresponds to the direction of the major axis of polarisa-

tion due to the lo~ ellipticity observed at most field sites . The 

horizontal magnetic field observations are then rotated through 180° 

to ascertain their moQt coherent direction with their coupled rotated 
A2 f A2 f 

telluric vectors , i . e . max(y23 (9)) and max (y14 (8)) . At these 

maximising azimuths , two impedances are c&lculated from the Ca.gnia.rd 

impedance equations 4 .74a and 4 .74b . 

This procedure - called MINMAX anlll.ysis - was undertaken as part 

of the routine data analYsis programs , PROGRAM ONE and PROGRAM TWO . 

The results :for any one station however, when collated, exhibited an 

extremely high degree of scatter in the apparent resistivity and phase 

estimates and also in the azimuthal directions . Accordingly. no 

attempt vas made to interpret the results fl-om this method o:f analys i s . 



4. 6 GDS Transfer Function Estimation 

The single station transfer functions ( ) • A r and B(f), are given by 

Z(f) = A(f) H(f) + B{f) D(£) . (4 .80) 

Using cross-spectral methods , three equations can be derived f'rom the 

cample:: conjugate of the measured fields , 

(4 .8la) 

S -AS + ~ 
25 - 21 .0022 ' {4.8lb} 

(4 .8lc) 

where subscript 5 refers to i;be Z magnetic field component and the 

dependence on frequency is assumed. In a similar manner to tbe 

suggest.ion of Sims et a.l . (1971) for analysing MT data, any tvo of 

tb~se three equations can be solved simultaneously for A{f) or B(f). 

However, the Z-component, due to its higher sensitivity, \f8.S more 

contaminated by culi;ural noise . Hence, estimates of A(f') and B(f) 

derived by employing 4.8lc will be overestimated (section 4 .4.2) . 

Accordingly> 4. 8la and 4 .8lb were solved simultaneously to yield 

equations for A(:r) and B(f) similar i.o 4.48. The in-phase and quadra-

ture induction vectors ' magnitudes and directions vere calculated from 

equations 2.4. 

4.7 Station Data Averaging 

In this section> the various acceptance criteria. and avcrasi.ng 

algoxi tbms employed 'Will be presented and discussed. The do.ta fiom 

all. analysed data sections from a station vere first tested for ncccpt

ability, and ~hose data vhich vere accepted Yere assigned to period 

bands> then all data. in each band vere averaged by the releva.ot 

algorithm. 



4.7.1 Acceptance criteria and averaging algorithms for GDS data 

(a) Acceptance criteria - there were two for GDS data. 
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( i) Acceptance criterion one: the multiple coberence between the 

vertical magnetic field and the horizontal magnetic field components 

(i.e. Y;12> had to be greater than that possible for random data . 

This criterion ensured that the signals were coherent . Because of 

the statistical cature of the signa1, the test was undertaken at a 

required coni'idence level. The level chosen was 95% . Accordingly , 

employing tbe transformed multiple coherence which has a normal. distri

bution and a known variance , the test for acceptance was 

1 l 

arctanh (j Y 5121 ) > arctaoh( ( n ~ 2 Y ) + 1. 96 ( n : 2 Y 
which can be written 

(4.8~} 

(ii) Acceptance criterion two: the power of each or the magnetic 

field components had to be greater than the digitiser error power. 

This criterion ensured that the signals were real and not a mani-

festation of the digitising procedure. An estimate of' the digitiser 

error power was obtained by digitising the same trace four times. Six 

error series were tb,en computed by subtracting one series from another 

:for each of the six possible pairs. These six digitising error series 

were then spectrally analysed , by PROGRAM ONE, and their autopowers 

plotted. The autopowers were equivalent to a digitising unrepeatability 

of up to 2 mm ( i . e . ±1 mm) . The :full chart width was 250 mm thus the 

digitising error power for the i ' th trace vas given by 

DEPi =[ 2~0 x FSDi J 2, 

where FSD. is the full scale deflection of the i'th component . The 
1 
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acceptance criterion adopted therefore was 

S •• (f) > DEP •• 
l.l. 1 

(4.83) 

(b) Ave raging aJ.goritbms - these al.gorithms gave tbe averaged number 

of degrees of freedom, avera.ged spectral. autopowers, averaged transfer 

functions and averaged multiple coherence for a ba.ndvi.dtb . 

( i) Estimate of the tot.al m.anber of degrees c;_ freedom: As dis

cussed in section ~.34 , each rav spec~ral estimate has two degrees ot 

freedom, one for the cosine part and one for the sine pa.rt of the 

~:rtimate (nssUlbing ench eotimate is independent of any other) . Accord-

ingly , the smoothed spectral estimate bas n = 2 x NE degrees of .freedom 

- where NE is the nwn~r of rav estimates averaged over in the vindoving 

operation. 

When deriving the number of degrees of freedom associated with the 

ensemble averaged estimate, the most optimistic choice available is to 

assume that each data set is strictly :iedcpendent of any or the othera 

e.na.J.ysed from the pA.rticular location. The total number o~ degr~es or 

freedom is then given by 

n.r<r> n. (r) 
1 

for l~ data sets . 

However , for totall.y independent data sets , each geomagnetic 

section analysed has to repres!nt either (i) a di~ferent source 

mechanism. or (ii) a different polarisation or inducing field from the 

same source mechanism, complU.'ed to ar.:t other geomagnetic nectioo. 

Tb.is pl.aces severe restrictions on de.tu available ror process ing. The 

author chose the more conservative viev tnat o.11 information was con

tained in the data set vitb tbe greatest nu1:iber or degree:J of fre1 dom. 

Any other data sets were considered not to contain nddi tional infon::io.tion. 
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This assumption is certainly conservati;e but is less biBSed than any 

other estimators considered. The algorithm 'WO.S accordingly given by 

n.r<r) = max(ni (f)) , i = l , rr. 

(ii) Estimllte of the averaged power level: When deriving an 

algorithm that averages the auto-spectra, a.t freqL<ency t, for all 

a.ccepted data. consideration lllU.St be ghc:.i !.o the form of the nntur'\l. 

spectrum. AB shovn by t'igure 1.10 the fields exhibit an approximately 

logarithmic rise in amplitude vith decrensing rrequency in the frequency 

band of interest. (0.l - 0 .0001 Hz). A logarithmic average will there-

fore be less biased than a nonna.l average. Also , in section 4. 4 . 4 e.n 

estimate of the coherent signal to random noi~e ratio, in the ~orm o~ 
2 

the normalised transformed multiple coherence , iR
512

, vo.:; developed. 

It seemed naturnl therefore to perform a weighted average, employin& 

the estimates of N~12 as the veights . A weighted average has previously 

been used for f·fl' studies by Dowling {1970) . 

The weighted logarithmic averaging algorithm was accordingly given 

by 

m ..-2 r N5 2 (f). 
i=l J. 

1 

(4.85) 

where k = 1, 2 or 5 and mis tbe total number of data sets . 

Note : the veighted arithmetic ::ie~n of the logarithm of a function is 

equal. to the veighted geometric t:iean of tba~ 1'\mction (Colquohoun, 1971. 

pp 21' - 26) . 

(iii) Estimate of the averaged trans~er runctions: When averaging 

complex numbers , the correct proctdure is to average separately the 

real and imaginary pa.rts . tben compute the avuraged complex number . 

It is incorrect to average modulii and phaGea . 
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For the ea.me arguments as given in the previous section, it was 

desirable to perform 8 weighted average . The weights again chosen were 

the NTMCs . The everaging algorithms were given by 

Real (A(f)J 
m 2 
.l i512 < f) · 
1=1 1 

(4 .86) 

similarly for Im (A(f)) , Re (B(f)) and Im (B(f)} . 

(iv) Estimate of averaged coherence : Because the t1·ansformed 

coherences have a normal distribution, it appears natural to average 

them rather than the coherences themselves . The averaged coherences , 

either ordina1·y , multiple or partial , were accordingly estimated by 

y = tanh - l 3l'Ctanh (jy - I) . -2 2[1 m J 
m i=l i 

(4 .87) 

4.7.2 Acceptance criteria and averaging algorithms for MT data 

(a) Acceptance cri teria - there were four for MT data . 

(i) 

function 

Acceptance criterion one : the maximised I>&I"tial coherence 

"2 I 
y

32
.
1 

(0
0

) had to be grtater than that possible for random 

data . 

This criterion is analagous to that for GDS data except the signal 

to noise ratio of the Z (f) tensor element was indicated by the partibl, 
x:y 

rather than multiple, coherence . This criterion therefore ensured that 

the estimate wa.s derived from coherent sienals . Utilising the trans-

formed coherency, the 95% confidence level acceptance test ~-as hence 

( 
(2n + 4)i)+ 1.96 (n + 2)i 

arctanh ( lr32•1 1) > arctanh n - 2 n - 2 

" " l.96 {n + 2)~ 
T32. l > Trr . r + n - 2 

(4.88) or 
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(ii) Acccnto.nce •t · • · cri erion two : the pe.rt1o.l coherence function 
,.2 2 
Y32.l had to be greater than the partial coherence function y

31
.
2

. 

This critcr.ion ensured there was more coherent nignal in tllc orr

die.gonal el~tG tban the dio.gonal. el.ements. To ncc;ount fv:-- &tctiutical 

scntter • the following 95J cont'idence level acceptance test voa emp1o:ycd. 

T > i ~ ~.96 Cn + 2>' 
32.l 31 . ~ n - 2 (4.39) 

(iii) Acceptance criterion three : the paver ot each or the four MT 

componento {fl, I:!, H and D) hod to be greater than the digit.her error 

power . 

Thio criterion is equiva1ent to criterion two for ODS aata (4.7.1 

(b) (ii)) . It was applied in the same manner as ~.83 with i • l. 2, 3 

and 4. 

(iv) Acceptance criterion four: the ~base or the major imped.a.nee 
,. 0 0 

tensor elem nt , Z' (9 ) , had to be between 0 c.nd 90 • 
icy 0 
tl...t • • 

This aesured\thc result is pbysical.ly real.1nable. Phu.oc vas con-

strained to the .litri ts or o0
, over an inf'ini te structure vi th zero 

conductivity, to 90°, over an infinite structure ot inf'initc conduc-

tivity. The acceptance test vas accnrdingl.y 

o0 < • . (f) < 90° 
1118JOr 

(4 .90) 

This criterion \olll8 not applied to the rotated minor eotimo.toa because 

of their lov oignal to noise ratio which vill degrade th~ eatinlntcs of 

pbase . 

(b) Avera.gins algorithms - these vere as for the GDS data (scc~ion 

4 .7 . 1 (b)) vith the inclusion or algorithms to averaec i~nnce 

clements , uimutba.l angle, and s.kev f'acl;or. 

(i) Estimate or total number or degrees or rr cdom: In :th nu:e 

ninnne.r EL!: section 4. 7 .l (b) ( i). equation Ii .84 vns eJ:Jployed . 
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( ii) Acceptance criterion two: the partial coherence :function 
A2 2 
Y32.1 had to be greater than the partial coherence :function y

31
.
2

• 

·This criterion ensured there was more coherent signal in the off

diagonal elements than the diagonal elements . To ac~ount fv~ statistical 

scatter, the following 95% confidence level acceptance test was employed . 

T > TA 1.96 (n + 2)~ 
32.l 31. 2 ~ n - 2 (4.39) 

(iii) Acceptance criterion three: the power of each of the four MT 

components (N , E, H and D) had to be greater than the digitiser error 

power . 

This criterion is equivalent to criterion two for GDS data (4 .7 .1 

(b) (ii)). It vas applied in the S8Jlle manner as 4.83 with i = l, 2, 3 

and 4. 

(iv) Acceptance criterion four: the ~base of the major impedance 

tensor element, Z' ( 0 ) , had to be between o0 and 90° . 
'Jcy' 0 

tJ...r 
This assured\the result is physically realisable . Phase vas con-

strained to the limits of o0
, over an infinite structure with zero 

conductivity, to 90°, over an infinite structure of infinite conduc-

tivity. The acceptance test was accordingly 

o0 < ~ . (f) < 90° maJOr (4.90) 

This criterion vas not applied to the rotated lllinor estilllates because 

of their low signal to noise ratio which will degrade the estiruates cf 

pbase. 

(b) Averaging algorithms - these were as for the GDS data (section 

4. 7 .1 (b) ) with the inclusion of algorithms to average impedance 

elements , azimuthal angle , and skew factor. 

(i) Estimate of total number of degrees of freedom: In the same 

manner as section 4 . 7.l (b) (i) , equation 4.84 was employed . 
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(ii) Estimate of the averaged auto-spectra: This was undertaken in 

the sa.:me form as section 4.7.1 (a) (ii). In this case bowever , the 

signal to noise ratio is indicated by the NTPC N2 
rather than the 

32 . l ... 2 
NTMC N3l2 . Accordingly , the averaging algorithm was 

. [J .N~2 .1 (f\ log (Sk{:r)i)J 
= antilog 1 . 

m "2 
l N32 1 (f}. 

i=l . 1 

(4 .91) 

(iii) Estimate of averaged impedances: For reasons given in 4.7 .1 

(b) (iii) , the correct method of averaging is to average the complex 

impedance estimates rather than their corresponding apparent resistivities 

and phases. Bentley ( 1973) considers that a lognorma.l rather than norma.1 

distribution is more appropriate for the impedance estimates . Accordingly, 

a logarithmic averaging procedure was e,"l!Ployed. Also, a signal to noise 
... 2 

ratio weighting, in the form of N32.1 , was used . 

z (f) 
x:y 

m 2 

[ 
l N32 1 C r) . log < z < :r) . > J 

. i:::l . 1 xy 1 

= ant1log m 
\ ,.2 

i;l N32 . l (f}i 

similarly for Z (:f) Z (f) and Z (f) . xx • yx YY 

(4.92) 

(iv) Estimate of averaged azi:mutha.l angle: The azimuthal angle, 
,_2 I 

0
0

, was that angle in whicb r 32 .
1 

(0) was a maximum. This vas averaged, 

in a weighted fa.~hion, by the mean direction approach given by Mardi a 

(l972 , p 20) . The algorithm was 

m ,.2 
l N32 l (f). 

[ 

i-1 . 1 

eo (f) = arctan m ,..2 

.l N32.l (f)i 
1:::1 

(4.93) 



(v) Esti.n:ate or averaged skev factor: This vna done in a veichted 

mnnner by 

Skev (r) 

J:l ,..2 . r u32 l (.r). Skcv ( f)l.. 
i=l . l. = ~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(vi) Estimate of averaged coher ences: "'his was undertaken t•y the 

cwne algorithl:l as equation 4.87 . 

4.8 Confidence Limit Estimation 

Wl1en estimating a frequency response !'unction, the effect of 

reoidue..l random noise on the estimate ll!USt be borne in mind . Consider-

ation of the posNible effect leads to a circle of confidence, centred 

on the estimate H(f) , vi thin vbich the true response fUilction can be 

stated to lie, vith a specific degree o~ confidence. 

Bendat and Picr3ol (1971, pp 199 - 202) show that i~ the noise is 

random, the circle of confidence vith a radius defined as 

~ > jH(f) - R(f)j 

is given by 

~2(r) - _g__ F (1 - Y2 (r))syy<r> 
- n-2 2:n-2:a xy ...... ,._.....__ 

Sxx(f) 

where F = lOOa percentage point of an F distribution, for the 
2 : n-2 :a 

single input [ x( t) j /single output [ y( t)] case . A circle of ronfidence 

in the complex H-plene is illustrated in :ficure 4.2~a. This confidence 

region can be capped onto the ( I BI ·') plane ns sbovo in 4 • 22b. The 

rectangular region , an approxi.cotion of the confidence region , gives 

the confidence intervals for the gain III(t}j Md phone O(f) as 

lfi<r>I - ~Cr>< JHCrll < lfi<r>I +~Cr> (~.97a) 
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~(r) - 6~(r) < ~(r) < ~Cr> + ~(r) (4 . 9To) 

vhere 

For the case of tvo inputs and one output , the theory bas been 

extended by Goodman (l965) to yield the confidence intervals for each 

response function , i.e . 

~.(r) > llL(f) - u.cr>I l. 1 l. • (4 .96) 

as giv.!n by 

(4 .99) 

Ga.in and phase confidence l:i.mi t:: ere e::itimated :ls by Ii. 9Ta and 4 . 97b, vi th 

the subscript i . 

Employing these expressions , formul.ae wilJ be developed for esti.moting 

the coni'idcnce limits for ODS and MT data. 

4.8.l Confidence limit esti:r.ution for GDS dat~ 

The complex single station transfer functions , A(:f) and B(f'), are 

derived from 

Z(f) = A(f) H(f) + B(f) D(f). 

The confidence circle radii for the response functions , i.e. 

and 

IA(~) - A(f) I < ;~ 

IB(f) - B(t)I < ~: . 

can be determined by employing equation 4.99 . 

The mngnitude of the in-phase induction vector is given by 

(4 .100) 

(4 .1.0la.) 

(4.l.Olb) 

( ~ . 1-02) 

Renee , to derive the confidence limits ror R, it is necessary to consider 



the random error on the real pa.rts of A(f) and B(f). Because jA - Aj2> 

jRe(A) - Re(A)j
2

, then rA > jRe(A) - Re(A)j, and · ·1 
a S.l.Jlll arly for r

6
. 

Hence , the true response function, R(f), vill be given by 

On expanding 4 .103 and disregarding terms of r! and ri, the inequality 

R < R ( 1 + 2(rA Re(A) + rB Re(B)) 

82 (4.104) 

(similarly for the lower bound vi.th - instead of +) results . Equation 

4.104 leads to 

"' rA Re(A) + rB Re(B) 
R < R + ---------

R 
(4.10~) 

af'ter Binomial Expansion and neglecting terms involving JX.1Vers of two 

and above . Hence, the confidence interval for the estimate of the 

magnitude of the in-phase induction vector, R, is given by 

(4.106a) 

A similar treatment gives the confidence interval for the estimate of 

the magnitude of the quadrature vector, I, as 

rA Im (A) + rB Im (B) 

"' 
(4 .106b) 

I 

The estimate of the azimuth of the real induction arro'W' is given 

by 

"' ) (- Re (fi(r))) A_ (f = arctan ,., , 
-R Re (A(f)) 

(4 .107) 

similarly for e
1

(f). The true azimuths vill lie in the confidence 



intervals given by 

-Re <2> "' + rB -Re <i> 
.. 

... 'ton (GB)< 
- rB 

(4 .108) 
Re CA) + rA CA) 

,.. 
Re - rA 

similarly for 01' In <:xpression 4.108 it has been assumed that Re(A) 

"' 
and Re(B) are both positive . If' eitker , or bot.b , are negative then 

various signs must be o.l.tered . 

To illustrate the use of equations 4 .106 and 4 .108 • f igure L . 2 Ja 

shows a11 the accepted GDS data f or station FTR . The data vere avel'aged , 

as described in section 4.7.1 , and 95% confidence intervals wero estimated. 

These are shown in figure 4 • 23b . It i s appnrent from comparing figure 

4 . 23b with figure 4 . 23o. that the confidence limits are vell eJ>timated. 

Equations 4 .106 and 4. lo8 can be applied to estimates tram only one data 

set and are therefore s~perior to statistical. confidence limit estimating 

techniques ~hich requir~ more than one observation . 

Equations h.106 and L.108 vere employed to derive the confidence 

limi ta for the GDS Clata from all of the stations. 

4.8 .2 Confidence limit estimation .for Hr data 

Reddy et al . (1976) cJllPloy the ~~ua.tions or Goodman (1965) -

equations 4 .98, 4 .99 and 4 .96 - to determine tbe confidence limits or 

their apparent resistivity and phase results . However, an inhPrent 

e.usumption in the technique is that the residua.l random noiae baa a 

normnl. distribution . Tbia is because tbe estimates of t.bc response 

functions are assU111cd to be di&tr ibut;ed normally about the true response 

functions . If the entiJllatea of the response runctions o.re not dict.ri

butcd norme.l.l:y about tbe true response 1'unctioos , then Good.mo.n's 

equations give inco::-rect ef>tim8tes of the confidence int'U"V11ls. Bcntlry 

(1973) shovs tbnt J.fI' apparent resistivity clat~ ia better approxi&!Atcd 



Figure 4.23 Example of confidence limit estimation for 
GDS induction vectors 

(a) All accepted GDS estimates from data 
recorded at station FTH 

(b) Averaged GDS estimates with 95% 
confidence limits 
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by a log normal., rather than a normal, distribution . Hence, Goodman ' s 

equations need revising before they are employed for MT data . 

. For a single input/single output linear system (figure 4 .15a) , the 

input and output are related by the response function given by 

Y(f) = H{f) X(f) . (4 . l09a) 

Hence log IYI = l0g IHXI, (4 .109b) 

with the dependence on f o::nitted for clarity. 

Following the same approach as given in Bendat and Piersol (1971 , pp 

199 - 202) , the noise can be defined as 

Z =leg IYI - log IHXI . (4 .110) 

If the estil!lates , IHI , of the modulus of the true response function, 

IHI , a.re distributed log normally about IHI , then the estimation of 

log IHI will be distributed normally about log IHI . Therefore, the 

random error , Z, defined by equation 4.llO will be norn;a.J.ly distributed. 

Also z is totally real . The best estimate of the noise term is given by 

Z = log IYI - log IHxl , {4 .lll) 

vhich will also be totallY real and normally distributed . Substituting 

4 . ll.l into 4 .102 for log jYI - log !xi gives 

Z = Z + {log IHI - log IBJ) . 

It follovs , from squaring 4 .112, that 

z2 = z2 + 2Z (log IHI - log IHI)+ (log ln l - log llil>2 

= z2 + 2Z (Z - Z) + (log IHI - log IRl)2
. 

Writing equation 4 .113 in terms of spectral e~timates 

{4.J.12) 

(4 .113) 



(4.llh) 

term l term 2 

Similarly to the analyBis :!~eloped by Bende.t Md Piersol, boi;b Siz and 
,. Szz must have the same number of degrees or freedom aa szz mi.nus the 

,., 
number or additiooal constraints i.J:iposed on them. An Z(f) is defined 

in terms of 1og IH(f) I rather than log ln(r) I. thin constitutes one 

constraint on Z(f) . Hence , term 1 has (n - l) degrees of freedom and 

term 2 has 1 degree of freedom. Because the tvo terms a.re statistically 

independent , their number or degrees of" fi'eedam vill be additive, that 

is 

- ;:; 
~-1 + 15. 

n n D 

As shown by Bendat and Piersol (1971, p lll). the function 

2 l"'I 2 n T (log IHI - log H ) 

Szz 
(4.115) 

vill be chi-square diGtributed vith one degree ot freedom. 

To evaluate term l in terms of measured quantities and the true 

runction log IHI, ~he auto-spectral estimate Szz cD.n be vritten as 

Szz = ¥ (log I YI - log liixl )2 
i"rom 4 .111 

= g c2 
T o ' 

where C = log jHxj - log IYI, v"1icb is k.uow. 
0 

The t tral estimnte S" can be expt.l.11dcd by au o-spec ZZ 

( lt .116) 



SZZ =~(log IYI - log libc/) (log IYI- log IHXI) 

{4.ll7) 

where C0 is as previously defined and 

log IYI (log IHI + 2 1.og lxl ), 
vhich is known. 

Substituting equations 4. ll6 and 4 .117 in term l yields 

Because term 1 has one degree or freedom less than SZZ' the expression 

(4 .ll8) 

vill be chi-square distributed with n-1 degrees of freedom. 

From equations 4. ll5 and 4. ll8 , it follows that 

F = (n - l) (log IHI - log 1ft1)2 

l:n-l 20 log IHI + 2Cl - c2 
0 0 

(4 . ll9) 

Defining the circle of confidence :for the logarithm o:f the moduius of 

the estimate o:f the response :!'unction, i . e . log IHI, as 

(4.120) 

then it is given by 

I I 2C - c2 ) F (2C log H + 1 o l:n-1 . 
h2 ~o~~~~~-:;:--~~~~~ 
r = n - 1 

(4 .121) 

Therefore 

2FCO log IHI + F(2Cl - c~) ~ (n - 1) {log
2 IBI - 2 log IHI l og IHI 

2 "" + log IHI). (4 .122) 



Reo.rrnnging 4.122 given the qu3.dratic inequality in log IHI 01' 

(n - l) ioi IHI - (2(n - 1) log IHI + 2FC
0

) log lul + 
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CCn - l) 1oi lfil - F(2C - c2)) < o (11 .123) 1 0 • 

Inequality 4.123 is or the forn e.x2 + bx+ c < O vbich, becau~e a > O, 

vill resemble figure 4 . 24 . The shaded r~gion in figure 4 . 211 indicates 

the permit~c::d tr..nge of x that satisfies 'the inequal.i.ty. The minimum 

and maximUlll permitted values of x are given by the t\lo solutions to the 

quadratic equation ax.2 + bx + c = 0 , llbicb are 

- b ± lb2 - lia.c 
x = 2e. • (4.124) 

Substituting the corresponding terms for a , b and c in equation 4. l2h 

from inequality 4 . 122 gives 

FC +(2 FC0 log IHI 
IHI =log IHI 0 

log + -- + 
n-1 - n - l 

(o)" + 
F(2Cl - Co) )! 

n-1 n - l. 
(lo .125) 

The term FC / ( n - l) \till be small comps.red to the othcro , hence the 
0 

confidence intervsl for log IHI is given by 

( 
llil 2FC

0 
log 

n - l 
(4 .126) 

The phase of the estimate is shown by Bentley (1973) ~o Ue approxi

mately normally distributed. Hence, because the argw:::cnt 01' a complex 

number can be canipulated in the same vay as lognritbmO, i.e. ug (HX) 

= arg (H) + arg (X), 4 similar ana.lysis to that given vill yield an 

expression equivalent to 4.125 for the confidence interval or <U'g (X), 

viz . 



sketch of 
2 y =ax+ bx +c 

for a> 0 

Figure 4.24 

( 

\ 

2 Sketch of function y = ax +bx + c 
showing region for y < O 

\ 



( 
2FC~ :xg (H} + ( FC~ f + F(2C~ - C~) )2 

n l n - l} n - 1 (4.127} 

where C~ and C~ are argument equivalents Of C (equation 4.116) and 
0 

cl (equation 4 .117) . 

On using equations 4.126 and 4.127 to estimate the 95% coni'idence 

intervals for the apparent resistivity and phase data illustrated in 

.figii.re 4 .25a , the intervals were found to be underestimated (figure 

4. 25b) . This is probably due to the assumed model expressed by equation 

4 .109b of a single input/single output response function relationship. 

For MT studies, the correct model has two inputs (tllo orthogonnl. com-

ponents of the horizontal magnetic field} and one output . Hence, the 

correct expression for the residual noise should be 

(4.128) 

and. the two confidence intervals given by (log IH11 - log l~I) and 

(log IH1 1 - log IH2 1) have to be derived. 

Because it was not possible to derive expres5ions ot the form vr 

equations 4 .126 and 4.126 for the model. given by 4.129, a statistical 

procedure , which estimated the confi :lence intervals, \las develop<>d. 

Observations made at one 1.ocation of apparent resistivity at 

frequency f from N data sets wil1 yield a probabi1ity density fuDction 

given by 

P (p{r)) = P1(r} , P2<r> . P3<r> •. .. , pi(r), .. . , Pn(r). 

This density function, p(p(f)) , vill tend to a log normal dintr ibution 

as indicated by Bentley (1973). Another r elated probtlbilit:r dcnaity 

function can be generated by 

Pr,(log (p(f))) =log (ol(f)) , .•• ,log (pi{f)) ••.• ,log (p (t)) 
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and, by asswuing the Central Limit Theorem, the function vill obey 

l~-+«> Pr. (log ( p)) = p (N) 

i.e . the probability density function will tend to a normal. distribution 

as the number of observations becomes large. 

The uribiased sample variance of the variable log pi(~) is given by 

m 

$2: m = 1 i~l (log pi(f) - l.og p{i'})2 

(Bend.at and Piersol , 1971, pp 99 - 102) where l.og p(i') is the sample mean 

of the function . 

However , a weighted sample variance is more appropriate for weighted 

mcnn data (as given by equation 4.91) . 

Consider the sample weighted variance given by 

\' - 2 
2 , l w.(x. - x) 

S (x) = 1 1 

w l w. 
l. 

(4.129) 

. 2 ( An analysis of the expecte.tion value of this estl.mll.te of CJW the true 

v~ighted variance) , in the same manner as that of Bcnda.t and Piersol 

(1971, pp 99 - 102), will reveal that this estimate is biased by an 

amount (N - l)/N . An efficient and consistent unbiased estimate of the 

true weighted variance is therefore given by 

82 (x) = _N_ 
w Il-J. 

-2 t' w. (x . - x) 
l l. l. ( 4 . 130) 

Accordingly , t.his sample weighted variance for Ml' data is given by 

m 2 2 
l N32 .l i (log (pi) - log (p}) 

s~ (log (p ) ) = :.1 --='-'="'-'--m-,.-2-------

r N32.l,i 

(4 .131) 

Because the true weighted variance, er~, is unknow and is estimated by 
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s!, probability statements regarding future possible values of the 

sample weighted meen, log (p), must be made with the Student t, rather 

than the normal. , distribution. The probability that any mean will 

exceed the true mean plus an associated confidence interval is given by 

[ 
. st 

Pr b - / w n ·a ) J o x>lµx+ Nf =a (4.132} 

(Bend.at and Piersol , 1971, p 112) 

vhere µx - true value 

x - sample weighted mean 

Sw - sample weighted standard deviation 

tn:a - Student t distribution with n = N-1 degrees of i"reedom 

a - probability level 

N - total numbe~ of estimates averaged over. 

Accordingly, the 100 (1 - 2a} confidence limits for x are given by 

(4 .133} 

This estimation technique vas applied to the data illustrated in 

figure 4 .25a. The 95% confidence limits for averages of 4 or more 

estimates , generated by equation 4.133 , are illustrated in 4. 25c . For 

averages of 3 or less estimates , equation 4 .126 was used - these are 

indicated by black circles . The confidence limits for phase for 

averages of 4 or more values were derived from 

" " ~(f ) - ~(f} < ~(f) < ~(f) + ~~(f) (4 .134a) 

where 
(4 .134b) 

and are also illustrated in figure 4 . 25c . The estimates with black 

circles again refer to confidence limits derived from using equation 4.127 . 



Figure 4.25 Example of confidence limit estimation for M-T 
responses 

(a) All accepted M-T estimates from data recorded 
at station BOR 

(b) Means of results in (a) with 95% confidence 
limits estimated by equation 4 .125 

(c) Means of results in (a) with 951: confidence 
limits estimated, for asterisked data, by 

statistical procedures (equations 4.133 & 4~ 134b) 
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It is apparent from figure 4.25c that confidence intervals derived 

by employing equations 4.133 and 4.134 gi're well-estimated 95% limits . 

Accordingly, this statistical technique was employed on the data :from 

all stations if there were 4 or more estimates in the averaging procedure. 

4.8.3 Confidence limit estimation for azill'utbal data 

The statistics pertaining to di~ribution of data on a circle have 

been colllpiled by Mardia (1972) . The confidence foterval for the azi

muthal mean can be obtained f'rom charts presented by Batschelet (1965, 

1971). However, these intervals a.re not easily deriveC. on a computer , 

therefore it was desirable to develop an algorithm for estimating tbe 

confidence limits . 

For the calculation of confidence limits , it va.s necessary to 

ewploy the three approximate tests for direction given by Stephens 

(1962). These are 

(i) R2 -x2 +i.!! 
0 - l 2 

(4 .135a) 

(ii) R - X F 
c 2 :2N-2 

= N - 1 N - R 
0 

(4 .135b) 

and ( i i.:i ) R -x F 
0 l :N-1 

= 
N - R N - 1 

0 

(4 .135c) 

N 1. N 
R (c2 + 32)l c = 1 ~ cos 0 . s = - J. sin 0. and X is the where _ = _ , _ N l l. • - N · i 

component of~ on a vector~- Te;:;ts 4.135 analyse if fl is a direction 

of preferred orientation. The values of R
0 

Q..rt. estimated at the required 

confidence level . If ~ < a
0

, then the direction of vector A is ~ignifi

cant at tLe significance level emplayed. Ea.cb of the three t.ests can 

only be applied in certain circumstances . 

Incorporating the results of Stephens 

1971) • the following procedure was used to 

(1962) and Batscbelet (1965, 

evaluate the confidence 
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lii:U.tn ror the e.zimuthc.l data . Because the azili:uthol. data vu in the 

range C 0 • .. ), and vac thererore doubled to give a ro.nge or ( O, 2s) , the 

entimat.ed coni"idcncc limta \tcrc halved. 

If N vas the number ot' estimo.tes averaged , then for ff < 4, atatio

tic&l analysis vns not poccible . 

For H > 4. a t.cct for o. unii'om distribution vws appli -d . ·.l'ha 

unifor:i distrib<.ttion bypotbe3ic vas tested v~th the fta.)·leigb ~e~t 

(Batacbclet, 1965) . 

If the data ver e unifoml,y distributed, then CL (confidence liaita) 

• 1900 . 

If the azbiutbs ver c not uniformly distributed , !i vas calculated 

2 ( 2 2 from .!!. = £. + .§. ) , vbere .£ lllld §. vere computed fro::i a \.'eigbted J:C411, 

Ill -2 r n32 l . coa(20.) c = _....::;=...:..:• =...•t,;;l.;.,._ _ _ .;;:.1;_ 

m 

r ii232 .1 , i 

r Ji.32 1 . oin(29 .) 
• , l. 1 

and .§. = 
~2 l Ji32. l . • , 1 

Then , if N < 8 , X2 was derived from 4.135b vith R •Rana if X2 < Jn/11 
0 -

then CL = 0.5 arccoc (X2/R). Otbervise i1' X2 > 38/4, XJ vas calculated 

from 4 . 135c with R • R and it lC3 > 5N/6 then CL a 0 . 5 nrceos (X3/R). 
0 -

Alternatively, for X3 < 511/6 then CL= 0 .5 o.rccoo ((12 .... X3)/R) . 

For ~. X2 was calculo.tea. from la .135b vith B
0 

• B, and ~or X2 > /1' • 

teats as for N < 8 were applied . Alternatively , for ff/2 < X2 < 3N/4 , 

tben CL :: O. 5 a.rccoa (X?/R ) . Fi nally , if X2 < ti/? , Xl Ya.JI estimated 

from 11 .126a and CL • 0 . 5 arccos ((n + X2)12R). 

Table 4 .3 gives n compnrisoo t~st, 01! 8 ceto of 

betvecn the emct 95% confidence li.J:Lits derived 

by &tsche1et (1971) o.rn1 the pproxiJ:iate 95J confid nee l.icits cnt tcd 

by the above procedure . In only on~ case arc th Rpprox.ii!atc licltc 

e.n underestimate (by 6J) or t.hc exact esticnt.ed linita. In nll oth re. 

the intervals are either corrcct13 cstil::ated (1.o vitllin lij) or over-



Co=:pnrison ot exact.. rrma &tsche.l.ct's charts (1965. 1971}. 

nn4 ca.lculat~ . troa aection • .8.3, con1"iaence l.imito 

ror az.izmtbal data 

o. or Circular 
cntimnt.ea Yarinnce Exact Al?~ximate ~ 

1' 0.03 120 13.2° •9• 
,, o.08 19° 19.4° +2~ 

6 0.01 50 4.7° -6% 

b 0.01 70 7.5° +7J 

5 o.C>Ji 10.5° 11.6° +9% 

7 o.oa 11.5° l2.0o +!ij 

5 0 .21 230 22.li0 -?.% 

lt 0.25 UDitorml,y 180° 
distributed 
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esti.mated (up to 9%) . 

The sample azimuthal data illustrated in .figure 4.26a were averaged 

by equation 4.93 and 95% confidence limits were estimated by the above 

procedure . The result is illustrated in .figure 4 . 26b which shows that 

the limits have been well estimated. This procedure was thcrei'ore 

employed for all. azimuthal data. 

4.8 .4 Confidence limit estimation for skew data 

This was accomplished in t he same manner as for apparent resistivity 

data . The sample weighted variance was estimated :from 4 .130 and then 

the limits derived by employing 4.133 . 

Tbe skew data illustr ated in figure 4.27a were averaged in each 

spectral band by 4 .94 and the 95% confidence limits were estimated as 

described above . The result is shown in .figure 4 .27b. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS 

The GDS array and single-station GDS and Ml' results will be 

presented and discussed qual.itative.ly in this cbapter . The Ml' observa

tions vill be discussed in grea~er detail than the GOS data as they 

vere employed for modelling studies (chapter 6) . 

5.1 GDB Arra;r Data 

All the e.rra.y data for event 3 are illustrated in figure 5 .1 in 

the usual manner of lines of latitude :from North to South, i.e. Line 1 

is the northernmost line, vith the stations on each line plotted from 

West to East. Those data vhich were anaJ.ysed for event 2 a.re illustratea 

in :figure 5.2. In neither figures are the Eskdalemuir obs•rve.tory 

data shown al.though they were availabie. 

For event 3, the horizontal. magnetic field is approximately 

wriform over the wboie e.rre:¥. Bovever, for tbe East magnetic vector 

(D) there appears to be more high frequency signal. content !"eccrdP.d 

at the most western stations in the northern part of the o.rr4y (BOif, 

BEL and GST) , and at the most eastern stations in the soutbern part 

o:f the array ( SG11 and HAG) . The onJ.y noticeable difference in the 

north magnetic vector (R) is a greater amplitude in tbe variation 

re:::orded at HAG. The H component at HAG becomes more negative by 

25 nT compared to its value at the other stations. These tyo effects 

in the horizontal components cannot be explained by source field 

strut:ture and hence must be related to lateral variationG in 

conductivity. 

For the verticai t:ltlgDetic field component (Z) > vbich is lt"Ore 

sensitive to lntera.l conductivity variations tbon the borizonta.l 
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components, there is a general decrease in response from North to South. 

The most noticeable effect however is the time lead of the excursion 

maximum at stations in the south-eastern part of the array (COT , GAL 

and SGH) compared to its time at the other stations . At these three 

locations, and at the Eskdalemuir observatory, tbe Z excursion maximum 

occurs just prior to 1800 111' . At all the other locations , it occurs 

either at or just after 1800 111' . This time lead at COT, GAL and SGH 

is about 13 minutes which r epr esents a phase lead of 70° for the 

dominant period of the bay (appr oximately 66 mins) . Another feature 

of the r ecorded Z variations is the Z attenuation, by over 20 nT , at 

FIN. 

Eve11t 3 was spectre.Uy analysed by methods discussed in section 

4. 2 , and maps were prepared of I values ( Z/T ratio , where T2 = ~ + o2 , 

Caner and Cannon , 1965) and polarisation character istics (Fowler et al. ., 

1967) at various periods . The spectral periods chosen were 66 m, 44 m 

and 33 m because the horizont al field components exhibited peaks in 

their amplitude spectra at these periods . The I values are illustrated 

in figures 5 . 3a (6~ m) , 5 .3b (44 m) and 5. 3c (33 m} , and the horizontal 

field polarisations at each location in figures 5. 4a , b and c . At the 

longest period (6 6 m} , the polar isat ion ellipses are very similar over 

the whole a;rray, except for a decreased ellipticity at HAG, and a 

change in azimuth of t he major axis from the general northerly trend 

to an easterly direction at SGH and COT . The map of I values at 6 6 m 

(figure 5 .3a) shows high I (> 0 .3) at the nortb- \restern stations (HEL 

and ARD) , low I ( < o. 2) at the coastal station of BUR and intermediate 

I (0 . 2 < r < 0 . 3) at the other locations . At 44 m however (figure 

5 . 3b), there a.re low r values at the central Southern Uplo.nds stations 

(GAL , ESK and SGH) and also at ABD . High I values \l'ere dorived for 

stations HEl , BUR , COT and TOG. The very clif!'erent I values at the 



Figure 5. 3 Maps of 'I ' values cal culated from Event 3 

for periods of-

a) 66 minutes 

b) 44.5 minutes 

c) 33 minutes 

Figure 5.4 Polarisation parameters calculated for 
Event 3 at periods of 

a) 66 minute~ 

b) 44.5 mir.utes 

c) 33 minutes 

Note: all ellipses anti-clockwise polarised 

except at HAG for a period of 44 . 5 mins. 
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t\IO closely-spaced stations or GAL (1 .., 0.06) and COT (I s:: o. 30) 

suggest a very marked change in lateral. condllCti vi ty in the region. 

The horizontal field polarisation at ~4 a (risure 5.4b) shows a tairl.y 

uniform nature over the array vith t~ notable exception 0~ RAG, at 

vhicb the field is bigh1y elliptical.1.y polarised. At 33 m, source 

field effects are apparent on the polarisation plot (rigure 5.4c). 

Hovever, the mg:netic f ield at HAG is again extremely linearly 

polarised compared to ita behaviour at neighbouring stations. The map 

of I values at this period (rigure 5 . 3c) shows a response in the rADgc 

0.15 - 0 . 25 at 1110st locations . An extr emely low value (0 .04) is 

co..lculated for GST and an extremely high value (0.52) ror COT . 

As the !!lair. objective or this investigation vu concerned vitb 

the application or the !fl' technique. further ~·i• or the array data, 

including a detailed study or event 2, vas continued liy colleagues. 

5.2 Synopsis of Ml' and GDS Single·-Station Data 

Tbe f'ul.l results trom each of the 13 locationft at vhicb single-

station f.fI' and GDS observations were mde a:re given in figures ~a to m. 

Illustrated isre the 'Rotated •1aJor' S!ld 'Rotat.ed Minor' apparent 

resistivity and phase estinat.es, the :axllsiaing ui:uthal anglen, th~ 

akev factors , the anisotrop)' ratios (AB • Pma.Jor/pmi.nor) and the 

magnitudes and dirf'ctiona or the in-phase and quadrature induction 

vectors. For a.l.l estimates , excluding AR, the 95J confidence intervalo 

a:re alco shmm . 

For the majority or sites , it va.s obviows dur.iq the recording 

st&Ge vhether the station vould yield vell-eat ted Kl end CDS re11ultu 

or not . Tb 't ·a "or •vel.1.--esti.m.ted' data v r neceaMl.rily e cr1 er1 _. , 

subjective but vere depend~nt on (i) the pcrccntce ot c.ccept.ed 

estimates, {ii) the scatter of accepted estimt.en. {iii) 't.he she ot 

• ·~ 'ntdJ"ValS a::id (iv) th~ 1 Btx>OthnCG8 1 
1 Of thP-the estl.tllated conr1~encc l ~ • 



Figures 5.5 Total results from all 13 locations at which 

measurement of the M-T and GOS sin9le-station 

variations \llere made. 

l 

too 1.eft - 1 Rotated Major' apoarent resi tivities and phast 

too right - 'Rotated Minor' apparent resistivities and phase 

bottom left - azimuthal rotation angles, skew factors & 
ani sotrooy ratios 

bottom right - real and imaginary induction vectors 

amplitudes & directions 
( both vectors reversed ) 
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Figures 5.5 Total results from all 13 locations at which 

measurement of the M-T and GOS sin9le-station 

variations \llere made. 

l 

too 1.eft - 1 Rotated Major' apoarent resi tivities and phast 

too right - 'Rotated Minor' apparent resistivities and phase 

bottom left - azimuthal rotation angles, skew factors & 
ani sotrooy ratios 

bottom right - real and imaginary induction vectors 

amplitudes & directions 
( both vectors reversed ) 
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means of the accepted data , with period. Table 5 .1 gives the percentage 

and actual. fraction of the accepted estimates for all the analysed data 

frolll: each site a..f'ter PROGRAM ONE had been used. 

After inspecting all the available accepted data from the 13 

stations , it was apparent that for a ' well-estimated ' averaged major 

impedance value , one or tvo estimates in the averaging vindov vere not 

sufficient . Obviously the more estimates in a window then the better 

estimated is the mean value . It was decided that at .least four estimates 

were required in order to acknowledge the mean impedance value as being 

' weJ.l- estimated' . Those averaged values compounded from four or ruore 

estimates in the frequency window are denoted by an asterisk in the 

ensuing data plots . Their coniidence intervals were derived by the 

statistical procedures given in 4 .8 . 2 . Those mean values derived from 

three or less estimates are indicated by an open diamond and also, 1'vr 

c.l.arity, by a large black circle in the AR (anisotropy ratio} pl.ots 

in f'igures 5. 5. 

For the GDS data, only ' averaged ' vectors derived f'.rom one estimate 

appeared inconsistent with vectors at other periods . The magnitude of 

the quadrature arrow of t hese estimates , wbich were not considered 

well- estimated, are indicated by a black circle in the figures 5. 5a, 

5. 5m. 

All the •well-estimated ' major impedance data .f'rom the 13 locations 

(excluding DZR for which no MT data was "'ell- estimated) are plotted 

together in .figure 5.6 . The apparent resistivity estimates range over 

two orders of magnitude at all. periods. However , the phase curvt::a all. 

exhibit a decreasing asymptote in tbe peri~d range 80 - Boo s . Great 

e:f'f'ort was expended , during both the recording stage and the subsequent 

data processing, to ensure that the phase data would be reliable. The 

facts that (a} the phase data from all stations are of the same form 



TABLE 5.1 

Percentage of estiJ1111tes acce:pted after (ll'lnlysis 

by PROGRAM ONE 

Station MT CDS 

BOR 5o% (73/147) 50% (66/131) 

CAP 52% (45/87) 63% (36/57) 

CRK 33% (72/22l) 35% (60/170) 

DZR 14% (25/180) 53% (95/180) 

ELC 39% (59/150) 55% (75/136) 

ESK 58% (81/139} 46% (34/7li) 

FTH 30% (l,9/161) 67% (108/161} 

GOR 17% (~2/184 ) 511% (100/184) 

NEW 61% (171/280) 60% (169/280} 

PRE 41% (61/147) 51% (39/76) 

SAL 52% (100/194) 65% (126/194) 

'T'IN 34% (56/166) 46% (77/166) 

TOW 39% (62/157) 50% (69/138) 
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and (b) many estimates have very s.ma.11 con:f"idence intervals , vcre 1;ot.en 

as indications that this aim bad been sw::cessf"ully accomplished. Asclll:lins 

a reoJ.istic one-dimensional variation or conductivity, a phase responoo 

shoving a decrease from 6o0 at 100 s to 35° at 1000 s can only be &.ehieved 

by placing a conducting zone at lover crustal/upper Jll8Jltle depths. 

Hence, the pho.se responsea were the ~irst indication that a conducting 

zone underlies the 6outhera pa.rt of the Midland Val.l.ey and the whole or 

the Southern Uplands at lover crustal/upper lllDlltle depths . The responne 

observed at row (the loveat line on the phase p.lot) vill be discussed 

lo.tor . 

The rotated minor phase data at almost all locations were not wcli 

estimated. This va.s due to two main .factors - (i) as a minor phase 

acceptance cr iterion vas not e'l'!'ployed , unrea.liatlble phase estimates 
•. f. >'.b .. 

were allowed (i.e. o0 
'> • • -\· ) , and (ii) e . va.s th~ miniz:'JID 

au nor llll..nor 

signal to noise ratio direction . Accordingly , the + . estimates 
JIUllOr 

were not interpretable tor the majority of locations . 

N6t a1l the .MT responses vere considered reliable . The ~danceo 

computed for certain stations were considrrcd invalid for ~arious 

reasons. Also . the aim or the interpretation vas to provide a erosa 

conductivity model that aatist'ied the data. It vaa not possible to 

explain i;be observations trom some locations in terms or a •generalised• 

model . Hence , these obuervations, and those r esults considered 

unreliable vere not interpreted. The data frotl". the f'our stations 

concerned (CAP, DZR , GOR an4 TIN) are discussed in section 5.6. 

For the other 9 locations , the resulta appear to fal.1 into three 

distinct groups (!'igure 5,7). These groups nro conoistc.nt, vith one 

exception (ELC) , with separating the stationa occording to locality, 

· M. dl d Valley Southtlrn Uplands and Northern England . i . e. i an • 
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5.3 Midland Vn.Uey Response 

Th I eJ..l • e w -estunated ' apparent resistivity and phase data for 

stations FTH (f) and SAL (s) a.re illustrated in .figure 5.8, flnd the 

total major and minor estimates in :figures 5.9a (PrH) and 5.9b (SAL). 

The period range covered by the response is :from 28.5 a (at SAL) to 

8oo s (at FTB) . 

The similitude or the tvo responses (figure 5.8) is striking. 

Both exhibit a major apparent resistivity of "'6o nm a.n,d a phase response 

of "-50° at a period of 6o s. With increasing pe:riod, the apparent 

resistivity Of both increases , and their phases decrease, to 100 Qm 

and 30° respectively at 700 s . The 95% confidence .limits of the 

P . and 4> • val.ues for both stations are small . The SJ.L curves 
U18JOr maJor 

appear smoother but this is probably due to tbe greater amount o.t' data 

a.na.l.ysed and the correspondiogly greater number of accepted estimates . 

The p • curves f."rom both locations al.so agree , vitb a rise 
ID.l.nor -

f'rom. 10 nm at periods .less than 100 s to 100 Om at periods greater 

than 1000 s. The AR tor both is betveen 5-10 at short periods but 

reduces to l for periods longer tha.D about 200 t>. 

The azimuthal. r otation angle at both l.ocations appears trequency 

independent vitb an approximately EW orientation. The angl.es tram 

eech site are vi thin 60° of each other at al.l. periods. The nk.ev 

factors are below O. 5 at all periods . According to Svi t't. ' s ( 1967) 

criteria, this indicates th.e.t the geoJ..ogica1 structures beneath tbe 

sites can be described as ' veakly' two-dimensional . 

For the GDS data , the highest percentages of acceptable eatimntca 

are obtaint:d from these tvo locations ( 67J - F'I'H, 65' -SAL, table 5 . l) 

The FTB vertor~ (figure 5.5g) have lover associated conridcnce lim.it a 

than do the SAL vectors (figure 5. 5k). As vitb t.hc Mr recponllca, the 

induction vectors observed at both locations appeo.r rcmo.rk.Ably simi lo.r. 
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16.l 

At both sites , the in-phase vectors have a magnitude of about 0.2 

at short periods ( 10 - 30 s) and are pointing north-wester 1y. Their 

magn~tudes then decrease with increasing period with an associated 

clockwise rotation of their directions. The magnitudes subsequently 

increase to about 0. 3 at 1000 s , at vhich the vectors a.re pointing 

south-easterly. The magnitude of the FTH vector , for which there are 

estimates at long periods , decreases slightly with increasing period. 

The quadrature vectors from each station also point north-westerly-

at short periods and have low magnitudes . Their magnitudes become 

greater with increasing period to maximise at 0 . 2 at about 100 s . 

This is also the period at -which the real vectors mjnimj se . Their 

m'lgnitudes then decrease to less than 0 . 1 at 1000, at vhich they are 

pointing south-easterly al.so . 

This rotation of the in-phase vectors is consistent with the 

short period (20 - 500 s) GOS observations made by Green (1975} at 

Ea.rlyburn , which is located just North of the Southern Uplands fault . 

However , the estimated magnitude of the vector was frequency independent 

at about 0 .2 in the period range 20 - 125 s. This does not agree with 

the minima in magnitude at 100 s observed at FTH and SAL. 

5. 4 Southern Uplands Besponse 

Stations which display the 'Southern Uplands ' response a.re BOR , 

CRK, ELC, ESK, NEW and PRE . Their major apparent resistivities and 

phases are illustrated in figure 5 .10. At all stations, the Pmajor 

estimates are greater the.n about 100 nm f'or all periods . Al.l p • 
tnaJOr 

ESK. exhi.bit a minimum at about 200 s . The curves, 
curres , except 

excluding CRK, are asymptotic to a value of about. 750 Qm at 1.ong 

periods . The rotated major phase estimates from these stations are 

o ·od of 100 s Except CRK, tbe phase reGpons es 
greater than 60 for a per1 · 

~~th ~~creft~ing period to 30° at 1000 s. all decrease ..... ........ ...., 
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The large conf'idence limits for the CRK resistivity data make 

interpretation of its response susceptible to much ambiguity . A1so , 

there are very large skev values observed at the location. These ma:y 

have been caused by the topography of the recording site . Accordingly , 

it was considered that a f'ull interpretation of the MT results was not 

worthvhile. A model that accounts for the qualitative aspects of the 

data is sufficient . 

A1tbough station ELC was located to tbe north of the surface 

exposure o:f' the Southern Uplands fault, its MT results are described 

best by the description 'Southern Uplands". rather than '.Midland Valley', 

response . As discussed in section 2 . 4, the telluric field is expected 

to be grossly di Rtorted in the vicinicy of a fault due to the high 

conductivity of the f'a.ult metamorphic zones . Data. from sites close to 

major lateral conductivity variation cen only be. interpreted in at 

least a two-dimensional , if not a f'u.ll three-dimensional, sense. 

Because the modelling studies were restricted to variations in conduc-

tivity in only one dimension (the vertical} , the MT results f'rom this 

s5te were not utilised. 

The minimum in the major apparent resistivity curve at 50 s and 

the maximum at 200 s observed at ESK are not consistent with the 

results from s ites BOR, .NEW and PRE. Th~ref'ore , general models vhicb 

satisf'y the data f'rom these three locations vil.l. not be acceptable to 

the ESK response . As the object of the interpretation was to find a. 

general model of tbe conductivity distribution beneath the Southern 

uplands , the data from ESK were not interpreted. It is possible to 

obtain consistent responses by adopting Dovling ' s (1970) criterion. 

H l t d f'r the " and p • curv~s, that curve which "best e se ec e om 'lnaj or nunor 

maintained structural congruity bet.11een the models for each site" . 

The P . curve for ESK does exhibit , like the pmajor curves of the 
minor 



other three stations, a minimum at 200 s. Renee, the p • • rather 
DU nor 

than the Pm.ajor• curve would have been selected and interpreted i:f 

Dovling's criterion had been adopted. As previously mentioned, the 

emin direction gives the worst possible signal to noise ratio and , 

because of this , Rankin (1975, personal communication) has warned 

against interpreting the p • curve. However, the problems are not minor 

so crltical for the ESK data because e passes the Rayleigh unifor.n max 

distribution test , at the 95% level of confidence , in the period range 

30 - 450 s (figure 5.5f). Renee, it is possible to make a strong case 

for interpreting the p . results f.rom ESK. However, the more prudent minor 

approach vas taken of only interpreting fully consistent results. 

Accordingly, the data 1'rom ESK, although appearing interpretable on 

its mm, Yas not employed because of lack of consistency with the 

majority of responses observed in the Southern Uplands . 

The p • and i> . averaged estimates from BOR (b). NEW (n) 
maJor niaJor -and PRE (p) are illustrated in :figure 5.11, and the :full major and 

minor data in figures 5.lla (BOR), 5 .llb (REW) ani.l 5.llc {PRE) . The 

major impedances rrom these three stations a.re extremely sim:i Jar in 

both amplitude and phase responses. AJ.l the ' well-estimated' 

resistivity estimates, and the majority of the phase estimates , have 

very small associated confidence limits. For all tbree locations, the 

skew factor (figures 5.5a, i and j) is less than 0 . 2 at all periods, 

and less than 0 .1 for the majority of periods . Hence , it can be 

concluded that the conductivity distribution henea.th these sites is 

one- or tvo-dimensional . 

stations BOR and NEW have many other features in common. Their 

rotated minor resistivity estimates , except at short periods, are 

within the confidence limits of the :major estimates a.t the same period 

(figures 5.12a and 5.12b). Also , their anisotropy ratios are very 
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close to one for a1l. periods and a lot of their azimuthal angles paas 

the Rayleigh uniform distribution test (section 4.8.3) . These features 

all. suggest that the conductivity distribution beneath BOR and NEW is 

one-dimensional. 

The data f'rom PRE a.re anisotropic in that the p • and p • 
maJOr nun or 

curves are dissimilar (figure 5 . .12c) . Al.so , there is a bigh scatter 

o:f tbe Pai.nor estimates aa indicated by the large confidence intervals 

(f'igure 5 • .12c) . For a lot of analysed data. sections, there vo.a high 

fl"equency noise on the East .magnetic compouent (D) . Accordingly , it 

is expected that the maximising coherence angle , 0 , would be roughly max 

EW , corresponding to p • est imated i':rom the East telluric (I:!) and m&JOr 

the North magnetic ( H) components. This is obaerved in practice 

(figure 5. 5j) . Also , the p • estimates were expected to be undermnor 

eotimated at short periods due to the random noise on the D component 

(sections 4. Ii .1 and 4. 4. 2) . Tb.is ~ account :for t~bserved Pm.nor 

response 1"rom PRE. 

The induction vectors at .ELC and DZR (fifSllres 5 . 5e and d) exhibit 

res1>0nses similar to those observed at Fl'1i a.nd SAL. The magnitudt!a of' 

their real. vectors minimise at approximate.Ly 100 s period, vit.b corres-

ponding maxima in the magnitudes of the quadrature vec1.ors . Tbe real 

vectors rotate smoothly in a clockvise direction vith increc.aing 

period, from the north-east quadrant at short periods to e~uth-eaaterly 

at J.ong periods. The quadrature vectors ' directions alao follow this 

pattern. 

The magnitude of the in-phase vectors at all other Southern Uplundc 

sites, except PRE, is never greater than 0 . 2. The vectors derived 

trom the data recorded at PRE a.re suspect because or tbc p1·eviously 

mentioned randO!:I noise on t.be D ca:i:ponent . The large con1'idcnce limits 

tor the vectors C1J.Y be a z:ianifestation or this e!"fcct. Hovcver~ the 
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directions ot the vectors at PRE should be fairly reliable becauce of 

the ellipse of confidence effect (section 4.7.1). 

Stations BOR , CAP. CRK . ESK. NEW and TUI all have values of' R 

(the real vector magnitude) less than 0 . 1 , but significantly different 

:rrom zero in the period range 20 - iooo s. At periods greater than 

1000 s. there is soae evidence for an increase in R at these locations. 

Tt,e qundrature vector mgnitude (I) is al.so less than 0.1, o.nd 

f'requent.ly leas than 0.05 . in tbie short period range. Thio suggests 

there is little near surface later al inhomogeneity to distort the 

induced vertical. component. 

The real vectors at BOR and Tlli point westwards at abort periods 

(T < 300 s) then rotate clock.vise to a northerly direction at long 

periods (T > 1000 s) . Their imaginary vectors al1Jo point vestvo.rdo at 

abort periods but they rotate anti-clockvi.se to a south-easterly 

direction at the longer periods . 

At abort periods. the real vectors at CAP , CRIC, ESK and COR point 

north-vesterly. At. all 4 ctatio.ns~ the vector rotates clockvil!e vith 

increaa ing period to point north-easterly at long periods. The 

quadrature vectors f'rom these locatio~s do not exhibit the same 

response. This may be due to their low magnitudes giving rise to 

statistical random orientation or their azi.JT'luths . 

The induction vector response at NEW is very different in charactor 

~o tbat at all tbe other Southern Uplands stations. The ZDAgDitudes of 

the in-phase aod quadrature vectors have very 8JD&ll 95S coo.fidence 

intervals 1'or periods lens than 3000 s~ suggesting tbcy are extremely 

veil ecti.mated. The real vector points south-earrt at short pcriodG 

(T < 100 8 ) then , vith increasing period, rotates anti-clockvise in a 

very mnooth ma.oner to point oorth-easterl.y at long pcriodo ('l' > 1000 s) . 

The quadrature vector t,Llao tollovs this pattern except that it initinlly 
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points nortb-veoterly at the shortest period (15 a), then rotntcs cnti

clockvise to a south-eaaterly direction by 70 s period . 

5.5 lforthern Eng1and Response 

The reoponse observed at the ODe st.ation in northern Eng.lewd. 'l'Oll, 

vaa unusual in cany re11pects. Al.though a dominant orieoto.tion or the 

telluric: field . vitb a high ellipticity of polarisation, is c:o:mionly 

observed on MT record:s, it iR not typical to find the polariaatioo or 

the horizontal magnetic: field as linear as that found at 'l'OW. The 

pover in the magnetic: field vas almost all oriented in a NS direction 

for any source 11tructure. The telluric field wa also lin~arly 

polarised but vith an EW azimuth. Accordingly . the E>max direction is 

EW (figure 5. 5111) • corresponding to p • estimated .i'rom R magnetic: 
1:18.JOr 

and E telluric cC11Dponeots . 

The rotated major and rotated minor responses observ at TOW a.re 

illustrated in rigure 5.13. The p • and . C'!!'ti:ates arc very 
ma.Jar IDOJOr 

different tro11 those observed at f:l.D.Y' other location. At obort periods 

(T < 200 s) , the cajor apparent resistivit1 is o; t.he order or 10 OD. 

It increase a• vi th increa.si.Jlg period, to 200 Olll at 1500 • . The =.jor 

phase is aznaller at all periods than thet observed at any other 

location . Because there vna little pover i.Jl either the D magnetic or 

N tell uric components , the p • values are not vell eatir.iated . 'l'bio minor 

ia exhibited by tneir large con:fidence interval.a and their bigh d gree 

of scatter vitb period (figure 5.13) . The large skew ractoro ond their 

large a 811ociated confidence interva.ls, are also duo to the J IOV r being 

contained solely in one component of each rield. 

The induction vector response observed at TOW :ihow tl-equ Dt'Y 

independent ad.muth or the real vector in a nortb-ve11t. dir cLion . The 

J11831litude or tb vector rises rro:a 0.1 at abori; pcriodn ('1' < 100 ) to 
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0 . 3 at longer periods (T > 2500 s) . The quadrature vector has small 

magnitude (less than 0.1) for periods shorter than 2500 s. Its azimuth 

scatters at the long periods but is south-easterly at the shortest 

periods, then turning clockwise to south-westerly. 

5.6 Unreliable and Anomalous Responses 

It is obvious f'rom table 5.1 that DZR an~ GOR were not good MT 

recording sites. When recording at uoth of these locations , a high 

telluric noise level vas present . This resulted in the rejection of 

over 80% of their estimates of rotated major impedances. Also , those 

estimates which were accepted exhibit a high degree of scatter (figures 

5 . 5d and h) . Therefor e , it was concluded that the .MT data were grossly 

corrupted by cultural electric disturbances and were not meaningful.. 

Ac?ordingly, ?!O attempt was made to explain the derived impedance 

responses for these locations. However , over 50% of the GDS data fiom 

both stations were accepted and the estimates appe~oothly varying 

with frequency (figures 5. 5d and h) . Hence, ~ne GDS data were considered 

indicative of conductivity variations. 

The resistivity estimates for CAP are not congruent with those of 

nearby stations ( CBK, ESK and NEW) . Both the major and minor appr..i·ent 

resistivity estimates are of the order of 10 '2111 for all periods 

(figure 5.5b). At all other locations hc;wever, the major resistivity 

curves exhibit ascending asymptotes to a va.1ue of about 750 nm in the 

period range 103 - 104 s . The NS tell uric line bad to be relocated 

once because of obvious interference frcm a mains transformer (section 

3. 4 (c)) . It was concluded that the data did not reflect the true 

conductivity distribution but were a manifestation of distortion of 

the natural telluric field. The water of St . Mary's Loch, which was 

close to the recording site, may also have attenuated the electric 



field. As with DZR and GOR however, the induction vectors appear 

reasonabJ.e. 

J.68 

The MT results derived for TIN are also not consistent with those 

for other Southern Uplands stations . The J.ow frequency asymptote is of 

the order of 5000 Om (figure 5. 51) whilst for most other locations is 

750 Om. Hence , the MT results from CAP and TIN were not interpreted 

because they vere not consistent with the other data. 
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CHAPTER 6 

INTERPRETATION AND COllCLUSIONS 

In this ha c pter, various techniques for inverting magnetotelluric 

data, to derive a conductivity distribution with depth, vill be 

reviewed and discussed . Also , the validity of a one-dimensional 

interpretation o:f two-dimensional. data vill be investigated. Tbe 

results of inverting apparent resistivity and phase data, obtained 

during this project, by a Monte-Carlo technique will be presented. 

The geophysical and geological conclusions drawn from the derived 

conductivity profiles will be discussed. Suggestions for further 

work will be given . 

6.1 Introduction 

The purpose of interpreting any geopbysicaJ. parameter(s) is to 

derive a unique model whose theoretical response sat~ies the observed 

data. Many methods for inverting geophysical data to obtain such a 

model are available . Some of these methods are totally automatic • 

some totally empirical and the rest are semi-::i.utomatic. With the 

advent of high speed co.u;.puters , there bas been, in most branches ot 

geophysics , a general trend away from subjective 'trial-and-error' 

inversion techniques towards the more objective computer-oriented 

automatic inversion procedures. Ho\lever, even these methods may suffer 

:from the effects of personal, or other• bi.as due to oversimplification 

of' the problem.. This vulnerability inherent in modelling studies hao 

been emphasised by many 1o1orkers, and perhaps most aptly by Profeaaor 

A. T. Price (1973), who states: 

"One of the dangers we have to guard against is t.bat of including uomc 

feature in our Earth model, ror mathematical convenience or simplicity, 
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and then drawing ini'ereoces from the results of our mathematical solution 

about some :feature in the real Earth, whereas tbis stems only :from the 

part:i,cular model we have chosen . " 

When considering the problem of uniqueness , i . e . that the derived 

model may not be the only-model whose response satisfies the data, it 

must be remembered that no geophysical parameter can be measured with 

absolute precision . Accordingly, each geophysical response :function, 

derived ft-om the observations , has an associated confidence interval . 

This will permit more than one acceptable model. Hence, the rational 

objective of inverting real data should be to dete?"llline the bounds of 

the family of acceptable models, and not one single model , even the 

' optimum' model , of that family . 

For electromagnetic induction studies on a regional scale , there 

is a twofold aim to interpreting the data. The first objective is to 

derive a conductivity distribution which satisfies the observed response 

functions . This distribution may then be interpreted in terms of 

geological structure and/or tectonic history. 

Initially, the modell.ing studies of geoma~etic data should be 

undertaken without regard to any other information other tba.:n that 

determined by the investigation . Preconceived ideas of the likely 

form of the conductivity distribution will greatly bias the model 

studies by excluding whole sets of models which are not compatible 

with these ideas . If , and ooly ii» initial modelling gives co?Jductivity 

distributions which are concordant with any other geophysical data for 

the region ~ e . g . results of previous induction studies , seismic 

velocity profiles, heat flow data, gravity and magnetic anoma1iea , etc. , 

then , and only then, should these other data be ta.ken into consideration . 

To give an illustration, conductivity interfaces are of't.en constrained 

to a specified depth because of seismic irrl'orma.tion - see for example 
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Jain and Wilson (1967) . Hermance and Grillot {l.973), Cochrane and 

Hyndman (1974) , Kurtz and Garl.and (1976). However, an acoustic interface 

may not represent a change in conductivity. Admittedly , the probability 

of this is high , but it is certainly not one. Unfortunatel.y, two

dimensional. modelling studies a.re computational.ly expensive. Hence, 

to reduce the cost , as few models as possible a.re investigated. To 

a.id this aim, othel' geophysical. data, particu1a.rly seismic, are employed 

to reduce the number of' models tried to a minimum. 

In contra.st to the interpretation of induction date., a geological 

interpretation of the derived conductivity distributions, in termn of 

bulk composition of the rocks , sboul.P. take all. k.novn data into account . 

The dangers of speculating about probable geological structure from 

conductivity models a.lone have been stressed in section 1~4. A 

geological interpretation, if attempted, should be tentative, and not 

definitive, because many geologists are too ready to a.cc~pt the inter

pretation implicitly, without realising the limitations of the geo

pcysical method(s) employed. An excellent example of this problem is 

the suggestion by Gunn (1973) and Jeans (1973) that the Midlan.! Vall.ey, 

and not the Southern Uplands , was the location of the Iapetus ocean 

during early Palaeozoic times. This postulate vas to explain Povell' s 

(1971) conclusion, f"rom geophysical evidence, th.at the Southern Uplands 

is underlain by a Precambrian basement of Levi.sian type rocks . The 

models of Gunn and Jeans are not considered tenable . by the 111ajority 

of geologists, because of faunbl evidence (Williams, 1972; Moseley. 

1975). 

6.2 One Dimensional. Interpretation Techniques 

6.2.1 Validity 

The validity of a one-dimensional interpretation of MT de.ta has 

been the subject or much discussion since CagJlia.rd firat proposed the 
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method. If the conductivity beneath the recording site varies as a 

function of depth alone , then a. lD interpretation is certainly valid. 

If' however , the conductivity varies significantly in one , or both, 

horizontal directions , then a. lD interpretation of the data is open to 

criticism. 

As shown in section 2 . 3 , for one-di.l!lensional cond~tivity structures 

the two apparent resistivities (p and p ) , and their phases (+ 
x:y yx x:y 

and 4>yx) are equal for all frequencies . Hence, the anisotropy ratio 

(AR) is one at all frequencies. Al.so , the diagonal elements of the 

impedance tensor (Z and Z ) ar e zero and therefore the skew factor 
xx YJ 

is also zero . Because Z~ (0) = z;.; (e) , for any e, the azimuthal 

angle , e • doei. not exhibit any pre:fened orientation. max 

If the apparent resistivity data are isotropic therefore, i.e . 

px:y (f) = pyx (f) for all. f , i t may be safely concluded that the 

conductivity beneath the recording site only varies significent1y with 

depth . If the other t vo effects are also observed, i .e. z.ero skew and 

no preferred maximising orientation, then the assumption can be made 

even more confidently. The data from sites EOR and NEW display all 

three of these indicators and hence one-dimensional interpretations of 

their responses are certaialy valid. Also, EOR, NEW and PRE exhibit 

similar responses (figure 5.10) , vbicb is fairly conclusive evidence 

for assuming that a .lD model is valid for the central NE/SW zone of 

the Southern Uplands . 

For locations in the centre of a conducting graben, Reddy and 

Rankin( 1972) show that the conductivity variation with depth cao be 

derived by interpreting the E-pola.risation apparent resistivity curve 

(i.e. P;;) in a one-diinensional sense. The ~polarisntion data for 

such a site is given by the Pmajor and ~major curves. The H

polarisation curve (pl) is show to be frequency independent at the 
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value of the graben resistivity. The 'minor' do.ta trom TOW cxhibito 

a f'requeocy independence and also it is known that the nite vao located 

above the Horthumberland sedimentary basin. Redt'Sy and Ron.kin (l.972) 

also sbov that the 111GgDetic field component normal to the atrike is 

altered by the aecona&ry tie1d generated by induction. Thia results 

in a change in the polarisation characteristics ot the total :fiel.d 

compared to the source .tield. The wtal. magnetic tiel.d baa ci tendency 

to orient itselt normal. to the strike direction. Thia effect could. 

account for the highly linearly polarised magnetic 1'ield , ror period• 

up to 2'00 c , o~iented NS observed at both TOW (an MT/GDS eto.tio~) o.nd 

HAG (a GDS arr~ station). Hence, it was concluded tbo.t a one-

dimensional interpretation of the rotated major data. irom TOW vould 

give a valid conductivity distribution vi.th depth. 

Wright (1970) &lao studied the FOblem of the pcrtur~tion ot 

electromagnetic ficlda by a tvo-di.:mellsional structure, nm:eJ.7 one _. 

possible Rhine-gra'bell model . liis interest va.a in the anisotropy of the 

tensor elemer.ts z and Z caused by the structure. He shoved thnt 3t xy yx 

a su.t.ficiently large distance from a. 1..ateral inhomogeneity, in hio CCLSe 

15 km, the H- and E~polari&ation apparent resistivity and phaac curves 

are very similar ~ both in shape and in aagnitude. Alao, be ohovcd 

that a one-dimensional interpretation of either vould yield the 

correct resistivity-depth profile beneath tbe location. At locations 

close to a lateral inhomogeneity hovever, the> t.vo polarirlations give 

videly di fi'erent reaponses. both in cagni tui!c tond in phaoe. Jiovcver, 

the Cagnia.rd one-dimensional appa.r"'-Dt resistivity curv ror loc tiono 

on the resi~tivc oidc of the inhooogeneity han cxo.ctly the hnpc 

aa the H-pol.nrisation curve but it is or di1'~ rent itull , i. . 

there io a :frequency independent Gca.l.:i.:oa factor bet en th Alco, 

the Ca{;niard phBDe curve, at periods great.er thnn 5 • is vithin 1' or 
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tbe H-polarisation phase curve . Hence , on the resistive side of a 

lateral inhomogeneity, and cl ose to that inhomogeneity, a one-dimensional 

interpretation of ~he H-polarisation curve (pl ) yields a structure whose 

interface depths a:re correct but whose layer resistivities are over-

estimated. The overestimation factor , the logarithm of which is the 

same for all layers , can be obtained f'rom the long period E-polarisation 

resistivites (p//) because , at long periods the Cagniard and E-

. polarisation curves coalesce. 
is 

H-polarisation results when tbe magnetic 

1'ie1d\parallel to , and the telluric field perpendicular to , the strike 

of the anoma.J.y. For locations on the resistive side of the inhomogeneity, 

this is the p • and ~ . data . 
ma.JOr maJor 

Hence , f or tvo-dimensional structures on the conductive side of 

the inhomogeneity , a one-dimensional interpretation of the E-polarisat.ion 

- or p 
/ 
I and ~I I - data yields the correct conductivity distribution 

vi th depth whilst the H-polarisation - or pl and ~ 1 =-:,urves should be 

interpreted on the resistive side. Both the pl/ on the couductive side, 

and the pl on the resistive side , are given by their respective p . maJor 

curves . This is also true for tue phase response 

Hence , for MT data that appears two-dimensional, an interpretation 

of the major impedance data appears to give correct interface depthB. 

It is only necessary to know whether the l.ocation is on the conductive 

side , or the resistive side , of the lateral inhomogeneity in order to 

correct, or not , as the case may be, the layer resistivities. To 

illustrate the validity of this approach , comparisons betwl'!Ut the one

and two-dimensional modelling studies for tvo investigations o.re given 

below. 

The MT results obtained at nine loc3tions in Southern Au.:::tra1ia 

vere presented by Ta.mmemagi and Lilley (1973). In order to eiplain, 

in terms or geoelectric structure, the observed r~:JpOnsca at six of 



these, Lilley and Tammemagi (1972) undertook ' tr.illl.-and-error ' two

. dimensional modelling employing the Jones-Pascoe programs (section 

2.4.2 (c)). Apart ham the station Partacoona (PAR), the E- and n

polarisation apparent reoistivity curves derived from each location 

for one of the 'best compromised models' (the compromise is betveen 

the MT and GDS data) a.re equal {to vithin experimental accuracy}. The 

Caeniard theoretical curves derived for the conductivity pro1"iles below 

the observation siteo are equal. to their res~ctive E- and a-polarisation 

curves presented. Hence, for the ._!I' data, the same inf'ormation as was 

obtained by the co.mputationo.l.ly expensive ~D modelling study could 

have been obtained by lD modelling. 

Aa reviewed in chapter 1 , Kurtz (1973) and Kurtz and Gar!.nnd (1976) 

have undertaken an MT study in eastern Canada. Initial interpretation 

vaa by 1D inversion - by empirical Dethoda - of' both the rotated ma.jor 

and rotated minor resistivity curves . Because ot the anisotropy in --the data. , i.e. p • r#p • , they then undertook 20 modelling otudies, maJor nu.nor 

again with the Jones-Pascoe program . They concluded that the generalis~d 

model structure il.lu.strated in rigure 1. 5b vas ~he optimum model 

examined . Hovever , the lD model. f'it to station 10 data gave a 

conducting crust underlain by a resistive upper C10J1tle . The lD ll!Odel 

for otation 14 data was of a resistive crust with a conducting upper 

mantle. Thus , tbe same general conclusions ao those il.lustrated by 

the model in figure l . 5b could have been dra"1'1 vitbout resortiug to 

2D modelling. 

These tvo eXAl!!Pies discussed above illustrate that 2D modellina 

is not al\l&YS necessary to explain the observed MT data. The groan 

features can be derived by a lD interpretntion of tho rotated major 

apparent resistivity and phase curves from sites sufficiently diato.nt 

f'rom large lateral vnriotions in el.ect;rical condu.ct.ivity. Tvo-
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dimensional. modelling studies of aJ.1 but the Gimplest structures must 

at present be accomplished by numerical. techniques on high-speed COlllputers . 

These methods involve a high use of computing time e.nd only resu1t in 

establishing finer details to the conductivity model.. Also , many 

questions have been raised about the :fundamental theories of the moot 

widely empJ.oyed 2D JDOdell.ing program, name1¥ the Jones-Pascoe program 

(section 2.4.2 (c)) . Until these problems are resolved and the pro-

grams are me.de much more computationa.ll;y efficient - vi.th regard to 

the required core time - it is the opinion of the author that extenoive 

triaJ.-and- error 2D modelling studies by these numerical methods , are 

not essential for the interpretation of the observed MT responses . 

Rankin and his colleagues (Rankin, Reddy and Kao , 1976; Rankin, 

Reddy and Schneider, 1976) believe that a one-dimensional int~rpretatioo 

of the rotated major data is vsJ.id evbll :for three-dimensional structures. 

Al.though this may be regarded as somewhat specu1ative , it is probably 

true if the structure is on a large enough scale a.nd if the data vere 

obtained from locations sufficiently distant f'rom major latersJ. va.ri-

ations in conductivity. 

6 . 2.2 First approximation inversion schemes 

A meth')d for directly inverting MT and GDS data vas presented by 

Schmucker (1970 , pp 68-69} and , in a slightly different form by Kuckes 

(l.973a., l.973b) . Tbe met.hod involves approximating the real. Earth to a 

• 
tvo-la.yer mode1. The 'depth to a perfect substitute conductor ' - b 

is then derived with an essociated apparent resistivity et that depth . 

The method is as follows: Consider a conducting substratum ot 

, - • by a resistive top J..ayer, of thickness b . conductivity a2 , over.uain 

at frequency w, above the model is given by The surface impedance, 

( 6 . 1.) 
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:from equation 2. 23. The attenuation of the incident field w:i. thin the 

base layer is determined solely by its skin depth value , hence k2 ma;y 

be r:placed by (l + i)/62 , where 6
2 

is the skin depth of the base layer 

as defined by equation 2 . 14 . Also, from equation 2.25, ~ may be 

approximated by the wavenumber ~· in the top l.ayer . If k1h << l, i.e. 

the upper l.ayer is small compared to the dimensions of the source , then 

equation 6.l can be reduced to 

(6.2) 

(Keller and Frischknecht , 1966 , p 221) . If the basement is much more 

conducting than the top layer , the.n ~ << k2 , therefore k 2/k1 >> ~ b . 

Accordingly, equation 6 . 2 can be approximated by 

(6.3) 

by neglecting ~h and substituting k 2 = (1 + i)/62 . ~ce, from 

equation 2 . 12, the inductive scale length, C(w), given by i µw C(w) = 

Z (w) , is equal to 
0 

C(w ) 

Hence, the value of h and p 2 are given by 

h = Re(C) - Im(C) 
l =-

wµ 
(Im{Z } - Re(Z )) 

0 0 

and 
(Im(C})2 = _g_ (Re(Z ))2. P2 = 2wµ wµ o 

(6 . 4) 

(6.5a) 

(6 . 5b) 

Keller and Friscbknecht (1966, pp 222-223) shov that for 62 « h 

i.e. that a2 >> al , then h ',.., his given by 

Z (w) = iwµh' . 
0 

substituting p (w) for Z (w) (equation 2 .13) gives 
a o 



and hence 

bCw) ={:: t = aoo( :a)i. 
Bovever , the depth to the peri"ect substitute conductor 

def'ined by 

• 1 l 
h = h + -2 62 = Re(C) = - Im(Z ) 

(l)iJ 0 , 

• * b , 

rra 

(6.6) 

has been shown by Weidelt (1972) to be the mean depth of' eddy current 

nov in a multi-layer ed conductor . For a
2 

very large , then h* :r b <= h '. 

Schmucker (1910 , p 69) proposed a method for deriving a rirst 

approximation to the lD conductivity distribution. Be suggested 

.. * * evaluating h Cw) and p (h ) , hom either the inductive scale length, 

C(w) , for GDS data or the impedance function , Z
0

(w) , for MT data, by 

utilising equations 6 . 5b and 6.6. * * This p -h approxim.o.tion was shovn 

by Schmucker (1970 , p70) to give the Lahiri and Price (1939) mode1 'd ' -
"When app1ied to global date.. 

Hovever, the substitution is only meaningf'ul. when the approxi-

mation of a resistive layer overlying a conducting sub-stratum is valid, 

i.e . tb~t the conductivity is a m.onotonica.1..ly increasing f'unction vi.th 

depth . If , as vas the case "1.th the Ml' results for this vork, the p
8 

curve does not exhibit a decreasing asymptote with increasing period, 

then the approximation is invalid . Hence , the Schmucker approximation 

scheme was not applied to tbe results presented in this vork. 

Another first approximation algorithm, vb..1.ch employs the integrated 

skin depth , vas pre&ented by Laird and Bosticlt (l.970) . A depth versus 

frequency curve is generated f:rom 

df 
0 
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and resistivity Pa(f) is assigned to depth D(:f) . However, this technique 

has not been widely employed. 

6.2.3 Curve fittine procedures 

The simplest form of curve matching is to generate the theoretical. 

response of a model and compare that response with the observed response . 

.For the MT problem. the theoretic&J. r esponse of a multi-layered sub

stratum is given by equation 2.23. The para.meters of the model can 

then be adjusted and further theoretical curves generated until an 

'optimum' model is found vbose response best agrees with the data. 

Such ' trial-and-error ' procedures are employed in many branches 

of geophysics. This is because the forward problem is inherentl.y easier 

to solve than the inverse problem. One major advantage of the technique 

is that an intuitive feeling is obtained o:f which are the most critical 

model parameters. 

A procedure wbicb interprets Ml' apparent resistivtty data by the 

sequential addition of base layers was suggested by Nauetani and Rankin 

(1969). The initial procedure is to interpret the highest :frequency 

response in terms of a two-layer structure. A three-layer model is 

then employed, the upper two layers as previousJ.y interpreted. to match 

the theoretical and observed data at the point where the observed 

response departs from the theoretical two-layer response. This process 

is continued by adding :further layers to the base of the resistivity 

profile until the whole field curve bas been modelled. An interactive 

graphics program to choose the best possible 'new' layer parameters 

:for the Nabetani-Rankin inversion scheme was written by Mozeson (19·r1). 

Patella (1976) bas given a similar procedure for a partial curve

matching technique . However, Pate.11.a ' s method also inverts the phase 

data , simultaneously with the apparent resistivity data . 
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Various automatic techniques for deriving the model whose response 

best matches the observed response has been given. Most are by non

linear least squares procedures which minimise the residual between 

some function of the model response and that of the observed response . 

Laird and Bostick (1970) have examined many methods of minimising 

~1 =I lz .(r) - z . Cf>l 2 , 
i 01 lD1 

whilst Wu (1968) has given a procedure for minimising 

where subscripts 1 0 1 and ' m' refer to the observed and modelled responses 

respectively . Muller (1976) bas generalised Wu' s application of 

Marquardt's least squares method (Marquardt , 1963) to allow a complex 

valued parameter , ~3 , given by 

~=I (Z .(f) -z .(f))2 
3 · Ol. IDl. 

]. 

to be minimised by his iteration scheme. 

A novel least squares procedure , in the time-domain , vas suggested 

by Kunetz (1972) . It involves evalu<.i.ting the operator u(t), given 1.'rom 

the convolution 
d 

e(t) = u(t)* dt h(t) 

where e(t) is the electric field 

and h(t) is the orthogonal magnetic field . The function ~4 • given by 

where u ' (t) is the best least squares estimate of u(t) 

and '\i(t) is the model operutor given by pi and bi, the model layer 

resistivities and thickness. 
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Kunetz sbows tbat U(w), the Fourier tro.nsform of u(t). is rel.ated to 

the impedance function Z (c.i) by 
0 

U(w) = i~w 

e.l'ld hence it is directly related to Schmucker ' s inductive scale length 

by U(w) = -C{t.i) • However, Kunetz considers that rather tban undertake 

the tvo-step procedure of (i) deriving u'(t) by a least-squares 

procedure, i"ram e(t) and b(t), and then (ii) evaluating the ' optimum' 

model by minimising t114, also by a .least squares procedure , a superior 

a.lgoritbm is to derive um(t, pi, hi) directly by- minimising 

Rovever, as Kunetz points out, this time-domain inversion involves 

infintely long functions of time , e(t) and h{t). Hence, it is very 

approximate for short data sets and it is computationally expensive ror 

long data sets. 

All the procedures presented in this section - 'trial- and- error ' 

curve matching, partial curve natching and automatic least squares 

procedure - ouly derive one conductivity distribution that satis:fies 

the data. The automatic techniques do not even all.ow an intuitive 

insight into the relative importance of each layer or its parameters . 

Because real data are subject to scatter, there is no reaspn to assume 

that tbe meam of the apparent resistivity or phase data are the true 

responses . A...--cordi.Dgly, it is desirable to ascertain tile bounds of the 

family of models tbat satisfy the conridence limits of the data. 

6.2.4 Monte-carlo inversion schemes 

As stated by Jackson (1973), the complete solution to e.n inverse 

" problem consists of two tasks: ( i) finding a sol.ution , and {ii) repre

senting in a meaningfUl va;y the degree of non-uniqueness of that solution. 
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For most geomagnetic data, an acceptable model may be found using methods 

discussed in section 6.2 .3, On some occasions , the least-squares pro

cedures are not convergent to a solution (Wu, 1968) . However, they do 

not satisfy (ii) above . As previously stated, an inherent feeling of 

which are the most critical model parameters is obtained by curve

.matching methods . However , this ' feeling ' cannot be quantified. 

A technique used much in geophysics for investigating tbe non

uniqueness of a solution is the r andom search, or Monte-Carlo, procedure. 

A model is picked at random f':rom the N-dimensiona.l parameter space, 

corresponding to the N permitted variables of the model , and the 

theoretical response of the model is compared with the measured response . 

If certain crite:da are satisfied , then the model is accepted . The 

criteria are usua.lly of the form of a ms.xi.mum level of the sum of the 

squares of departure of the thecretical response from the measured 

response or that the departure does not exceed a present limit at any 

response value . If the criteria are not satisfied, then the model is 

rejected. Another model, not statistical.J_y related to the first, is 

then selected from the parame""t;er space and the procedure repeated . 

This random selection of models is continued until either the whole 

par&neter space - which is infinite if the variables are continuous -

bas been examined or the ccmputing time limit is exceeded. 

For large N or continuous variables, the latter of the tvo 

situations given ~bove limits the number of models which can be examined. 

li there is only one closed set of a.cceptable model.a in the ff-dimensional 

parameter space , then a more efficient search is undertaken by- the 

Hedgehog procedure (Keilis-Borok. and Yanovskaja, 1967) · Initially. the 

search is implemented by a. Monte-Carl.o procedure but. once an accept.able 

solution bas been 'found , the search is then conducted in an organised 

manner about the solution. Hence , if there are tvo, or more, enc1osed 
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sets of solutions which are unconnected vith each other in the parameter 

space, only one of these will be found e.nd subsequently locally explored . 

. In seismology, Monte-Carlo and/or Hedgehog inversion procedures 

have been applied to Rayleigh wave attenuation data (Mills and Fitch, 

1977 - Monte-Carlo; Burton, 1977 - Hedgehog) , surface wave dispersion 

data (Biswas and Knopoff , 1974 - Hodgehog) and global seismic velocity 

profile data (Press , 1968 , 1970 - Monte Carlo; Anderssen et al . , 1972 

- Monte-Carlo) and many other problems . 

In geomagnetic induction studies , the Hedgehog inversion procedure 

does not appear to have been employed . Monte-Carlo inversion was applied 

by Anderssen (1970) , to global electromagnetic induction data , and by 

Hermance and Grillot (1974) , to regional MT data. In bis review on 

inversion of global electromagnetic data, Anderssen (1975) considers 

that Monte-Carlo inversion has an advantage over linearised heuristic 

methods, of the type employed by Parker (1971) , because the averaging 

inherent in the latter is avoided. 

A simple Monte-Carlo inversion scheme vas developed by the author 

for deriving the ~ange of acceptable models permitted by tbe observed 

MT responses . 

Initially, a model of ' n' layers was found, by empirical. curve

matching , the response of which satisfied the observed apparent resis

tivity and phase data to within the 95% confidence limits. If' such 

a model was not f'ound easily, a l!lodel. vbose theoretical. response was 

within as many of the confidence intervals as possible vas chosen. 

The departure of the response of this model fx-om tbe observed respons e 

vas obtained :f'rom the expression 

~ = l (1.og ( P ( t') ) - 1.og (Pm ( f) ) 2 

+ l <+<r> - ~m(r))2 



where p(f) and ~(f) are the estimated apparent resistivity and phase at 

frequency f and pm(f) and +m(f) a.re those of the model at f . 

The logarithm of the apparent resistivity was used because p(f) is 

distributed J.ognormaJ.J.y, rather than nor:mal.ly , about p ( f) (Bentley, 

1973). A new model , whose response was to be examined, was generated 

by perturbing the initial. model in a random manner . The resistivities 

and the thicknesses of the i ' th J.ayer of the new model was derived from 

I r. 
b. = h. 2 1 (6.8a) 1 1 

I r.+ 
p. = p. 10 1 n (6.8b} 

1 1 

where p. and h . is the resistivity and thickness of the i ' tb layer of 
1 1 

the initial model . The 'dashed ' parameters refer to the new model layers, 

and r represents random numbers. 

The random numbers (r. and r. ) which generated the new model were 
l. l.+0 

derived from the NAG subroutine G05ADF. A sequence o£-numbers f'rOlll 

this subroutine is normally distributed with zero mean and unit variance . 
I 

Hence, 68% of the b . thicknesses ~enerated were betveen h./2 and 2h. 
1 ~ 1 

I 

and 68% of the p. resistivities generated wer~ in the range p./10 -
1 1 

10 p . • 
l. 

The theoretical response for the nev model was calculated and 

compared with the measured response . If the theoretical response \las 

within more than a set number of the 95% confidence intervals, then the 

model vas accepted . Otherwise it was rejected. If the model was 

accepted , the value of~ · was calculated from 6.7 by replacing pm(f) 

with p 1 (f) (the apparent resistivity of the response of the new model 
m 

I I 

at :frequence f') and + (f) with~ (f) (similarly for phase) . If ti> < !Ji, m m 

then the initial model parameters vere replaced by those of the nev 

model . For~' > ~ . no action vas taken. Hence, the parameters vhich 
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vere perturbed , by equations 6.8, to give the nev :model> related to the 

best fitting mode1 at that lllOAent . 

The procedure vaa repeated by generating other 1nev1 models t'rom 

equation 6.8 {note: each call on G05ADF gives a number statistically 

independent of any other number given by previous co.l.lo , until 1077 

calls bs.ve been made} . Tests vere incorporated to ensure the thiekneHec 
I I 

and resistivities, hi and pi• o~ the nev model vere betveen preset liai.ts . 

These constraints not only ensured that the parameters vere physically 

realisable but also vere used to restrict the search to tt.at region ot 

the pa.re.meter space vbere acceptable models vere likely to be round . 

Thia r egion vas approximately delineated by initial tests vi.th only 

pbyeica.lly realisable constraints applied. 

"It vas decided to generate the nev model tram values chosen out of 

the continuous distributions of each of the parameters. An alte~tivc 

voul.d be to choose at random from discrete values of ~ach of the 

parameters , as va.s Utldertaken by Hermance and. Grillot ( 1973) . This 

decision was taken to ensure that the Jt.t0dels vould be o.s randomly 

sele<:ted as possible and tbererore not subject to Had.don and Bullen ' • 

(1969) objection to Preas ' (1968) Monte-Carlo coctbo4. i'hey claimed 

that a misl.eading predominuce of complex .models resul.ted because the 

probability of generating a para.metrically simple random val.k vaa lhll41.l. 

However , they made the implicit assumt,>tion that the points or the 'f'andom 

model vere generated sequentially (Andersscn et al., 1972). Tili!I cannot 

be true for the method outlined above. 

Incorporated in the procedure vas a racility tor keeping any one, 

or more , of the layer parameters to its initial value. Hence . t.be 

thicknesses could be kept constant and tbe layer r oi•livities altered 

or vice versa. 
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il.lustrate the proposed inversion scheme, the three-1.ayer model. , 

il.lustrated in figure 6.1 , vas used as the initial model to 

invert station BOR's rotated major data . Tbe theoretical (crosses) and 

observed (asterisks and open-diamonds) responses are al.so sho'\il'D in 

figure 6.1. For the MT data from station BOR, there were nine periods 

at which the impedances were considered 'wel.1-estim:ated'. Hence, there 

were 18 confidence interval.s , 9 for apparent resistivity and 9 for 

phase · These can be employed to constrain the responses of the 

acceptable models . 

In the first trial. , the resistivities were held constant at 

700 Sbn/50 fhn.{f50 nm, and the depths to the interfaces were permitted 

to vary in the range 15-40 km, for the top interface~ · and 25-80 km. 

for the l.ower interface d
2

• Because there are only two variables , the 

parameter space was two-dimensional and it is il.lu.strated in figure 6 . 2 . 

This is termed the d-space of the model. The triangle ill the top l.ert

hand corner of the d-space is a region from which models were not 

selected because they would require a negative th~ckness for the 

second 1ayer , b
2

• The position o"f' the initial. model in the para.meter 

space is indicated by the full circle in "figure 6.2. Each of the other 

symbols represents a model. that was randomly sel.ected fiC'tll the parameter 

space and its theoretical. response compared vitb the measured response. 

The asterisks denote models vhose responses are within the confidence 

limits of greater than 75% (0.75 x 18 = 13.5, i.e. 14 limits) of the 

data . The vertical crosses indicate those mcdels whose responses are 

within aJ.1 the apparent resistivity con.fidence interval.a (i .e. 9) but 

an insufficient number of phase intervals (i.e . less than 5). The open 

diamonds are models rejectPd because their responses do not satisf'y 

either of these two sets of ~cceptance criteria. 



I 
I 

STATION BOR 

Figure 6.1 Initial (1) and final (2) toodels of Monte-Carlo 

inversion, wit~ fixed layer resfstivities. of 
BOR major data 
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Several. features of the parameter d-space are worthy of note. The 

most important of these is the obvious reduction in size of the acceptable 

model region obtained by t he inclusion of pbase constraints . For the 

assumed layer resistivities, the top interface cannot be closer than 

23 km from the surface. and the middle layer thickness is between 

16-30 km . To satisfy the amplitude dat11 al.one the depth to top inter

face can be 15 Ion, or shallower, and the second layer thickness can take 

a value in the range 14-42 km. 

The acceptable model r egion appears exclusive in that a:ny model 

chosen within its bounds is acceptable at the 75% level . Hence , it ma.y 

be possible to explore this two-dimensional. space more efficiently by 

the Hedgehog mettod. HO'W'ever , because it was intended to generalise 

the inversion technique to an N-dimensional search pr ocedure, it could 

not be assumed that there would only be one closed acceptance region in 

the N-dim.ensionaJ. pare.meter space . 

It is apparent from the parameter d- space illustration (figure 6.2) 

that the search region vas too constrained. The maximum permissible 

to~ layer thickness was not determined. 

The model indicated by the black square was that JnOdel, of those 

generated, vhose theoretical response was closest , in a least-squares 

sense , to the observed responBe , i . e . it~~ · f'rom equation 6.7 vas 

smallest . The model is illustrated in figure 6.l. (model 2} vi th its 

response shown by vertical. crosses . Hence, this Monte-C!U"lo procedure 

not only finds the bounds of the acceptable model. parameters but al.so 

finds an ' optimum' model. 

When the acceptance level is increased f'rom 75S to 8,% (i.e. 16 

0~ the 18 intervllls), only those models vnose layer depths vere vithin 

region A of figure 6 . 1 ha.d acceptable theoreticiLI. reapooseo. When the 

acceptance ieve1 vas f\.lrtber increased to 94% (17 intervals minimum), 



Figure 6.2 Parameter 'd-space' for Monte-Carlo inversion 

of the 'rotated major' data from station BOR 

-layer resistivities held constant. 

triangle - negative h2 zone, unacceptable models 

asterisks- models accepted at the 7S( level of 

acceptance 

c'1>sses - modeJ s acceptab 1 e to the amp 1 i tude 

response but not the phase response 

diamonds - unacceptable model parameters 

circle - starting model for the inversion procedure 

square - 'op ti mum model ' found by random choice 

zone A acceptab 1 e mode 1 region at the 89% acceptanet 

leve 1 

zone B acceptable model region at the 94% accej)tanct 

level 
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the region of acceptable models vas further reduced in size to zone B. 

Note that the initial model was not acceptable at the 94% level . 

This initial test illustrated that the method vas viable and 

could produce vorthvhile r esults. Hence , the best-fitting model (the 

black square in figure 6.1) was employed as the initial. model to a 

random search procedure with four parameters of a three-layer model 

al.loved to VAr:f . These four vere the top layer t"esistivity and thickness 

and the second layer resistivity and thickness . The base layer resistivity 

was again kept constant at 750 nm. One major problem with multi-variate 

inversion studies is the difficulty of displaying the parameter space. 

Af'ter much thought , it vas r ealised that the conductance (conductance , 

S (Semen) =conductivity (Semen. metre-1 ) x thickness h (metre)) - or 

' depth-integrated conductivity' - of the middle layer appeared to be 

well def'ined by the initial test . Accordingly, it vas decided to 

illustrate ~be positions of the co- ordinates (s1 > s2) - i . e . the 
"---

conductances of the first and second layers. This is termed the S-space 

of the model. 

The only con~traints placed on the four variables were tbat tbey 

had to oe physically reali~le - the layer resistivities had to be in 

the range l nm < p < io4 nm and the layer thicknesses bad to be positive. 

An 85% acceptance level (0 .85 x 18 = 15 . 3 , hence 16 intervals) vas chosen 

and 10 ooo models vere randomly selected and their theoretical responses 
• 

were compared with the observed response . This vas done in less than 

20 ruin computer core time on the Edinburgh Regional. Computing Centre 

ICL 4-75 me.chine (for comparison with other mach.i.nes, this is approxi

mately the time required for 1000 iterations of the Jones-Pascoe 2D 

modelling program). The s - space for this test is illustrated in 

figure 6.3 and the resistivity-depth profiles (p-d profiles) of the 

d · :figure 6 ~ For cla.ri ty, the S 
accepted models are illustrate in · · 



Figure 6 . 3 Parameter 1 S-space 1 for ttonte-Carlo i nversion 
of the 'rotated major' data from station BOR. 

s1 & s2 are the conductances of the fi rs t and • 
second layer respectively. 
- three layer models with the base layer resis tivity 
held constant at 750 ohm.m . All othe r four parameters 
a ll owed to vary randomly 

circles - acceptable model parameters 

diamonds- unacceptable model parameters 
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parameters of the models accepted a.re shown in figure 6 . 3 by a :full 

circle. It is apparent f'rom figure 6.4 that for a model to be within 

85% o.f the confidence intervals of the BOR data, the top layer resistivity 

bas to be in the range 250-3000 Qm with a thickness of 16-50 km . The 

resistivity and thickness of the middle layer have to be in the ranges 

10-125 nm and 4-70 km r espectively. From figure 6 . 3 , the conductances 

of the layers of the models have to be in the ranges 10 s < s < 250 s 
1 

and 650 S < s2 < 4000 S . The parameter s of a.lJ. the acceptable models 

were output by the Monte-Carlo program for fUrther use . 

It is apparent from figure 6 . 4 that a conducting zone (p < 125 Om) 

at depth satisfies the observed response at ~tation BOR. Hovever , the 

depth to the zone can take any value in the re.z:.ge 16-50 km. In order 

to investigate , as before, the effects of a higher acceptance level 

than 85%, the parameters of those models whose theoretical responsen 

lay within 17 of the 18 co~fidence intervals (i.e. a 94% acceptance 

level) were plotted. The 8-space of these models is illustrated in 

figure 6 . 5a and their p-d profiles in figure 6 . 5b. By comparing 

figure 6 . 4 with figure 6.5b, it is apparent that the higher acceptance 

level considerably reduced the permitted ranges of the four variables . 

These ranges at the 94% level a.re : 300 nm < pi< 3000 nm, 24 km < bl 

< 45 km, 17 nm < p
2 

< 90 nm, 8 km < h2 < 54 km and 44 km < d2 < 77 km. 

The layer conductances are constrained to lie in the ranges 10 S < s1 

< 16o S and 800 S < s2 < 2500 S . 

It is possible to attempt to reduce i"urther the permitted ranges 

by demanding that the tbecretical renponse of an acceptable mod~l passes 

wit~ all the apparent resistivity confidence intervals . This constraint 

was applied because the apparent resistivity data are better estimated 

tha.n the phase data . The s-space and p-d profiles of those modelo whose 

• •thin" all the p-intervals and is only outvith one, or less, response is vi 
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pa.r8llleters or the models accepted are shown in figure 6 . 3 by a 1'ull 

circle . It is apparent from figure 6.4 that for a model to be vithin 

85% of the confidence intervaJ.s of the .BOB data, the top la,yer resistivity 

bas to be in the range 250-3000 nm vith a thickness or 16-50 km. The 

resistivity and thickness of the middle layer have to be in the ranges 

10-125 nm and 4-70 km respectively. From figure 6.3 , the conductances 

of the layers or the models have to be in the ranges 10 S < s < 250 s 
l 

and 650 S < s2 < 4000 S. The parameters of all the acceptable models 

vere output by the Monte-Carlo program for .rurther use . 

It is apparent from figure 6.4 that a conducting zone (p < 125 Om) 

at depth satisfies the observed response at station BOR. However, the 

depth to the zone can take e.ny value in the rw:ge 16-50 km. In order 

to investigate . as before. the effects of a higher acceptance level 

than 85%, tbe parameters of those models vbose theoretical responsec 

lay within 17 of the 16 cOtJfidence intervals (i.e. a 94% acceptance 

l evel) vere plotted. The S-space of these model.a is illustrated in 

figure 6.5a and their p-d profiles in figure 6.5b. .By co::paring 

figure 6.4 vitb figure 6.5b, it is apparent that the higher acceptance 

level considerably reduced the permitted ranges of the tour vo.riables. 

These rangeR at the 94% level are: 300 nm < Pi< 3000 nm, 24 km < h1 

< 45 km , 17 nm < p
2 

< 90 nm, 8 km < h2 < 54 km and 44 km < d2 < 77 km. 

The layer conductances are constrained to l.ie in th~ ranges 10 S < s1 

< 16o S and 600 S < s2 < 2500 S. 

It io posoiblc to attempt to reduce further the peniitted ranges 

by demanding tbat the tbecretical response of an acceptable lllOddl paanca 

vithin all the apparent resistivity confidence interval.a. Thiu conct.raint 

was applied because the apparent resistivity data arc better eticatcd 

than the phase data. The s-apace and p-d protilea or t.hosc r:oodcln vhooe 

• •thi' n all the p-intervals BDd in only out.vi t h one , or leoo , response :u vi 
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qi-interval are illustrated in figures 6. 6a and 6 . 6b . It is apparent, 

by comparing 6 . 5b with 6. 6b , that this amplitude constraint only had 

the effect of decreasing the maximum permitted thickness of the top 

layer . The acceptable ranges for the model parameters are: 300 Om 

< p1 < 3000 nm, 24 km < ~ < 42 km, 20 nm < p
2 

< 90 ful , 10 km < h
2 

< 54 km and 46 km < d2 < 77 km. The permitted conductances of the 

two layers are as befor e . 

The Monte-Carlo inversion procedure appears to bave defined the 

permitted bounds of the acceptable models quite well. Tvo basic 

assumptions made a.bout the conductivity distribution with depth ba.ve 

been me.de : (i) the distr ibution can be approximated by three layero, 

and (ii) the base layer r esistivity is 750 nm. Both of these es~ 

tions are examined in a later section . 

6 .2.5 Heuristic linear inversion methods 

In order to complete this review of one-di.mensions:l interpretation 

techniques , a brief discussion of linear inversion methods, as applied 

to geomagnetic data, is presented . 

Linear inversion techniques stem from tvo be.sic foms: \.he 

formalism of Lanczos (1967) , in which the model parameters are expressed 

discretely , and that of Backus and Gilbert (1967, l.968, 1970), vhicb 

deals with continuously distributed model parameters . They have been 

shown to be equivalent by Wiggins (1972) . vbo gave a detailed revi.ev or 

general linear inversion . As well as providing iterotive schemes for 

perturbing a model so ns to match its theoretical response vitb the 

observed response , the methods also give infol'mlltion about the \.llliquc

ness of this •optimum' model and about the resolving pover ot' t.he data. 

An ' elementary guide ' to the generalised linear inverse tb~ory or 

Backus and Gilbert has been given by Parker (1970). He applied the 
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theory to the global induction problem using the observed response 

derived by Banks (1969) . Parker was not able to find a starting model 

which gave converging iterates. He concluded this was due to the fact 

that either (i) the starting models were too far from the true structure, 

or (ii) no earth model existed which Vias compatible with the data . 

Considering the errors involved in measurement , alternative (ii) seemed 

the most likely. However, satisfactoroJ models could be found, vhose 

theoretical responses were vithin one standard deviation of the observed 

response, but none of these gave the low near-surface conductivity 

derived by Banks . Parker also showed that the inclusion o:r phase 

information gave better surface resolution. This feature has also been 

concluded from the Monte-Carlo exer cise discussed in section 6.2.4 and 

illustrated in figure 6.2 . However, Parker considered that the inclusion 

of phase data does not introduce off-diagonal components in the co-

variance matrix. This has been shown to be in error by Summers (1976, 

p 177) because the diagonal elements of the off- diagonal. sub-matrices 

a.re non-zero . Hence , an element of approximation was introduced by 

Parker , and is introduced whenever such a procedure of matrix ~xtension 

is adopted (e.g. Muller , 1976) . 

The Backus-Gilbert formalism bas also been applied by Hobbs (1973) 

to a response derived f'roin data obtained from one magnetometer on the 

surface of the moon and one in lunar orbit . Hobbs concluded that there 

was not any evidence in the observed response for the ' spiked ' conduc

tivity prof'ile of' Sonnet ~· (1971) . He considered that the limit 

of knovledge attainable by linear inversion theory is that the outer 

l 70 km of the moon is less conducting than the interior , 'lhich is of' 

uniform conductivity in the range 170 km < d < 700 km . In later papers, 

Hobbs (1977) and Hobbs ana Parker (1977) illustrate one of the strengths 

4> li.n. • • methods by estimating tbe conductivity distribution 
o~ ear l.Ilversion 
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permitted by just two points at the high fi-equcncy end of Sonnet et al. 's 

(1972) response curve. Tbey concluded that the majority of models ext.UD..ine:d 

by Sonnet et al. . (1972) could not satisfy these tvo de.ta points alone. 

Hence, these models vere also unacceptable to the total. response runction. 

Word et al. (1974) have applied inversion theory to galvanic resis

tivity <la.ta and to electromagnetic sounding data whilst Vozo:ff and .Tupp 

(l.975) have inverted. in a joint scheme, both galvanic resistivity data 

and MT sounding data. Larsen (1975) has inverted lw :frequency electro-

magnetic de.ta to derive tbe conductivity structure beneath Bavaii. 

Anderssen (1975). in a review of inversion of global electromagnetic 

induction data, argued that because the Lahiri and Price (1939) equations 

are already linear, once a conductivity model is speci.fi.ed, the linear-

isations of' the problem by Parker (1911} a.nd Bailey (1973) are unnecessary. 

It may be true that the rel.ationship between tbe internal. end external. 

:fields is l.inear for any specified conductivity model, but it is not 

obvious that the inversion problem, i . e. choosing tbe next 'optimum' 

model , is also linear. Parker (1911) has shown his linearisation is 

val.id for a restTicted cl.ass of conductivity models and has given the 

bounding constants . 

Summers (l.976) examined linear inversion theory vitb special 

reference to inverting magnetotelluric data. He applied his procedure 

to the prel; mjna.ry response d~ri ved by the author i'or station llEW. 

Summers initia.1.ly inverted the rotated major apparent resistivity data 

alone . Various starting model.s were chosen and t.he iterations cJ..l. 

converged to dit':ferent 'optimum' .uodels. Thia dependence on irtarting 

model is not surprising as tbe Dackus-Gilbert scheme seeks that model, 

closest to the starting model, vhicb satil'lfiea the data. (Parker, 1910). 

H a.1.l. • 'op"-i"'um' models illustrated by Smcners have several. o-wever, six '" ... 

simil.a.r characteristics . Tiley all exhibit a conducting upper cruot 
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(p ~100 m) and a conducting zone (p ~lO m) at upper mantle depths . 

None of these models however , satisfied the short period phase data . 

When .the phase inf>ormation was included and the inversion procedure 

was repeated, the derived ' optimum' models all displayed a resistive 

upper crust (p ~103 - 10
4 

nm) . The conducting zone at upper mantle 

depths however , was still present . Hence , Summers concurred with Pa.rker , 

and with the conclusions of section 6.2.4 , that the inclusion of phase 

information gives better surface resolution. 

In conclusion, generalised linear inversion theory is obviously 

a formidable tool for not only deriving an ' optimum' model , whose 

theoretical. response ' best ' satisfies the data, but also for examining 

the uniqueness of the model and the resolving power of the data. However , 

it was not within the scope of this work to devise algorithms :for 

inverting the observed MT responses by these methods . 

6.3 Monte-Carlo Inversion of the MT Besults 

This section will discuss the inversion of the MT results by the 

prop~sed Monte-Carlo method (section 6.2.4) . It is subdivided in the 

same manner as sections 5.3, 5.4 and 5. 5 to discuss separately the 

inversion of the data from the three regions, i.e . the Midland Valley, 

the Southern Uplands and Northern England. 

6.3. l Midland Valley results - FTH and SAL 

The FTH and SAL results , which were inverted, are illustrated i n 

8 5 8b Their qualitative aspe~ts vere discUDsed in figures 5. a and . • 

section 5.3. 

For station FTH, there are 'well-estimated' data at :five periods 

8 Although there are 10 confidence intervals , 5 for f':rom 50 s to 00 s . 

apparent resistivity and 5 for phase, the interval for the phase at 50 s 

is :from 0o to 900 . This range permits any conductivity model to be 
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Midland Valley· However, the de.ta do require a resistive zone in the 

upper crust as illustrated by curve 3 of figure 6.8 . 

. There are 11 impedances considered well-estimated for station SAL 

(figure 5.8b) . The period range of these data is i'rom 28 . 5 s to 6oo s. 

One of the confidence intervals for phase spans the total possible 

( . · 0 0) range 1 , e . 0 - 90 , hence there are 21 intervals which can determine 

the acceptable models . However , the apparent resistivitj es of the two 

estimates at the shortest periods (i.e. 28.5 s and 38 .5 s) are incon-

sistent with the observed phase response . These two estirua.tes require 

a conducting upper crust to model their responses but the first five 

phase intervals require a resistive upper crust . A similar situation 

occurred vhen Summers (1976) inverted some MT data . 

The n;agnetic field at location SAL was measured by the 3-cOJ:lPOnent 

Fluxge.te magnetometer as the Jolivet sensors were not operating satis-

factorily at that time (section 3 . 3 (b)) . The Fluxgate records appeared. -to be more contaminated by noise than did Jolivet records . FrOlll the 

comparison test undertaken, it vas concluded that the noise was due to 

the instrumentation. As shown in sections 4.4 .! and 4 . 4 . 2 , the magni-

tude of a response f'Unction is underestimated if there is any random 

noise on the input(s) to the linear system. However , because both the 

real and il:Jaginary parts of the response f\t.nction are underestimated by 

the same :fraction , the pbase of the response function shoul.d be 

unaffected. This argument could explain the apparent contradiction in 

the data because the phase estimates ma::J" be unbiased but the apparent 

resistivity estimates may be biased downvards by random noise. 

Because of this inconsistency in the data . the maximWll number of 

intervals within which the responses of a model of eny conductivity 

distribution can lie is thus 19 of the total 2.1. 
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The SAL data were inverted , in exactly the same manner as the FTH 

data, and the $-space co- ordinates and p-d profiles of the models 

accepted at the 75% level (i . e . a minimum o:f 16 o:f the 19 intervals) 

are illustrated in figures 6 .9a and 6 . 9b . The resemblance bet'W'een 

:figures 6 . 7b :for F'r.R and 6 . 8b for SAL is striking, but perhaps not 

surprising considering that the two data sets are congruent . The 

ma.xi.mum depth to the conducting zon~ is 13 km and the conducting zone 

resistivity is in the range 35 Qm < p2 < 80 '1m.. The base of the zone 

is at a depth of 33-80 km. 

When the acceptance l evel is increased to 77% (i . e . 17 of the 19 

intervals) , the permitted models have a depth to the second interface, 

i.e . the base of the conducting zone , of 44 < d2 < 67 km. The resis

tivity of the conducting zone is in the range 35 nm < p
2 

< 70 nm and 

its top interface is at a depth less than 12 km. 

The similarity o:f the permitted resistivity-depth p:ofiles whose 

-responses match the FTH and SAL data lends considerable weight to the 

argument that the rotated major results may, in certain circumstances, 

be interpreted in a one-dimensional sense. 

6.3.2 Southern Uplands r esults - .BOR, NEW and PRE 

The data a.re illustrated in figures 5 .lla (BOR), 5.llb (NEW} and 

5 . lie (PRE}. For reasons discussed in section 6.1, it is considered 

that a one-dimensional treatment of these data is valid. 

The inversion of the BOR data vas discussed in section 6.2. 4 . To 

recapitulate, for completeness , the conclusions of that section: the 

parameters of a three-layer model , which bas a base-layer resi:Jtivity 

of 750 nm and which is acceptable to the data, are contrained to the 

:following bounds; 300 nm < p1 < 3000 nm, 24 km < h1 < 42 Jan, 20 nm 

< p
2 

< 90 nm, 10 km < ~ < 54 km, 46 km < d2 < 77 km, io s < s1 < i6o 

and 800 s < s2 < 2500 s. 
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To test the validity of assuming that (i) a three-layer model, and 

(ii) a base layer resistivity of 750 nm are both good approximations of 

the true structure - or more .correctly, the structure which can be 

determined from the data - eight-layered models were examined . The 

layer thicknesses, apart from the base layer, were held constant at 

10 km each and the eight layer resistivities were permitted to vary 

within physically realisable limits, i.e . l nm< p. < 104 nm. An 
l. 

acceptance level of 75% (corresponding to a minimum of 14 of the 18 

confidence limits) was employed and 10 ,000 models vere randomly selected 

from the 8-dimensiona.l par8llleter space - or p-space . The p-d proi"iles 

of the accepted models are illustrated in figure 6 . lOa. It is obvious 

from figure 6 . lOb. that the base layer resistivity must be in the range 

400 nm < pb < 2000 m to satisfy the long period response. What i3 not 

too obvious from the illustration is that there must be a. low conducting 

zone, of resistivity less than 100 nm, at some depth in the range 

20-50 km. This feature is obscure because modeis vi.th highly improbable 

p-d profiles were permitted. The only acceptance criteria emplayed 

were that the theoret'ical response had to be within a certain minimum 

number of confidence intervals. A profile ' smoothness ' criterion vas 

not used in contrast to Backus-Gilbert inversion methods vbicb seek the 

smoothest profile possible that satisfie& the data. 

When the theoretical responses of the accepted models have to be 

within all. the apparent resistivity limits and at least 9 of the ll 

phase intervals, the acceptable resistivity pro£iles are reduced to 

those illustrated in figure 6.lOb. From 6.lOb , it is apparent that a. 

3-layer approximation to the resistivity pro£ile is acceptable. Also, 

assuming a fixed base layer resistivity of 750 nm is valid considering 

the s:mell range of permitted half-space resistivitiee. 
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Because the ' rotated lllinor ' resistivities appear vell eS't.imated , 

it was thought worthwhile to invert these data also. Acceptable models. 

const.rained to be within all the amplitude intervaJ.s , are illustrated 

in 6.llb. Those of the major data are sho'Wll in 6 . lla. By comparing 

6 . lla with 6.llb, it is apparent that the minor data permit a. greater 

range of acceptable models than do the major data. This is a :function 

of the larger confidence intervals ror the 'minor ' apparent resisi;ivities. 

However , if the r esistivity of the middle layer, i.e . the conducting 

zone , is constrained to the bounds or the ' major ' accepted models 

(figure 6 . lla) , then awrox:imately the same p-d profiles result. 

For station NEW, there are 15 ' well-estimated' impedances but the 

phase of 7 o.f these vi1l permit eny conductivity model. Hence , there 

are a total o.f 23 intervals vhich can be employed for the modelling 

study. At the 80% level (a minimum of 17 of the 23 intervals) , the 

S-space locations and p-d profiles of the models illustrated in figures 

6 . 12a and 6 .12b are accepted. If the middle .layer resistivity is greater 

than 100 nm, then its top interface can be as sha.Uow as 10 k:n f'ram the 

sur.face. At the ?0% level (20 intervals), p-d profiles show in 6.13a 

are acceptable . If it is valid to assume that the maximum possible 

resistivity of the conducting zone is 90 nm, to concur wi'tb the BOR 

data inversion results , then the minimum depth to tbe tcp interface of 

the zone is greater than 15 km and its base is at a maximum depth of 

60 km . Constraining the models 1.o be totally acceptable to tbe ampli

tude response gave only 5 models acceptable of the 10,000 examined. 

So rew models are permissible because the resistivity confidence inter

vals for the NEW data are very small.. Bence, the contrainta on 

acceptab1e models a.re severe . Five models c8Ilnot possibly represent 

the set of acceptable models in the 4-dimensional model apace. 
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An eight-layer model test, of the same form as ror BOR, gave the 

p-d profiles iJ.1.ustrated in figure 6.13b, at the 90* ~ acceptance level. 

The profiles are qualitatively comparable vi.th those for BOR (figures 

6.lOa and 6.lOb) and the 3-layer approximation is considered valid . 

Inverting the 'minor' data from NEW gives a conducting zone vhich 

is closer to the surface . This is to be expected considering that the 

short period major and minor data for NEW are dicsimila.r. The minor 

data are considered not as veil estimated as the major data and also 

could be biased dovnvard by noise on the magnetic field. Bence . the 

inversion of the minor data vas disregarded. 

There are 17 intervals , 9 amplitude and 8 phase, which can be 

applied to determine if the theoretical responce of a ~odel is accept-

able to the PRE data . In exactly tht: same manner as described for the 

previous stations , the PRE results vere inverted h'J the Monte-Carlo 

procedure assuming a 3-la;;er !llOdel vith a base layer of resistivity 

750 Om . At the 80% level (14 of the 17 intervals) , those mOC:els vi.th 

s-space co-ordinates a.od p-d profiles illustrated in 'figures 6.l.i.ia and 

6.llib are acceptable . It is app::.rent from figure 6.llib thai; a wide 

variety of models give the required response. However, all have a top 

layer of resistivity 250 nm < pl < 8700 Om underlain by a conducting 

zone (ll Om < p
2 

< 100 am), with the interface betveen the:n in the dept.h 

range 20 km < d
1 

< 55 km. The base of the conducting zone is at a depth 

of 38 km < a
2 

< 78 km . When the accepta.oce levd is increased to 89% 

(15 of the 17 intervals) and then 94% (16), the models vbose ~-d prof i l es 

are illustrated in figure~ 6. l5a and 6 .15b a.re permitted. Tb!'! i19-l'&metere 

of the models given by figure 6.15b have the .following boUl1dG: 425 nm 

'· 8 h
1 

< 50 1an, 17 am < p2 < 90 nm, IJ km < h2 < lio q, < p
1 

< <+000 nm, 2 km < 

and 40 km < d2 < 68 Ian . The conductances of the two layer s a.re in the 

range 10 s < s
1 

< 125 s and 630 S < S2 < 2000 S. 
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The maxhm::i resistivity or the conducting zone 'Under PRE is 90 Om 

(at the 9~S level) vhicb io the same as for BOR. Hence, there is a 

strong case for a.ssuming that. 90 nm will .... _ the . . t. . 
...., lllAX.llDwa res1s 1v1ty or 

the zone beneatb HEW as well. 

6 . 3. 3 Northern England reaul t. - 'roW 

For the dat~ froa TOW, the only location in Northern England at 

vbicb Mr variations were recorded, thee are 9 ii:ipedance estimates 

giving 15 model acceptability constraints (3 or the pba.se intenuls 

apan the range o0 
- 90°) . The data are illustrated in figure 5 .12. 

Three-layer mo~els , with base lay-er r esistivity of 750 nm., vhicb 

give an acceptable response at the 75% level (within ll or the 15 

intervals) are illustrated in 1'igures 6.16a, for the s - spe.ce co-ordinate&, 

and 6 .16b, for the p-d profiles. At t::ie 89S leve1 (vithin .!.3 or z:iore 

intervals) , those models ahovn by their p-d profiles in figure 6 .17 

are acceptable. It is apparent from the inveroion t~ the resistivity 

of the top layer has negligible effect . It is possible to model the 

observed response vitbout requiring a resistive upper l~er ~t all, aa 

indicated by- :figure 6.18, curves l and 2. How ver, tbe inversion ot a 

tvo-l~er ll:odel yields the same result;: that there iu a bi~ cODductins 

layer , ot resistivit;y 3 nm < p < l.l am, in the upper crwst; \mder TOW. 

Conductivity variation& at the base of the cruot and in tbe upper mantle 

are not. resolved by the data. 

It is possible that the highly conducting (10 Om) upper l~er at 

station TOV ms:y •6creen ' the ettect of an undcrl7ing cooducti~e 18.Jcr. 

Accordingly, an ex&lllination ws undertaken to determine it the cOoduc

tive zone beneath tbe Midland V&lley and the Southern Upland• could 

o.lso be present under llorthcr:n England. For the invcroion procedure , 

th 
. t. •t. r the 3-i..ver model were kept. conntant . at pl • 10 nm. e resis 1vi 1es o ,j.a.J 
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P2 = 50 nm and P3 = 750 nm, and the faro-I.ayer thicknesses h o.n'"' h • l .... 2· 

vere permitted to vary randomly . The d-space co-ordinates ot' models, 

acceptable at the 90% l.evel . are shown in f'igure 6 .19. One or the 

accepted models is shown in :figure 6.18, curve 3, It io apparent 1"rom 

:figure 6 .18 that the data cannot discriminate between models 1, 2 n.nd 3, 

If the 50 nm l.ayer does underlie the .10 nm zone• then the model parameters 

are constrained by: pl = 10 nm, 8 Jon < dl < 13 km , p
2 

= 50 Om, 28 km 

< h2 < 40 km and 28 km < d2 < 40 km. 

6.4 Geophysical. and Geological Interpretation 

6. 4.la Geopliysical interpretation - qualitative 

The di:ff'erence betveen the qua.1.itative aspects of the MT data 

recorded at the various locations were discussed in sections 5.3, 5.~ 

and 5. 5 • A preliminary qua.li tati ve interpretation ot' the regiona.l form 

oi' the results ve.s presented by Jones and Hutton (1977) . In that paper, 

the authors suggested that the MT responses might indicate that tbe 

deptb to the top of the resistive base I.ayer vas greater under the 

Midland Val..ley and Northern England than under the Southern Up!Mda. 

The short period GDS data display many :features vhich vere pre-

vioUDly unknown . Figures 6.2oa. b , c and d illustrate the mat;nitudes 

and directions of the real e.nd quadrature vectors at four pe,riods -

three short periods (40 s, 70 s and 129 s) and one long period (1960 s 

: 32. 7 m). Note that in the usual. manner both vectors have been reversed. 

The vectors indicate that a very complex pattern o'f induction io present 

in the region. Inclusion of' the GDS array results, derived tram non

synoptic single event anaJ.yses of' t.he GDS data by Dr. D. Rooney. 

supports the results of the tong period single stat.ion reaponaea (see 

Appendix). At a period of 2000 s (figure Ala), the rcsu1t.o a.re fairly 

consistent with those of f.dvards ~- (1970}. Jfovever. at. the shorter 
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periods, e.g . 700 s , figure Alb , a much more complicated £orm of 

induction response is ap'r'\A"'ent . Th ~·~ 
~ e ....,l.'Vthetical event technique 
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(Bailey et al. • 1974) has also been applied to the combined data s e t 

(Hutton et al .. 1977) . The i'n pha rt· al r · , - se ve ic ield generated by a 

regional. NB/SW current f'low at periods of 236 s and 1961 8 are illus -

trated in figure A2 . This particular polarisation induces current in 

the strike direction of the regional. geology. 

A qualitative interpretation of the GDS results cannot be under

taken in terms of induction in simple models. It is apparent from the 

figures that the ' Eskdal.emuir anomaly ' , proposed by Edwards et al. 

( 1971) cannot explain tbe observed responses. Much more complex 

conductivity variations are required. 

6 . 4 . lb Geopby~ical interpretati on - quantitative 

Be cause two-dimensional modelling vas not attempted~ the quanti -

tative interpretation is restr icted to the results of-.ane-dimensional. 

inversion of the MT data . The models suggested by the Monte -carl o 

inversion procedure were discussed in section 6.3. A composite r 0 s i s-

tivity section, on a line from FTH to TOW , shoving the permitted ran3es 

Of the parameters Of the models , is illustrated in figure 6 . 2J. . Tht:GC 

ranges are given in table 6 . l . In this section, the terms •crust ' and 

' mantle • are used in a loose mac:ler to a.id description of features 

above and below the arbitrary depth of 30 km. 

It is epparent from table 6.1 that there must be a c onducting zone , 

of resistivity 35 - 60 nm, underlying the Midland Val.le y a t a aepth no 

t 12 km """e zone must be at leas t 32 km thick and greater than abou · .1..:.1 

it must extend to a depth of at least 44 km . Hence , t his zone occupieo 

all the ' l ower cruet' and the top part of the •upper mant1e ' . Ite base 

is not well resolved by the data . 



Figure 6.21 Resistivity cross-section from station 
FTH to station TOW. 

The ?enni. tted ranges of the mode 1 parameters 
for a three-layer model fit to the 'rotated 

major' data from the locati ons FTH,SAL,BOR, 
PRE ,NE\J & TOW a•·e shown 

The conductive zones ar-e indicated by circles. 

The zone under TO' I cannot be- reso 1 ved and hence 
is questionable. 
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TABLE 6.1 

Permitted lo.ycr reoistivities and thickncnoes for a 

3-lo.ycr model vitb 8. base J.ayer of 750 ni:i 

First Layer Second La.yer ~t to basement 

pl ~ p2 h2 d2 

Midland Valley Sites 

.F'l'H 100-5500 <ll 2,-60 '>21 >32 

SAL 125-7500 <13 35-70 3~-63 44-67 

Southern U2lands Sites 

BOR - maj 300-3000 24-42 20-90 10-54 li6-TI 

min• 250-3250 18-50 ?0-90 ll-58 42-76 

HE\19 250-6300 16-37 25-90 9.~6 37-62 

PRE 400-i.ooo 28-50 17-90 h-40 1'o-68 

northern Enll:).and Sil;en 

row l.20-8000 0.5-5 3-l.l 9-19 5-19 

• Reduced ranges, see text for details . 
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There is al.no a conduct· · 
i.ng zone underly.ina tbe Southern Uplo.ndn, 

vitb a resistivity or 25 fba < p < 90 n..... 
Miii Under 130R and PRE, vhich lie 

on a line of geological strike, this zone is at 4 aepth greater than 

28 km. Therefore the crust unde the "t · · · • r se si ea 1s rea1ot1ve and the 

upper mantle conductive. There is some evidence that the zone ma.y 

become shal.lover to the south-east because its top intert'ace is 

pend tted to be as close aa 16 km to tbe surface under NEW. The 

ma.xi.mum permitted depth or the base or the zone under all three or 

these stations is of the order or 65 - 75 km. 

Whether the conducting zone under the Midland Valley is rtue to 

the same conditions that cause the lov resiativities Wlder the Southern 

Uplands cannot be con.firmed, or cthervise, from this analysis. However, 

there is a high probability that the tvo are rol.ated because or their 

similar reaistivities. 

There are many poosiblc causes tor lov rcaistivity zoocn at lover 

crusta.l/up,!>er mantle depths. As stated in the introduction ( nection 

l. 3), the suggestion most uoual.ly given tor ouch a zone in the crunt is 

hydration processd, with or vitbout associated pe.rt:.ial. melting. A 

temperature of greater than 950 K is required to pnrtially melt rocks 

under water-saturated conditions in the crurst. Hence, partial irclti.ng 

at the eruct-mantle interface generates a geothermal grn4ient in tho 

-l . cruet in excess of 20 K Ian • This would normally result :an an abova 

average heat flow. Only one heat now measurement has been ta.ken i:n 

the a..rea but vhich is suGpect because it vas tn:ken dovn a. c.in Ghaf'i;. 

It is a w:luc or i.85 HFU (Onemcik.han and Everett, 1968). t.akc.n near 

Glasgov, vbich is higher than the average cont.incnt.&l vn.l.UO or 1.2 Hr'U. 

Hovevcr the conducting zone is considered to be vitlun 12 Jt.i:a or the 
' 

surface . I'f partial ;c:elting vere responaible ~or the lov r ni tivitic.a 

at these shallov dept.ha , a geothermal gradient or great r than 60 Y - l 
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would normally exist . Such a high gradient would usual.ly generate hot 

springs, as in Iceland. These however , are not observed. Hence , hydra

tion processes are probably responsible for the conducting zone at 

shallow depths under the Midland Valley . 

It is possible that partial .melting of the hydrated rocks could be 

responsible :for the observed low resistivities at upper mantle depths 

under both the Midland Valley and the Southern Uplands. A partial mel.t 

might also explain why Bamford and Prodehl ( 1977) did not observe cl.ear 

arrivals from the Moho when tbey analysed the LISPB seismic data for 

the region (Bamford et al., 1976) . However, as stated by Duba. (1916) , 

many conducting phases , about which little is known, may be possible 

in the upper mantle . 

The conducting zone under Northern England, as detected by the da~a 

from TOW , is very different in character from that under the other 

stations . It is apparently in the upper crust and has a. conductivity 

which is an order of magnitude greater than the other conducting zone{ s ). 

It is possi bl.e that thie. zone could ' screen ' an underlying layer of 

resistivity the same as that for the zones under the Midland. Vall.ey and 

the Southern Uplands, i.e. 20 - 90 nm. This voul.d provide continuity 

o:f the same zone under these regions to the south to underlie rlortbern 

England. However , this feature cannot be re:.olved by the data so its 

assumption is unjustifiable . The most likely expJ.anation for c. hi.ghl.y 

conducting zone (a '\.() . l. s m -l) in the upper crust is electrolytic 

conduction in the vater-saturated sediments vhicb in£ill the :fortbumberland 

Basin. 
This basin is known to extend to a greater depth tho.n 3 km. 

• graben-like , feature of the conducting basin co~d als o account f or the 

· t" r· ld polarisation in a NS orientation , ss sbovn 
predominant magne 1c ie 

by Reddy and Rankin ( 1972) · 
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It is obvious :N-om table 6.1 that the prcl1"m"nary 
qualitative 

interpretation of the MT data (Jones and Hutton • 1977) • based on the 

apparent resistivit-y data only, cannot be proven or otbervise. 
'l'hc 

different responses, observed for amplitude and phase data recorded in 

ench ot the three regions , are due to the top of the conducting ~one 

being closer to the surface rather than its '---- .... _ · d 
• --.-= u.::Ulg eeper, under 

the Midland Valley than the Southern Uplands. 

It is di.f':ticuJ.t to reconcile the GDS data with the quantitatbc 

interpretation ot the MT data. 

Many effectA are exhibited by the GDS induction vectors which 

cannot be ex:p.lained by the generalised cross-section abovn in rigurc 

6.2.l. Work is in progrese at this time (Hutton~-, 1977' to 

combine the results from the tvo methods - MT ond GDS. 

An examination vas .l:l&de to discover it the data resolved any or 

the olivine phase transformations discussed in ocction 1.3. The 

longeot period at which estimates of tb~ .impedance were made vere rraca 

data recorded at REW. Well-estimated recistivitiea and phasea tor 

periods up to 2000 a vere obtained from the REW records. A three-layer 

oodel, whose theoretical response is very close to tbe observed rcapons ·, 

is illuotrated,. together vi th its response and the data frOlll HEW, .iJl 

:fj gure 6 . 22 (model 1). The responses of three modela , vi th t.hcir upper 

layers o.s :for model 1 but with a base layer or l nm at 400 km, 6oo km 

and 800 km were calculated and vere cm:ipare4 vi th the obaervntion4l. , 
c!ata. It is a~nt .from their responses. shown in :figure 6.22 aa 

curves 1, 2 and 3, tbat the vcU-estimat;.a daU. (tbouc plotted vith 

r.&-terisks) cannot resolve the deep structure. Havcvcr, if a.:U th 

eatimates are considered , it appears that the tranoition ~o a high 

d · t be at san:e depth greater thnn 800 la=. A co:nduct.ing con uct1ng zone mus 

zone at such depths satisfies both the acpl.i.tud ond the phase long 
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period responses. A gradationa1 tnmsition over 200 km, suucstea a:1 

the maximum transition vi«Jth by Banks (1969) is alno acceptable to the 

observed response. 

The source field is considered to be uniform tor Mr i.nventigationo 

and this assumption prompted much discussion in the early yeti.rs or t.ho 
th 

use of\tecbnique . As shovn by Srivastava (1965) , a source field or 

finite \18.Velength l.~U cause the response to appear aa it there is a 

layer of infinite conductivity,. i.e. p= 0 , nt 1>ome depth 'be.neath tbe 

site. The interpreted depth Of this fictitious Bupercondueting la,yer 

is a function of the source vavenumber. Tho larger the vavenu:mber , the 

closer to the surface the zone appears . Hovever , none or the ta resul ta 

prt:aent.ed in this vork display decreasing asymptotes in the apparent 

resistivity curves , or increasing 8.SJll!Ptotes in the phase eurves , at 

long periods. Hence, it can be concluded that the unirorm source ;field .. 
approximation is valid in mid-latitudes .for pcrioaa up to 10 a and :for -
the type of data analysed . Thus , the possible non-wsi:f'onaity of the 

source field cannot be considered for the obnervationa failing to 

resolve the cantle conducting zones . 

6.~ . 2 Geo1ogical interpretation 

As dis\!ussed in section 6.1, there arc inh rent dangcra in maltirg 

even tentative geological inferences f'rom the derived geophyoiall model.a. 

· · useful. to att---t to explain t.bc aata in term.:J or ci thcr 
Hov~ver , it is -r 

possible Earth structures or tectonic envi:roacent · 
Beeaune caey :tc.ctorG 

can give rise to lov renistivity %ooes , the nutbor vil.l. restrict h' 1r 

to the latter approach rather than state the pois lble bulk co:::ponition 

of the rocks . 

the 

The association or the tectonic bictorica of r..iu;tcrn Cono4a vith 

. ~a "" mMY _...1.o;;iGt•, and t 
Southern Uplands has been dcscri"" ""J «>"'-
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recently by Phillips et a.l (J.976) Acee ...... · .,,_ • • 
- • "'ul.nll)A,J~ l.t ll UGC:t'Ul to COll!JW.l'C 

the results of this study vith tbose or Kurtz and Carland (l9"(6), 

discussed in section 1.3 (fiam•e l 5b) th 
o~ • , e reaponoe observed at 

As 

station 10 was interpreted by Kurtz and Garland · d' · as in icat~na a conduc-

ting crust (45 Om) underlain by a resistive upper mantle (5000 nm). 

'l"bis interpretation is directly comparable to the accepted l!lDdela for 

tbe structure beneath stations FI'H Nld SAL (figure 6.21), vbich al1ta 

indicate a conducting crust underlain at upper mantle depths :b1 a 

resistive layer. The interpretation o! station ll. (figure 1.51>) hovever , 

gave a resistive crust (1000 Slm) underlain by a conducting upper 1111Urtle 

(100 nm). This is also the interpretation or the structure beneath t.bt-

SoutberD Uplands , i.e. stations :SOR, B.!:'J and PRE. 

Hence , the conductivity nriations beneath eutun Cazlada CJU1 be 

strongly correlated vith tboae beneath the Midlan4 Valley and the 

Southern Uplands . If, on thia basis , a parallel tectonic devclop:ent 

of the tvo regions can be concluded , then there is att"Ollg foundation 

for proposing that the Iapctua suture zone in Britain is nav ~Dented 

by the Southern UpJ..ands reg.ion. This conclwlion io dravn beeauce 

station 14 of Kurtz and Garland lies directly on the line ~ continu

ation of the Reach 8By' fault in levfound.land. nil• :tault bas reccnt.l;J 

been shown to be the manifestation or the lapet.un auture in lcvtomtJ!J ond 

(McKerrov and Cocka. 1977). '.l'ho natural parollcl concluAion t.hut the 

lapetus suture zone is represented b7 tbf? Southcm Upland• h con'trar7 

to the po~-tulate or Phillip• ~- tast it is in th!: region of t.be 

Uorthuoberl.snd. &sin. 

6.5 Conclusions 
. be draVD tr-o.i tbio \IOl"lt. 

A number of conclun1ona can 

1
·a that the ' Esblalauir GDJ~~' :ia no-t U t 

of paramount .importance 
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simple conductivity structure proposed ho• ........ d ( ) 
"J ~vo.r a ~. 1971 • The 

exiotence or cucb more complex conductivity variations is shovn by both 

the CDS and the MT result a. 

2. Under the Miclland Valley 1 th · ere is a conducting zone at a depth or 

no greater than 12 km . The whole of the lover crust , o.nd possibly part 

of the upper mantle , under stations ~B and SAL is of lov resistivity 

(35 nm < o < 6o sa). 

3. In contradiction to the conclusions or Jain and Wilson (1967), 'the 

conducting zone underlying the Southern Up.lande is at a depth greater 

tban 24 km. Bence , tbia zone is in the ' upper mantle ' and not in U1e 

' lower crust ' as vaa previously conjectured. There is some evidence 

that the top interrace or the zone might become cloae1· to tbe sur.tacc 

to th aoutb-east, i.e. wt4er BEW. The permitted resistivity o.t the 

r.onc i. in the range 25 - 90 nm.. vhich is c~blc to the pen:d tted 

resistivity of the zone under FTH and SAL. Whether the tvo are due to -
the same dominant conducting mechanisms cannot be evaluated from this 

study, but their similar rcoistivities give some weight to such a 

supposition . 

The most l.ikel.y explanation for the ~ones are hydration process n 

in the crust and upper mantle , with possibly ansociated partial lting 

at upper mantle deptba . These effects must not be exclusively assumed 

howevor, because many other conducting phaaP.~ coulil give lov re5iativit~ 

· (Du~- . 1977) and metamorphic rocks, such a.a graphitic in the upper mantle UD 

achists, con1d give lov :resistivity :.ones in the crust. 'J:.ce latter 

b Alab
• t al (1975) to explaiD the lforth A=e.rican CentTLLl 

postulated y 1 !:.__· 

Plains (lfACP) anomaly . Partial me1ting of the rock.a 4t the crust-cnntlc 

thA ' bl··~red ' .Moho observed in the region (ticurc 
boundary could explain "' .... 

l . 9) from seismic evidence (,Bamford and Prodehl ' 197'() • 



b. Under :iorthern England , there is a very highly conduct.i.Qg zone 

( -1 
0.1 < o < 0 .35 S • ) vez, close to the aurrace. This %ODC is 

probably due to the conductin& &edi.ments vhicb till t.be Ol"tbu:'bcrl.And 

Basin. The conducting proceaaes vil.l. be dominated by clcct.rolytic 

conduction in the pore fluid , a.a given by Archie ' o Lev ( qwttion 1.1). 

For rocks of conductivit.7 0.1 Sa-1 • and ~bable pore vatcr conduc-
-1 ; 

tivity or l Sm (Killer. 1966) , tbe required poroait.7 'fro:: 0.1, f'or 

a • 1. to 0 . 3 . ror • • 2 . This porosit7 range i• acceptable :ro:r c:oat 

limestone and sandstone formations (Keller . 1966). '!'he rocks at tb 

Silurian . Ordovician and Carboniferous syntems , Which till the l\ortb 

berland Be.sin . contain vast thicknesses or aandatonc (or greyvac.ke) 

and limestone sediments (F.astvood, 1953). Thi conducting U>:Je aq 

•screen' an underlying layer Vhich is tbe soutIDrara continuat.icm o:r 

the r.one beneath the Midland Val1e)' and the 6ou1.hc.m Upl..&Qdn. er, 

tbia feature cannot be resolved by the data. -
5. A comparison can be made betveen t.be conductivit:r st.ruct\lr'C 

eastern Canada. postulated from Kl' observntiona l>l' Kurtz o.nd Gari.and 

(1976), and the structure derived in tbh vork (tisw'e 6.2l) · '!bis 

c~ison supports 1.hc vicv that there 

ment or the two regions. This suggests that t.be la t.ws uturc 

in Brit.a.in is represented by the Southern t4tJan4-. 

6. In this vork . the complc:menta.ry natur ot th ODS end t. ctmi q 

ODS t hn • p..- tb rcsion or has been show . HOlfeV r • the ec i.quc ....., .. 

•anomalous' current floV caused W t.br conduct.ivity tna.et.cre. 

strength or the Ml' cctbod, in deriving quantS ti 

prof"ileu , ba.s been proven. 

l!)()(lcla and concluciona wula mve becm re 

., . 'l'he importance ot' t:ntimnting Lhe pb4ll 

the l!lOdell.ing studieo. It b ponoiblc to 

t.b 

t 
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alone without a conducting layer (:figure 6.23) but the phase response 

for such a model is tot~ unncceptable -.e '--- • 
• •u p.._c re~e g1vca 

better resolution ot the aur.tace structure , aa abOVQ by Sm=c:a (1916) 

and by section 6.2.4 . 

8. At the highest trequeociea o.f' this stud)' (10-2 - 10-l lh:.) , it. ic 

not possible to resolve the surface struct ure it there are resiativc 

str~ta close to the surface. The conwcting sediments in the Hidla.nd 

Valley are indicated by the short period induction vectors but the 

thickness of tbe sediments could not be determined by the Hr data. 

Ii" the upper layer s are very conducting_, o.s at TOW, tbc underlyin& 

aucceaeione are difficult t o r esol ve . 

9. The ~ong period MT data (103 - 104 s) do not indicate t.bc depth to 

the conducting transition in the upper antle. nie.rc is a suggestion 

(section 6.1• .lb) that the 1 S :a-l lJQ'er 111UBt be at a d~b greater 

than Boo km. However , thio · s in contradiction to the results ot the -n:.n.jo:rity of global ge01llllglletic studies (see Price , 1970; Ban.ks, 19720 

Rik.itake , 1913) and hence must be t-reated vith SOlllC caution. 

10. The response or the MT data at long periodi> indicates 't.bat the 

source rie1d approximation is valid in mi.a-latitude. and ror the tJpe 

ot activity examined. 

u. It bas been sbovn pocioible to extract illfor=tion vithout T oort.i JlG 

t.o 2-di.lnensiona.l modelling of the data . Tbe rot;at. d major data 1"rRD 

sites located sufficiently distant tram laterfll inbo;:iogencit.ieo con 

icterpreted in a one-dicensicma.l sense and valid conductivity-depth 

di c \.ributions vill result. Hovever, it ia e.xtrcJ:>Cl.7 icportEUJt t o choooo 

touch data vith care . 

· 1 ·~ da.t.n vhi.ch arc conaiat.cn1. vith t.bt?ir o i f)l-all locations but on Y .,.....,. 

_ or o• · ~t.i'ooG in tbe ~ r cion - a.nd llbich appef1r bouriog stations ..u 

reliable . 
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Figure 6.23 Theoretical mdels for PRE data 
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12. The Monte-Carlo inversion procedar .. __ be e ....., en abovn to give into~-

tion regarding the uniqueneH or ..-•'-ac~~!'-ule llOdels. Hovcver, it is only 

teaai ble it the number or variable . __ ,, s i.s -.u.. Preas (1968) round only 

six acceptable lllOdels rrom the 5 000 000 ' • • randomly selected, Vben 

attempting to invert aeiaaic data vith 23 . bl Tar.ia e parameters. Thi a 

vaa criticised by Haddon and Bullen (1969), vbo conaider tbat Presa 

under-constrained the prQblea. 

13. The frequency-time ana.J.ysis , proposed in section a, .3. T, g&YC 

information at short periods vhicb vas not realised by the usual cu:uu,vuiu 

tachniquea. Such information cculd only otbervisc have teen attain~d 

by elnploying digital tilters. 

6. 6 Suggestions tor .Further Work 

There a..,.e various suggestions vbich can be mde concerning the 

direction in vhich study or the regioo could proceed. Tbene are liate4 

belov in an advised order of importance. 

l. A fuller MT investip.tion, using tbe present equipment, uhould be 

carried out in the Midland Valley and Sortbern E:ls1And to corrc?JOr tc, 

or othervise, tbe conclusions ot this vorlt. The sit~s. at Vhich t.ho 

variations 3?'C to be measured , should be chosen vi.th ut:mo!rt. care nnd 

as much hign t:requency activity as possible ahoulO lbc recor(Sed. Crtt.t 

effort should be taken to ensure that reliable phase information viU 

be obtained. 

2. A d.c. resistivity aurvey an.d/or an Audio Magncri;o-Tellurlc aurv 1 

(AMT rrequency l>Wld 10 - lOIJ. !Iz) shoci.d be carried out in tbc n-glon 

to delineate tbe upper crustal 1.,-ers . The rcniativit.y or th nc lA1 ra 

could then be e::splcyed to c011st.rain fUrtber the 
cl• accc:¢.6bl t.o 

the observed MT rcnponses. 

3 . The Ml' rcsultc presented io tbia vork abould be AMl1n d b)' the 

ea · rion t. chnique. Thi is not 
Backus-Gilbert , or cloaely-relat • inver 
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to derive the ' optimum' models that t • -sa u,.,, the da.ta, but to :innsti t 

tho resolution of the data and the possibility lhat more than tbree 

layeru should be modelled. As pointed out ._ -._... ( ) • 
"'" a-,...-.er 1970 , v1:tb t 

Monte-Carlo procedure "it is ditricult to be tha sure t an adequate 

eeo.rch has been c~ricd out and, mor e importantly , very little und r-

sto.nding is gained of the fundament&l. pr0bleu". 

4. More sections or the data obt ained tor 'tbia at~ abould be anal1 

Thia would lead to sm.ller confidence intervals and hence ~ '\ld.1-

defined conductivity profiles. 

5. Two-dimensional modelling or the data should be undertaken to 

examine the GDS r esponses for various models. Onl7 the grorsa teature.s 

ot the data should be modelled as the !'iner details do not varra:at. t 

prohibitively high computing costs or n:zming t.he prognas. 

6. Heat-nov measurements sbocld be l:Ddertaken t.o ~ i1' 

-
ta.kC'n (Osemeikhen and J:.'verett , 1967). High heat nov Sight. be C2pCCtc4 

in "t.be Midland Valley i r the conducting ~one ia part.11 d t.o ~1 

melting of the rocks . 

It is the opinion or the author that the data ~ls pro«d 

given in chapter 4 are surticientlJ a.dnncea not to ~ rurt. r 

sophistication. It may be possible that scee ot 'the c cri 

po.rticularly the mini111um pove1• level rcqui~t, are too ccv 

However > tbe author considered it better to err on 't.be •i 
or c Son. 
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The preliminary analysis of the GDS 6.?Tay <1ata is described in 

section 4. 2 and the rei;ults ue presented in section 5.1. A tull 

amU.yois va.s not undertaken by the author because the main objective 

of the research was the application of the HT technique. 

The datn processing of :rurt.her events from the array records has 

been continued by Dr . Ro:1e:ary llutton and Dr. Dennis Rooney. The 

advantages of analysing variations recorded simultaneously at an array 

of rongnetometcrs are apparent from many papers publinhed on the subject . 

Hovev r , intermittent recording by a fev instruments :made thfs objec

tive difficult. · It vas decided that more inrontation could be gained 

by treating the data in a non-synoptic :::anner. Accorclingly, record 

aectiona were chosen and analysed in the same vay as for sin&le-station 

datn . 

The in-phase induction vectors determined cit periods or 750 a and 

2000 o by this o.nalysis arc illustrated in figures Al.la and Al.lb. 

The real vectors from the MT stations are also included in the fi£Ure. 

The results from the tvo studies appear to be in agreement. A veey 

COl!lplex pat tern of induction which vas previouol.y uoknovn is shovn b7 

tbc vectors. 

The derived ODS re!lponse tunctions have also been analysed e:ploy-

ing the Hypothetical Event Technique or Bailey ~· (1971J). The 

in-phase vertical fields generated by a regional rrE/SW current f.l.O'll 

at periods of 236 s and 1960 s are illustrated in risures Al. 2n and 

Al..2b. 

. . i or these .results has been prc ... ented 
A tentative 1ntcrpretnt on 

recently by Hutton ~· (1971) • 
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Figure A1. l In-phase induction vectors for array and 
single-station data at 

(a) 750s & (b} 2000s 
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Figure A1. 2 Hypothetical Event Analysis: rn-phase v rtlc 1 field 

generated by a regional IE/SW current itCM at 
(a) 236s & (b) 1961s 
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